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THE ETUDE 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., NOVEMBER, 1893. 
A Monthly Publication for the Teachers and Students of 
Music, 
StTBSCKiraroK Bates 51.50 per year (payable in advance). 
Single Copy,.....>10 cents. 
DI®C©3TTIWUA]8rC)®.—Iff yea wtefc 41a® e'-uEirsattl 
stopped, an explicit notice mast be sent ns by 
letter, otherwise, it will be ©©ntissiaesS. All 
ages si ns ft be paid. 
' EEHEWAl.—Ho receipt is sent f&r renewals, ©sa 
the wrapper off the next issue sent yon will he 
printed the date to which y©nr snbscript,ion is paid 
np, which serves as a receipt fforyonr subscription. 
THEODORE PRESSES, 
1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
tew, 
Victor Herbert, the'well-known violoncello soloist, 
has been elected conductor of the Gilmore Band. The 
present conductor, Mr. Reeves, returns to Providence, 
R. I. 
Vladimir de Packmans, the piano virtuoso, played at 
Worcester September 28th, New York October 17th, 
24th, and 81st, Philadelphia October 20ch and 23d, and 
Boston October 18th, 25th, and November 2d. 
The Rev. H. R. Haweis, author of “Music and 
Morals,” “My Musical Memories,” and other works, 
lectured at Drexel Institute, in Philadelphia, on “ Music 
and Morals,” October 20th. 
The well-known pianist, Fanny Bloomfield Zeisler, 
has gone to Europe for a concert tour. 
The Boston Symphony Orchestra under its new direc¬ 
tor, Emil Paur, gives twenty-nine concerts in Bostpn, 
five in New York and Philadelphia. 
A national chores, to be known as the National 
Festival and Oratorio Society, is to be formed in. Wash¬ 
ington, D. C. It will number 1000 voices. 
A most important recent musical event is the organ 
recitals given in varions cities by the great French 
organist, M. Alexander Guilmant. HiB organ playing is 
a revelation of the possibilities of the instrument. An 
effort is toT be made to secure his return next year. 
The great acoustician, Helmholtz, has arrived in this 
country in connection with scientific matters. 
It is again rumored that Joseffy will tour this season. 
It is to be hoped this great pianist will give the public 
ah opportunity to hear him. 
The New York Philharmonic Orchestra, under 
Anton Seidl, gives six concerts in that city. 
The Symphony Society, Walter Damxosch, conductor, 
also gives six concerts, each preceded by a public after¬ 
noon rehearsal. 
The criticism on Emil Panr’s conducting is that he has 
more scholarship than temperament. 
There is a prospect of hearing Scharwenka’s new 
opera, “ Mataswinthaj” in Philadelphia, New York, 
Brooklyn, and Boston. 
Chevalier De Kontski, the eminent pianist and 
composer, is giving a series of recitals in California 
prior to his leaving America for Japan. He will not 
return. 
FOREIGN. 
To Gonnod we owe the idea that is used to change the 
pitch of a tune in a phonograph. While listening to an 
exhibition on a phonograi it occurred to him that by 
turning the cylinder on which the tune is recorded faster 
or slower the music wonld be transposed into a higher 
or lower key, as the ease might be. The suggestion was 
followed, and proved to be in accord with the laws of 
vibration of sound. 
■ Dr. Hans Richter is expected in Londpn in October 
to conduct a special concert, when only works of Beeth¬ 
oven and Wagner will Be given. 
An effort was made to secure Dr. Richter to conduct 
the Boston Symphony Orchestra. 
1 Schumann’s only opera, “Genoveva,” will be given 
daring the winter by the students of the Royal College 
of Music, directed by C.: Villiers-Stanford. This is its 
first regular stage production in England. The work 
was originally produced in LeipBic, 48 years ago, and 
was praised by Spohr and other judges, thongh not 
warmly received by the public. _ 
Christine Nilsson, who lives in Madrid the greater Eart of the time, has two roomB curiously papered in her 
ouse. One is her Bleeping-room, which is papered 
with sheets of music from the scores of the different 
operas in which she has snug; the other is the dining¬ 
room, decorated with the hotel bills gathered during her 
many tours. 
A new opera, consisting of 18 pieces for piano, is 
announced from TBchaiskowsky’s pen? They are said to 
be of anasual interest. 
The Musical Times is responsible for the statement 
that Mr. Fred Corven, the eminent English composer, 
has refused a handsome offer to settle in the United 
States. 
Charles Gounod, the great composer, died October 
18th, of paralysis. Music has lost one of its greatest 
exponents. - 
A dictionary of Scpfigph musicians, from the year 
1400 to the present day, is now on the press. 
Paderewski has engaged a complete orchestra for a 
private performance of his “Fantasie Symphonique,” 
for piano and orchestra. The work will probably be 
heard by the public during this season. »- 
The Klindworth-Scharwenka Conservatory in JBerlin 
is directed by Philip Scharwenka, Hugo Goldschmidt, 
and Karl Klindworth. It opened October 5. 
Saint-Saens has published a fantasia for the harp 
(Op. 76). 
Rubinstein has given to his publisher the completed 
score of his “ Christus.” 
A student festival by a union of 14 student societies 
from as many universities, with 650 active and 4000 
non-active members, under the direction of various 
eminent musicians, is to take place in 1894. 
Ten years ago only 1,500,000 pupils were learning 
Binging in the elementary schools of England, now they 
number 3,000,000. The class of music used has risen 
accordingly. ^ 
A new opera by Sir Arthur Sullivan is in rehearsal. 
Me, Arthur Nikisch has actively entered upon his 
duties at Rnda-Pesth. . 
Rubinstein’s sacred opera, “Moses,” is to be pro¬ 
duced at Vienna, December 3. ^ j 
MaxMaeiaVon Weber, a grandson of the composer, 
is writing ahistory of “ Der Freischlitz,”-which contains 
many interesting documents. 
An opera, “Nero,” upon which Boito, whose “Meph- 
istopheles ” may be recalled, is said to have been en¬ 
gaged for 15 years, is said to be the greatest musical 
drama of the nineteenth century. 
Put aside the few geniuses who were born musicians, 
and it is presumably tree that the men who have ac¬ 
complished anything- memorable in the execution or 
creation of musical ideas have established their pre¬ 
eminence by hard work. 
A German pianist, when asked why America had 
produced no remarkable musicians, replied that they 
t might if they would only go at it right. What we judged 
to be the proper Bystem may be gained from his own 
method. During the first few years of his course he de¬ 
voted thirteen hours every day to study. Thirteen hours 
a day is an extreme. William Vincent Wallace killed 
himself by practising ten hours and devoting the re¬ 
mainder of the day to composition. If one wishes to 
enjoy the fruitB of his labor he must attend the more 
carefully to his physical nature. Hamerton’s letters bn 
the “Physical Basis,” in hiB “Intellectual Life,” are 
well worth perusal. The1 exact amount of practice one 
can endure must be determined by experience. It is 
useless to spend time after body and brain are exhausted. 
You are pumping from an empty cistern. 
Students must rid themselves of the notion that talent 
iB everything. Talent itf nothing, unless joined with 
earneat and well-directed endeavor. The young man 
who studies air features in the glass, seeking for re¬ 
semblance to the great masters, will not look in vain. 
It ia well that he should emplpy his time thus ,* he has 
not the proper temper to resemble them in anything 
else. , - 
One more point : do not he a'player and nothing else. 
A prominent musician writes me that ‘ ‘ a liberal educa¬ 
tion, viz., outside of music proper, is fast becoming a 
sine qua non if one would take any high stand in the 
profession.” For the learner, no matter how talented, 
to achieve such high position, requires constant, untir¬ 
ing effort, but he will reap his sure reward-if he faint 
not. K- 
FOB ANYTHING IN SHEET MUSIC; MUSIC BOOKS, OR MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, SEND 
TO THE PUBLISHER OP “THE ETUDE.” ^ . 
THE ETUDE. 
Questions anti j^nsweips. 
[Our subscribes? are Invited to send in questions for this depart¬ 
ment. Please write them on one ride of the paper only, and not 
with other things on the same sheet. lit Stk Cass the 
Wkitkb’s sow address must bb Given, or the. questions will 
receive no attention. In'no case will the writer’s name be printed 
to the questions in Ths Etude. Questions that have no' general 
interest will not receive attention.] v 
Sistkb A.—Either your tuning-fork or the instrument'by which 
you have tested it is wrong, or a tuning fork marked "A" would 
not give the pitch of F. 
L. G — Poor readers are, as a usual thing, also poor at fingering, 
but if your pupil fingers well, yet reads slowly and incorrectly, give 
her special lessons in note reading. Doubtless she is not fully in¬ 
formed regarding many things common in notation, especially re¬ 
garding note lengths. Or perhaps she is troubled with notes on the. 
added lines. A little time spent in doing the exercises in London's 
“Writing Book for Music Pupils” will correct all of these things 
and many others. If she reads well enough to do them, try Kohler’s 
‘Etudes,” Op. 50. These exercises are dry, but all Of the notes lie 
under the hand easily, and can be done by group reading, as the 
groups are either scales or arpeggios. In teaching these look over 
the etude given for the- lesson, and make the pupil understand its 
construction, then make her count as per the time mark, and play, 
read, and consider each group as one unit, like a word of four let¬ 
ters, instead of allowing each note to be a separate thing. Four- 
hand playing is excellent practice for such pupils. Playing easy 
pieces, pieces that are easy for the pupil, by reading and consider¬ 
ing the phrases, making them expressive at thefirst reading, is supe¬ 
rior practice. 
N. P.—Turns, the character that you ask about, are somewhat 
like the letter “ 8 ” turned sideways. Mordentes are zigzag, sharp- 
cornered, wavy lines, they might be called, about three points on 
one side and two on the other. Trills are usually expressed by the 
letters “tr.” Sometimes they are expressed with the mordente 
character, and a dotted line following the distance onward in the 
measure that the note is to be trilled. This is found only in. very 
old music, however. C. W.L. 
M. P.—The Etude receives enough requests fromteachers of this 
kind to supply all of the seminaries of the land with assistant music 
teachers. If you will stop to think a moment you will see that all 
such music schools are likely to have pupils ottheir own who are 
sufficiently advanced to act as assistants, and those who can only go 
on with their studies by such help. Then, again, seminaries would 
first take such worthy and needy pupils of their own, pupils with 
whom they are acquainted, rather than ran any risks by taking 
some one of whom they know nothing. Lastly, no good seminary, 
nor any musical department of a good seminary, ever employs pupil 
assistants. Well-prepared and > thoroughly educated musicians are 
none too good for their patrons. Please believe that all this is 
meant to be kindly said. But in nearly every case there is hope for 
all talented and deserving pupils who really want and must have s 
good musical education. It is, get some Mend to loan yon the 
money, and to loan enough to give you a really superior education, 
; one so thorough that you can' compete with teachers of the first- 
class, and so, eventually, command large prices for your services. 
Then you can soon earn the money to pay back what you have bor¬ 
rowed. This course will have made bo fine a musician of yon as to 
make your services in demand at a price that will make life worth 
living, when you consider that you are doing something to benefit 
mankind, instead of teaching by sufferance, and perhaps doing 
more harm than good, and defrauding, in reality, your patrons. 
C.W. L. 
B. M. P.—If your patrons neglect to have their pianos toned, 
“labor” with them, show how It la false economy to neglect the 
instrument, that pianos are supposed to give forth pleasant music, 
and that this is Impossible when the piano Is badly out of tune. 
, That for the good of the instrument it must be tuned two or three 
times a year.. Exert yourself to get up a club of instruments for 
some good tuner, and thus give your pupils the benefit of instru¬ 
ments that ar£jin tune for their practice. Teachers should Interest 
themselves more in this matter. C. W. L. 
J. O. Y.—1. The old masters did not compose music that takes the 
highest and lowest keys of the modern piano. However, some of 
their music, which was originally composed for string and orchestra, 
^as been arranged’for piano playing. In these arrangements the 
full compass of the modern piano is sometimes utilized. 
2. An intelligent expression never sacrifices the dignity of sacred 
music. It is perfectly correct to. employ shading from pp to ff when 
the sentiment of the words and music demand it. Sentimental and 
overdrawn expression is always out of place and amateurish, and 
that in any kind of music. 
8. Pupils, lazjj energetic, or otherwise, should never have aching 
wrists, hands, or fingers from piano practice. Give the pupil several 
months of practice on the first three exercises in Mason’s “Touch 
and Technic,” VoL I, following the explicit directions in the pre¬ 
ceding pages of letter-press. Before beginning each measure the 
pupil must let loose, so to speak, every nerve, tendon, and mus- 
. cle. This looseness Is controlled by the feeling of ease and repose 
rather than by effort of will. The teacher must take a gentle hold 
of all of the pupil’s fingers occasionally to see if there is complete 
devitalizing, letting go, absence of all effort, and tension. Get the 
edition of 1892, the last edition for full directions regarding de¬ 
vitalization of stiff hands. C. W. L. 
. B.—A turn may have both its upper and lower auxiliary tones a 
whole beep from the principal tone; it may also,have both auxili¬ 
aries at half step intervals from the principal tone. The.aaual 
rule, however, and especially In modern music, is that where no 
ohromatlp signs' (sharps, flats, or cancels) are used in the turn sign 
the upper tone shall be in the scale series (whole or half steps, as it 
happens) and the lower tone, a half step (cbromatloally altered, if 
necessary), below the principal tone. In former times appogiatura* 
were never written out with what we now call grace notes. They^ 
were introduced Into cadences by the singer or player'according to 
rules established at the time.' Most modern writers now write their 
appbgiaturas in full as a real part of the measure, which is the proper 
way; yet much of printed music still contains the closing notes of 
recitative phrases in old style, which leaves the singer to decide the 
exact interpretation. 
JL 8.—Jean Frederic Burgmuller was born atBatlsbon in 1806, and 
K. P. C„ Bozeman, Montana,—Salnt-Saens’ name Is pronounced, 
both syllables, with the Frenoh nasal sound, whloh has no equivalent 
In English. Sang Bong comes as near It, perhaps, as our English 
notationwill permit. 
M. M., M-anqn, Ind.—Nicolai von Wilm is pronounced “NIkoli 
fon Wllm.” He la a Russian composer, born in Kiga, March 4,1884. 
He studied at the Leipzig Conservatory, and has written a good deal of 
chamber music, piano music, four-part Bongs, choral works, eto. 
Thomd (pron. To-may) Is a Frenoh composer, born near Paris in 
1850. He has written for orchestra and chorus,- also song and piano 
music of a popular character. Guilmant (pron. GB-mong) Is a 
Frenchman, best known as one of the most distinguished Organists 
-He excels In Improvisation, and Is an exceedingly skillful and 
effective composer for his Instrument. Has also written much church 
music. Grieg (pron. Greeg) Is a very prominent Norwegian com¬ 
poser, born at Bergen in 1843. Studied at the Leipzig Conservatory. 
His works are original and- characteristic. Has written much for 
orchestra, also choral works, chamber music,piano music, and Bongs. 
Salnt-Saens is a very distinguished French composer, born In 1885. 
He is best known in this country by his symphonic poems “ Phae* 
ton ” and “ Danse Macabre ” and “Le Bonet d’ Omphale.” Has also 
composed much other orchestral musio, operas, oratorios, cantatas, 
.tongs, chamber music, piano music, etc. Is a highly accomplished 
. pianist and organist. You ought to have a good Dictionary of MubIc 
and Musicians, such as Mathews’ or I^erman’s. 
J. W. M., Brandon, Man.—I think yon had better have the opin¬ 
ion of a specialist as to the amount of time it would require to ac¬ 
complish what you desire in vocal culture. Write to F. W. Boot, 
243 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, HI. The beat way to try for a posi¬ 
tion as organist would probably be to advertise In Thr Etude. 
Mrs. L. B. B.—You will find out all that can be told In print about 
the “Stuttgart Touch’"from Leberi and Stark’s “ Piano Method,” If 
it is accessible to yon; .but I do not advise you to buy it. It is used a 
good deal, but is pedantic, requires a constrained position of the 
hand, and is greatly surpassed by some of our American methods 
especially by Mason’s “ Touch and Technic.” 
B. H. W., Bgndout, N. Y.—A sharp and B flat are identical in 
pitch in our tempered system of tuning in universal use, and are 
always treated as identical by composers in modulating. Acousti¬ 
cally, they differ very slightly. - J. C. F. 
AMEEIOAN FOLKSONGS. 
{Continued from p. 288.) 
died February 18,1874, at Beaulieu, France. Yery little Is to be\. 1® the world.. He was bom in 1837, and was a pupil of Le rumens, 
found concerning him,.but 'he was a talented pianist and composer 
of piano 6tudes, a piano method, and of light pianoforte music. 
His compositions are valuable for studies in expression and their 
correct music orthography. Although he Is little written about, yet 
certain of Mb studies are much used and are deservedly popular. 
L. A. P.—Lsblache’s “Method of Singing^ is as good' as many 
others of the same class, such as Bassinl’s, Panseron’s, etc. They 
are, however, strictly speaking, not methods of singing, but collec-, 
tions of exercises and vocalises, possessing in themselves no intrinsic 
' merit for the cultivation of the voice, save as they are applied by a 
skillful teacher, it Is not so much what the pupil does as how he does 
it, and the simpler the exercise can be made in illustrating the point 
at issue, the clearer the thought and the better the effect. Such exer¬ 
cises are largely Individual with the successful teacher, who notes 
them down for his pupils as occasion requires, modifying them or in¬ 
venting new ones for use in especial cases. After a good tone formation 
has been acquired, vocalises may be studied with advantage. Some 
useful ones may be mentioned, such as Mathilda Matched'* 24 
Vocalises, Op. 2; Bordogni’s 24 Vocalises for all Voices; LOtgen’s 
* KehlfertigkeltVaccai’s “ Italian Method.” The Golfeggien Album' 
Peters’ Edition, also affords some valuable material for study. Still, 
the newer school of vocal culture lays much less stress on such 
work, using it only to supply practice which cannot be had in any 
other way. For instance, Concone’s 50 Lessons in Singing, wMch 
were formerly in great vogue, are simply song melodies without 
words; nowadays they are bnt little used. Instead of spending 
time on them it Is more to fixe purpose to give songs wMch answer 
the same end, and wMch, in addition, give invaluable training in 
enunciation and expression. One of the best epitomes of this 
method of teaching is that contained in Mrs. Rogers’ remarkable 
book, “ The Philosophy of Singing,” recently published by Harper 
& Bros. The subject Is thoroughly treated from its various sides, 
philosophical, esthetic, and practical. It 1b not all easy reading, bnt 
its study cannot fail to interest and richly repay the thoughtful 
vocalist or teacher. F. 8. L. 
Mrs. A. D.—(i) It is certainly difficult to break a pupil of looking 
constantly at the hands while practising, especially if yon do not have 
his co-operation. Try covering the hands by a sheet of music dur¬ 
ing the lesson-hour and while some particularly aggravating in¬ 
stance of the fault is shown. Or try the shutting of the eyes when 
a piece is memorized, or try playing a memorized piece in the dark. 
After all, yon must appeal to the pupil’s reason chiefly. If you can¬ 
not convince him the habit is a bad one you cannot expect him to 
correct it. 
(2) To properly explain what the Binary Form is, is too long a 
story for these columns. I advise you to look up Banister (“ Music,” 
Chapter 37); see also the excellent articles, Form and.§onata, in Stainer 
and Barrett’s Dictionary. We presume by Binary Form you allude 
to the form of the first movement of a sonata or symphony. By 
what pan hardly be regarded as otherwise than a misfortune, though 
' the definition is doubtless at bottom a just one, Front, in his latest 
work, “ Musical Form,” p. 151, defines the binary form as- that form 
which contains two complete sentences and is divided naturally into 
two parte. You should possess this remarkably able volume if you 
do not already have it. 
(3) The best way to teach the bass clef is to teach it from the very 
first lesson. Draw a staff of eleven lines, making the middle line a 
dotted one. Call the attention of the pupil to the fact that the mid¬ 
dle line marks the place of middle C, the five lines above and the 
five below being continuations upward and downward, respectively, 
from middle C. ' Now separate the two staves, leaving but the mid¬ 
dle line, bnt keeping steadily to the front the idea that the bass staff 
is not a new thing to be learned as an addition to the treble staff 
bat that it is a continuation downward from middle C, as the treble 
staff is a continuation upward from that note. Try this plan and 
let us know how it works. H. C. M. 
M. M. P., Serena, III.—-Paderewski is a Pole by blood as well as 
by birth. 
E. von A., East Oakland, Cal.—I knowy?of no authority for 
playing the first part of Mendelssohn’s " Spring Song ” without pedal, 
repeating with pedal. 
Mas. J. 8. J., Mitchell. Ontario.—L. M. D. means Long Metre 
Double, i.e., four lambic feet in a line and eight lines in a stanza. 
C. M. D. means Common Metre Double, i.e., alternate lines having 
four and three iambic feet. S. M. D. means Short Metre Doable, i.e., 
two lines of three lambic feet, then one of four, then one of three 
in Simple Common Metre, the Double repeating this order so as to 
make an eight-line stanza. 6-5, etc., always refers to the number of 
syllables in a line. - 
2. The staccato marks lg/S^jplude XX, of Bach’s Well-tempered 
Clavichord are not Bach’s, but the editor’s. They only represent 
his individual notion. They are no more obligatory there than in 
the Fugue. Czerny’s edition, published by Peters, while excellent 
In fingering, is rather objectionable in its numerous markings of this 
kind. I prefer to use the Breitkopf and Haertel Popular Edition, 
edited lj>y Beinecke, 
8. The “ a' 4 ” to which you refer probably means that the fugue 
is in four voice-parts. 
The old native land, old homesteads within whose 
walls for ages the same race lived, loved, and died, field 
and forest cultivated for generations by the same family, 
are comparatively very rare in America; but these are 
most important in their bearing-upon the formation and 
development.of popular song. This lack of “steadfast¬ 
ness,” this migratory restlessness, iB undoubtedly the 
chief reason for the want of genuine American folk¬ 
song. - 
Only in those heartfelt slave songs, in those planta¬ 
tion melodies, Ml of longing and yearning, sadness and 
hope, resignation and rapture, the people found a kind 
of substitute and unconsciously felt their own wants. 
This was the reason of their listening with peculiar en¬ 
chantment to the tunes and ballads of Foster and airs 
more expressive of a sort of melancholy nostalgia than 
any similar American Btrains, as well as of “ Home, 
Sweet Home” having grown so dear to the Nation’s 
heart. - 
In view of the fact that the people for so long a time 
remained indifferent to creating their own popular lays, 
it is surprising that they should with preference have 
adopted the melodies and rhythmical peculiarities of the 
negro songs. In the minstrel songs and ballads the 
white composer not only employed the melodions 
material of the slave songs and their qneer text forms, 
bnt their local coloring. 
Stephen CollinB Foster was indisputably the most 
prominent among these composers. . Born on the Fourth 
of July, 1826, in Pittsburgh, Pa., he descended from a 
refined and musical family. His mother, Eliza Clayland 
Tomlinson, a member of one of the best families of 
Maryland, was a highly educated lady. Even in his 
childhood Foster conceived a passion for mnsic. To 
apply himself more successfully to it he acquired the 
Branch and German languages without a teacher. He 
eagerly studied Beethoven and Mozart. The latter was 
his idol. 
Foster’s songs receive^ a larger circulation than those 
of any other American composer. . He himself wrote 
the text to all his songs with the exception of the first 
one, “Come to the Lattice, Love.5* His ballads 
betokened a noble mind and show a different spirit from 
his plantation songs. Herr Miehling calls them the 
“ rea-akyed dawn of the morning of the growing and 
genuine American folksong.” 
Art is the end the student has in view, and study is the 
means to that end.—A. B. Marx. 
22 
AVE MARIA (Rock of Ages). 
By W. H. H. SMITH. 
For soprano, with violin ad libitum. A very effective solo, not 
difficult or of wide range. Mailed to any address on receipt of the 
price (60 cents) by the publisher, 
IGN. FISCHER, Toledo, Ohio. 
GREAT THOUGHTS FOB MUSICIANS 
on JEsthetie Prldples or tbeir Art, selected Atom 
Ibe Works of Some of tbe Best Writers, 
Ancient and Modern. : 
BY 
ALBERT W. BORST. 
COPIES HAILED UPON RECEIPT OF PRICE, 25 CENT8. 
W. H. BONER & CO., 
1314 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA. 
Eads Numbed of Wn e PHn H p 
if ii « 
.1887, - L60, 
II ii o 1888, - 1.60, 
ii ii n 1888, - 1.60, 
Bound ii u 1886, . - 2.60, 
<< ii n 1887, - 2.60, 
ii n 1888. 
1889, - 
2.50, 
if ii n 2.60, 
if H 1890, - 2.60, 
if ii H 1891, - 2.50, 
Theee volumes contain from 18 to 20 dollars worth of music in 
each year. The various -articles give a great amount of information 
of permanent value. It is a peculiarity of The Mtiu&e that ita 
articles are of substantial and lasting worth. Address the Publisher, 
t 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Ohestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
AMUSING AND INSTRUCTIVE. 
A GAME FOE EVERY MUSIC STUDENT. 
PRICE SB GTS., POSTPAID. 
—-.r— 
The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by 
any number of players. The objeot of the game is to 
impress on the mind of the players the important events 
in the lives of-48 composers and musicians. 
Address Publisher, 
THE0DOBE PBESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
SOMETHING FOR EVERY PIANO PLAYER. 
Album of Instructive Pieces 
PIANOFORTE. 
PRICE $1.00. 
ARRANGED IN PROGRESSIVE ORDER. 
There are few really good collections of easy in¬ 
structive music. This album will be welcome as 
supplying a need with most teachers. They are 
pieces intended to form the taste of the pupil. All 
are closely Angered and edited. We consider that 
the collection cannot be excelled for formative 
pieces. 
FLOTSAM ASD jfrSAM. 
Among the debris which is constantly tossing into 
sight in the musician’s life there may, at times, be 
thrown up some privilege which will long be remembered 
as an inspiring element, spurring on and at the Bame 
time enlarging the course of his activity. These privi¬ 
leges take upon themselves different forms and come 
nnder a varied guise, but their influence is always there. 
It would be well if all: students were on the watch for 
these tossings, and would learn to value properly all 
these influences. They are so many, so varied, some 
directly helpful, others give of their benefits gradually, 
yet all doing much to shape future reputation and use¬ 
fulness. 
These thoughts or musiugs were awakened by hear¬ 
ing M. Alexandre Guilmant, the great French organist. 
In his case the ordinary expressions of praise fail" of 
their strength. To say the '* great organist ” is simply 
to say what may be said of other organists. To call 
him the greatest is but to reiterate what is said of others. 
He is 11 sui generis,” he stands alone. If you can 
imagine the pedals of a grand organ giving out their 
tone with the same exquisite degree of phrasing, finish, 
and polish as the most effective solo instrument; if you 
can hear the tone colors of the orchestra brought out 
without you being conscious of how it is done ; if you 
can imagine music pureand simple, without the jar of 
an omnipresent technical Means, you can imagine Guil- 
mant’s organ playing. He is an artist in every varied 
meaning that may attach to the word. Hearing him is 
just such a privilege as has been referred to. One is 
imbued with a greater reverence for musical art, and 
will, therefore, give more fully the beat that is in him to 
its stndy. Of course, all cannot hear Guilmant, but all 
can read and all can hear something, and therp are 
daily happenings which uplift and carry forward. 
***** 
The squabbling which has been so vigorous at the 
World's Fair is another flotsam which teaches. The 
spectacle of exponents of the divine art rolling up their 
tongues, if not their sleeves, and engaging in a continu¬ 
ous quarrel, is certainly an instructive and inspiring 
one. While,we may not be able to glean the instruction 
daring the “ fracas,” now that the heat of the battle is 
over, we, after we get our breath, may take time to mor¬ 
alize. Human nature is very like in all lines of work. 
Commercial pursuits, even if they are intended to sup¬ 
ply the implements of musical culture^mean business 
rather than art, and the prime motive is to reap the 
greatest benefit for their particular interests. 
And then jealousies will exist, and to call you greater 
than I will be apt to rouse my ire. One does not like to 
have another preferred before himself. 
Yet it does seem as though there Bhould be no need 
of such disgraceful strivings, so that, perhaps, the best 
lessons to learn from it all is to go and not do likewise. 
A little more ballast is what we all need, and then a 
firm hand on the tiller (common sense) will steer us a 
more seamanlike course 
* * * 
* * 
It is a fine thing to Btand off and say what should be. 
The fellow who stands and watches the game of chess 
can always see farther ahead, aud, of coarse, would 
play it better than either of the contestants. So, too, 
music teachers become bo used to giving instruction that 
it. is a real easy matter to say how things should have 
been done. But suppose we had been called7 to the 
work under like circumstances, what would we have 
done? <5.. 
Think abont that a little. What sort of a disposition 
hate you any way, and from what point of view do you 
survey things in general ? Is there any predisposition 
to prejudice, or to narrowness, or to a restriction pi 
view? Perhaps it might be well to answer theBe ques¬ 
tions before we attempt to criticise others (World’s Fair 
musical authorities included) toe/reterely. It is an ex¬ 
ceedingly good thing for a person to Bit as judge upon 
himself sometimes, and examine his case frankly, for 
it may save a serious restriction of power, and he may 
be glad if he does hot have to do as did Bob Burdette’s 
mean man—try to ait on the other end of the log in 
ordep to get away from himself. A. L. Manchester. 
iSPwSSliww ;v'v . - 
IMITATIVE TJEAOHIUG. 
The manner in which teachers proceed to give lessons 
to beginners, as well as those who are more advanced, is 
fall of differences, perhaps as many as there are teaoh’ers. 
Oar aim shall be to refer only to a few points, however, 
which are important so far as regards the practical in¬ 
terest of the pupil. How often we have pupils say to ns 
when they are about to take their lessons, ‘‘Please play 
it through for me. ’ ’ Now, what prompts that pupil to ask 
the. teacher such a question. It is a strong disposition 
to imitate, and since ‘imitation' must accompany every 
attempt to learn a new piece with those who have be¬ 
come habituated to learning in that way, they mnst 
necessarily have a teacher all their lives if they expect 
to keep up with the music of the day. We are aware 
that among our most noted instructors this style of teach¬ 
ing is practised, and why do they do it? They do it 
because they can save themselves much labor ip cultivat¬ 
ing the pupil’s mind in such a way as to invent expres¬ 
sion, and conceive all necessary points whereby he may 
be able to play any piece artistically. The teacher sits 
down, plays the piece through, and says to his pnpil, 
“ Now you must playitin that way.” Of course, the pupil 
hag listened to the playing—the natural swing of the 
piece, the movement, the melody, the touch, in fact all 
the particular points necessary to complete and polish 
-the piece. The experience which the teacher has got 
through yearg of study and drill is given to the pupil to 
apply only in that piece which he has before him. And 
as often as he gets a uew one the same ordeal has to be 
passed, when, on the other hand, he should explain the 
principles governing expression, movement, time, touch, 
and phrasing, permitting the pupil to play from method 
and principle ; then if he fail to get the idea, ’tis well 
to play a phrase over for Mm that he may get the idea 
of the principle, which, when once understood, he can 
apply it any place where it is required, and do so intel¬ 
ligently. This method of teaching takes time and pains, 
of coarse, but there can be no excellence without great 
labor; the intelligent progress of the pupil must be 
looked after rather than the ease of the teacher. The 
pupil can soon be taught to lean upon his own ability 
by sitting down to his lesson, faking it through slowly 
that he may be able to play on time and tune. When this 
is accomplished, he can then be taught the principles 
of phrasing, expression, touch, aud fingering. By pur¬ 
suing this method a short time he will cease to desire 
his music, played through for him first. It is best to let 
the pupil do all he can from his own ideas, then, if there 
is sometMng lacking, brighten his ideas by an example 
from the teacher. This manner of instruction will de¬ 
velop all the musical ability there is in a pnpil. 
The object is not to play a certain piece of music that 
it may be heard, but that it may be felt and understood 
—that it may impress. Nothing is gained if I play all 
the prescribed notes, anless I feel and know how the 
composer conceived them, unless I render them accord¬ 
ing to that perception. This is the task of the execu¬ 
tant. This perception of the artistic purport, as ap¬ 
plied to executive proficiency, is called ‘‘ style ” and 
“expression.” 
No one who has any idea of the complexity of emo¬ 
tion and impressions that stir the spirit of the composer 
and guide his pen, no one who can conceive the impossi¬ 
bility of impressing in writing all the inarticnlate accents, 
the half-disclosed secrets, the twilight of soul, that strive 
for utterance in music, will doubt for a moment the.irre- 
missible necessity of leading every disciple of art to¬ 
ward a clear perception. of the spiritual purport in 
music, and to the intelligible rendering of this purport 
in performance. Our verbal language is hot even ful¬ 
filled in the alphabet; and of how little moment aTe the 
"inflexions of accents, graveness, and acuteness in lan¬ 
guage, in comparison to what they are in music, where 
all these resources come into play, besides rhythm, dura¬ 
tion, pitch, and resonance, and where all-these have an 
essential significance. . 
And now for the indwelling purport of words or music, 
which is, after all, the all-important feature : how often 
do - we fail to understand each other, in oar native tongue f 
How few seize the sense of what is undefined or pro- - 
found ? How often mast commentators and expounders 
make clear what has been written ? What has not been 
written to explain Shakespeare ? And has not our own 
Goethe been Bet forth to his countrymen by similar medi¬ 
ators? And have these yet come to the end of their 
task ? although we have known and practised his lan¬ 
guage from our infancy, as if it were an inborn faculty. 
How can it, then, he otherwise with the. fugitive and 
mystic language of music, that, far from being the idiom 
and habit of our whole life, resounds only in rare and 
single moments, and to speak which we must penetrate 
and identify ourselves with it ? 
A .Your pupils cannot too early.pass the stage of tha 
' dilettante style which is so akin to affectation.. They 
should, on the contrary, be taught to forgdt their own 
• insignificant self, and to think rather of the importance 
• of the work they have in hand.—/• Moschtdes* 
GENUINE METRONOMES. 
We have just received a new importation of 
the finest Maelzel Metronomes direct from 
France. 
A SHORT TREATISE OH* INSTRUMENTAL 
MUSIC. 
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(A New Theory of Composition, from the 
Composer’s Standpoint.) 
F. H. GRIFFITH & CO., 
1229 and 1231 tihestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Instrumental music consisted formerly mostly of 
dances, marches for military and festive occasions, etc. 
The highest form of instrumental music is the symphony, 
which has a strong resemblance to the sonata. The 
sonata has its name from the Italian—sonare, to sound. 
The sonata consists of several parts of a different form, 
although they must be connected with each other. The 
fundamental form of the sonata is contained in the 
modern piano sonata, and has been transferred to other 
instruments. We have sonatas for organ, flute, violin, 
etc. 
The sonata has generally four parts, which in . the 
general arrangement are most always the same, although 
they may widely differ, so far as their individual form 
and contents are concerned. 
• 
The first part, allegro, contains the principal ideas 
and is generally subdivided into three divisions: the prin¬ 
cipal theme with modulation, the side theme (middle 
part), and the third part (finishing group). If the prin¬ 
cipal theme is in major, the second theme is in the 
dominant, when in minor, in the parallel key; in the 
middle part (mittelsatz), the composer generally returns 
to the tonic. In place of the above three divisions, the 
first part can consist of a theme with variations, like 
Beethoven’s celebrated sonata in At> major. The 
above first part (Hauptsatz) is generally followed by an 
adagio-larghetto, andante, etc. 
The third part is a scherzo or mennet, which is fol¬ 
lowed by a finale in quick time. We can here give only 
an outline and advise the student to examine Haydn’s, 
Mozart’s, or Beethoven’s sonatas. The form of the 
sonata was created toward the end of the 16th century. 
The first sonatas for piano solo were composed by J. 
Kuhnau, born 1667, in a small town in Saxony. He 
afterward emigrated to Leipzic, where he died in 1722. 
Of great importance in perfecting the form of the sonata 
were Dom. Scarlatti (1688-1767) and Fr. Durante 
(1684-1765). 
J. S. Bach’s sonatas are more in the form of the 
“ suite” (a set of consecutive pieces without particular 
connection with each other and mostly written as menuets, 
gavottes, allemandes, and similar dance forms). Philip 
Emanuel Bach, son of the above, is credited as being 
the founder of the form of the presentjnano sonata. It 
was however, the invention of the Hammer Clavier 
which gave a great impulse to enlarging on the form of 
the sonata daring the classic epoch in which Haydn, 
Mozart, [and partieularly.Beethoven, made their wonder¬ 
ful tone pictures. 
In later days Weber, Hummel, Mendelssohn, Schu¬ 
mann, Schuberth, Brahms, and others added to the num¬ 
ber of fine sonatas of their predecessor. 
Sonatas have often other instruments as a companion to 
the piano. Beethoven has written several sonatas for 
piano and violin, of which the so-called ‘4 Kreutzej 
Sonata” is the grandest. He has also written a very 
fine sonata for piano and horn. Onslow has given ns 
some fine Bonatas for piano and cello, andgkuhlan has 
written brilliant sonatas fot piano and flute. All com¬ 
positions in which the piano carries.the principal harden, 
and whether they are trios, quartettes, etc., and even con¬ 
certos with orchestral accompaniment,ilrerwritten in the 
sonata form. „.t v 
It was in the first quarter of the present century, when 
the fantasia, potpourri, divertissimento, and nntold 
nnmbers of variations made their appearance. Hunten, 
Herz, MoBchelleB, Thalberg, Liszt, and otherB have 
given us brilliant compositions of the above class, 
although they are not written in the classic form of the 
Bonata. Q 
The symphony is a piep4»f music written for orches¬ 
tra. It is in an enlarged form of the piano sonata, and 
most all of our great composers have contributed to in¬ 
crease their number. The older composerahave adhered 
more strictly to the classic sonata form than Liszt, 
Hector Berloiz, Brahms, Raff, Rubinstein, and other 
modern writers have done. 
Every musical composition iB based npon a musical 
text called the motif which is the germ of the whole 
piece or movement, and upon .the treatment of which 
depends the character of the piece. A composition 
founded upon a single mofjy, or ^ few briefly developed 
motives, iB-Of a more intellectual order than one which 
is developed from a flowing melody of a Bong-like char¬ 
acter. 
This latter type, called the lyric, is of a soothing and 
restful natnre-j-the music of repose—and is the descend¬ 
ant of the ancient folk-Bong. It requires little explana¬ 
tion, as it is the music of sentiment rather than of 
action. . 
Motivized magic,, on the contrary, is the expression of 
excitement and passion, and also of intellectual activity 
It requires more intent listening. Of this type is much 
of the music of the day. 
Some pieces or movements are made up wholly of one 
motif, ingeniously treated,' and woven in and out with 
ueautifhl harmony and little melodic ideas, giving it the 
character of a web of gorgeous tapeBtry, varied with 
rich colors, but bearing always the Bame design or 
figure. Wagner’s treatment of the motif is too well 
known to need much comment. Suffice it to say that 
each idea he wished to express is embodied in a separ¬ 
ate 'motif, and every time a new motif appears one may 
know what nefr idea is to be introduced. 
It is impossible, without practical illustration, to 
analyze a piece of music into its general and individual 
ideas, but with these few suggestions each listener may 
be able to analyze for himself; to some extent. 
Many characteristic pieces need no explanation as to 
title or inner meaning, as the name gives the whole clew 
to the thought, There are others, however,, which are 
not so palpable, and a little description of the title and 
its adjuncts may serve to throw light upon the composer’s 
meaning. I shall, therefore, describe briefly some' of, 
these less familiar and commonly used titles. 
Let us glance for a moment, at the Sonata, the most 
important of all musical forms. It is made up of either 
three or four movements -usually four. The first 
movement is in rapid rhythm, and is sometimes pre¬ 
ceded by a brief introduction in slow tempo. We 
generally find a well-developed melody carried out 
through one section of the movement; then others lesB 
important, closely related to the first; then a return to 
the first theme. 
The Becond movement is an Andante, or some other 
slow movement, usually of a lyric character ; the third 
either a Menuetto or Scherzo, and the Finale is brilliant 
and rapid, sometimes a Rondo (or Round), as in 
Beethoven’s “ Pathetique,” and others. 
The Sonata, then, is really a collectionof three or 
four distinct pieces, forming a symmetrical whole. 
The Symphony iB a, sonata for orchestra, and needs no 
further description. _ 
The Sonatina is a sonata on a small scale. 
The Concerto iB in sonata form, and is written as a 
solo for some instrument, las the violin, piano, or organ, 
and is arranged with orchestral accompaniment 
When the piano.is the chosen instrument, the accom¬ 
paniment is sometimes adapted to a Becond piano. 
The Ballade has no especially distinctive features. It 
was a name arbitrarily given by Chopin to three or four 
of his pieces. The title seems to call for the lyric style. 
The Barcarolle is a boat-song, and conveys the move¬ 
ment of "the water, the swing of the oars, and the boat¬ 
man’s song. „ / 
The Serenata and Nocturne are both defined as sere¬ 
nades, although the Nocturne has been described as “a Eiece of soft and tender character, supposed to be suita- 
le for the night hours.” The Nocturne is more dreamy 
and less passionate than the Serenata. 
The Scherzo (a jest) is a merry, tripping movement, 
expressing the humorous and mirthful in music. 
The Polacca and Polonaise are Polish dances in three- 
fonr rhythm, with the accent' (so-called) upon a usually 
unaccented beat of the measure. 
Some of the older forms of composition have a 
renewed popularity, and we find the Gavotte, the Cha¬ 
conne, and the Toccata on our modern concert pro¬ 
grammes. ’ 
The Gavotte was an old French dance in fonr-fonr 
rhythm; the Chaconne is Spanish, in three-fonr rhythm, 
and consists of a theme with- more or less elaborate 
variations. _ The Toccato is a slow piece, written for a 
technical display. ■ 
The Fugue has always held its own, but it is not a 
strictly popular form, being too intricate and too purely 
intellectual. It consists principally of one Bnbjeot, 
which is taken up in turn by several different voiceB, 
appearing again and again, sometimes in one key and 
sometimes in another. 
These titles will cover most of the ground occupied 
by modern concert programs; and, when understood, 
they prepare the listener to expect from eadh its own 
peculiar characteristics, and furnish a starting-point of 
interest, just as the title of the painting reveals the 
meaning of all the forms and outlines in the picture, and 
makes the artist’s thought our own. 
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THE TEACHER'S 0ATECJHI8M. 
BTJ. 0. FILLMORE. 
Why does that child play that pretty piece in such a 
wooden, mechanical way ? 
Because she isn’t thinking it as music at all. 
What is she doing, then ? \ 
She is translating the notes she sees on the keyboard. 
She looks at that first note, calls it “ Middle C looks 
at the keyboard, finds the key of the kame name, and 
strikes it. 
Well, but irn’t thabcorreet ? 
Yes, as a'matter of mechanical reading. 
But you dpn’t mean to say that you wouldn’t have 
pupils learn to read ? V 
No. Bat what would yon think if you were to hear a 
school pupil reading a poem in a hard, monotonous 
monotone, gi ving no inflections, conveying no ideas, but 
merely pronouncing the words mechanically ? 
I should think it a dull, soulless performance; but I 
have many times heard reading very like yonr descrip¬ 
tion in the pupil from men who had graduated from col¬ 
lege and then spent years in a theological seminary, 
where they ought, at least, to have learned to read a 
passage of Scripture so as to bring out its meaning. 
So -have I; more shame to them and to their in¬ 
structors. , 
I see what you mean: you think this child greatly- 
needs to be taught accent and emphasis. 
Yes, that is a part, of what I mean, bat that is not all. 
It is quite possible to play, sing, or read with abundance 
of emphasis, and yet fail to bring oat the meaning of 
what is read, snng, or played. I once knew administer 
who had been taught that accented words were put in 
italics, and so took the italicized words in Scripture 
(which merely indicate the words not to be found in the 
original Hebrew) for emphatic words. Accordingly, he 
read a passage one Sunday like this (I quote from mem¬ 
ory), ‘‘And Asa said unto his servants, ‘ Saddle me the 
ass;’ and they saddled him.” The preacher read with 
amply sufficient emphasis, but it was extremely mis¬ 
placed. - 
_I see. Yon would insist that this child should be 
taught to emphasize intelligently ? 
I would, indeed. But that is not all. The first thing 
to teach a pupil is the relation of^tones to a keynote. 
Tonality is the fundamental fact of music, without a 
clear perception of which there is no real musical intel¬ 
ligence. The first necessity is to teach a pupil to hear 
music intelligently—i. e., to distinguish the keynote or 
tonic and to perceive the relation of all the other tones 
to it. Then let him translate his perceptions on to the 
keyboard, or, rather, let him realise and interpret them 
by means of the keyboard. 
But is not this playing by ear ? 
It certainly is. 
Well, but are there not many teachers who forbid 
their pupils to play by ear, and insist on their being 
guided by the eye alone ? 
Yes, there are; more is the pity. There is no real 
musical perception to be gained in that way. 
But how are pupils to learn to read ? 
By practice, of course, as they learn to read English. 
But practice is not necessarily a mechanical observance 
of the correspondence of noteB and keys. A deaf man 
could learn to touch the keys corresponding to the* 
notes, and his performance would be as uninspiring as 
that of a barrel organ. The pupil must learn to read by 
imagining the sounds which the notes represent and the 
relations of those* sounds. That is intelligent reading, 
and nothing else is. I have seen players who could play 
almost anything at sight, but could never play the sim¬ 
plest melody in any artistic fashion. - Musical percep¬ 
tion, imagination, feelra|;, intelligence—these, and these 
alone, constitute artistic interpretation. 
Bat yon do not expect a ten-yearrold child to be an 
artist? ~ ■ 
Indeed, I do, within the limits of her experience, 
lean Bhow yon children of that age.who measurably 
fulfil the"< nditions I have m ntio d, a i \i ae play 
ing gives pleasure, as music. And I know other teachers 
who can show you the same. 
Well, I am glad of it, and I must think over what you - 
have said. 
THE STUDY OP THE VOICE. 
BY CHRISTINE NILSSON. 
9 ' . 
It has been said, on presumably competent authority 
that the teacher of singing to-yohng ladies onght always 
to be a woman. This is a mistake. To say nothing of 
the famons Professor Garcia, who trained the voices of 
Malibran, Jenny Lind, • and Madame Pauline Viardot, 
we have only to recall, in later yeare, the elder Lamperti, 
who, among scores of less famous pupils, taught 
Madames Sembrich and Albani, while Madame Adelina 
Patti, in her early youth, took lessons from her half- 
brother, Signor Barili, and later from Strakosch; and 
I, myself, had for a teacher M. Wartel, of Paris. In 
fact, it is a noticeable peculiarity that men Bucceed best 
in teaching singing to women and women to men. 
It is an essential feature in the cultivation of a young 
girl’s yoice that her lessons should not be began too 
early. Her constitution mast be formed, and nature her¬ 
self mast have announced the moment of physical 
maturity. Not before the age of fonrteen should she 
begin her studies of vocalization. She should, however, 
be tanght music as soon as her inclination and her tem¬ 
perament will allow. Eight years of age is by no means 
too early for the yonng student to begin to learn to play 
-on tbe piano or upon the violin. The latter instrument 
has often been round an invaluable introducer to the 
study of singing. It trains the ear and develops taste 
and correctness of intonation. Before it was discovered 
that I had a voice I went through, in my childhood, a 
series of lessons on the violin, for I was originally in¬ 
tended to become a violinist. And I have found that 
early training of the greatest advantage to me in my 
subsequent career. ... _ . 
One point that cannot be too strongly impressed on the 
young girl student is the necessity of never singing too 
long at a time. This precaution is essential for her to ob¬ 
serve throughout the whole period of her BtndieB. She 
may begin the day with a lesson of half an hoar; then for 
two or three hoars she mast abstain from singing. She 
may practise instrumental music in the interval, she may 
take exercise in the house, bat not in the open air, or 
she may interest herself in her studies of French or of 
Italian. Then she may sing again for another half hour,, 
to be followed by a second period of thorough repose for 
the voice. A third half hoar, or, at the most, a fourth, 
should conclnde the vocal exercises of the day. One 
hears, sometimes, of professional singers/that devote 
eight hours a day to their studies. Thisis altogether 
incorrect. Any voice submitted to such an ordeal 
would be worn out very speedily. The greatest care is 
necessary to avoid any relaxation of the vocal chords, a 
result that iB sure to follow upon overfatigue of the 
throat. And when once it becomes chronic the mischief 
is irremediable. Such statements usually originate, not 
with the singers themselves—they know better than that. 
—bat with persons who write about the study of singing 
without any practical knowledge of the matter.—Ladies' 
Home Journal. 
How the “Lost Chord,” perhaps the most successful 
song of modern times, came to be written is narrated by 
Mr. Wileby in a touching little story. Only a few 
months after Sir Arthur Sullivan had accepted the post 
of Principal of the National Training School of Music 
he received a severe blow in the death of his brother 
Frederick, who was a talented actor. For nearly three 
weeks he watched by the sick man’s bedside, day and 
night; One evening when the end was rapidly approach¬ 
ing, the Bufferer had for a time sank into a peaceful sleep, 
and as his faithful attendant was sitting as usual by the 
bedside, it chanced that he took np .some verses of the 
late Miss Adelaide Proctor, with which he had some 
years previously been mHch impressed. Now, in the 
stillness of the night he read them over again, and al- 
1 most as he did solie conceived their “ musical equiva¬ 
lent.”. A sheet of music paper was afr* hand, and he 
» began to write. Slowly the music grew and took shape; 
j until, becoming absorbed in it, he determined to finish 
the song; thinking that even if in the cold light of day 
it should appear worthless it would at least have helped 
1 to. pass the weary xhourS, and so he went on till the 
last bar was added. Thus was composed a song of 
which the Bale up to now has exceeded over half* a mil¬ 
lion of copies. __ - 
No one at all musical can open the book at any page 
‘ r hont beinf <» jr at 1 i<i<n iiate ; Tha * 
poi ited i annei ii wh < i the ideas are - . ted mal ng 
* the fellacy or folly at rbich many of these “hints ’ -a' 
iin >! stand out iisUnctly; -J once * Vri<**' the interest; 
an 1 points the way to a re m ady. n ^* »in * 0, 1 
every hint is riven prominen <, isiingenu as, the whole 
f book being divid d into paragraphs -.*•« ‘ numbered in 
- pledn figures.—GAurcA’s Musical yisitor* ’ .. *, • 
' IF lvX^;£v£H?X:c/: s 
PIANO PRIMER. 
FLUTE PLAYING FOB*WOMEN. 
15th EDITION. 
Notes and Remarks By inch Musicians as Dr. 
Wm. Mason, Kr. Wm. H. Sherwood, 
Mr. Albert R. Parsons, ete. 
It is concise; it is exhaustive; it is endorsed by most 
of the great American Pianists and teachers. Letters of 
commendation of it have been received from the most 
prominent musicians in more than twenty different 
States. It is adopted as a standard work in most of 
the Colleges in America. Its Bhles have been phenome¬ 
nal. Its price is very reasonable, viz.: In Cloth, em¬ 
bossed, $1.00; in Board covers, 75 cents, and in paper 
covers, 60 cents. Address 
TITEODORIj presses*, 
1708 CHESTNUT ST.. PHILAD’A, PA. 
Lessons in Musical History, 
BT 
JOHN COMFORT FILLMORE. 
Price $1.50, postpaid. 
A comprehensive outline of musical history from the 
beginning of the Christian era to the present time; espe¬ 




1708 Chestnut Street, 
Phiiadsls’ht.a, Pa. 
MUSICAL MOSAICS. 
By W. F, GATES. 
PRIOB - - ©1.60- 
The very best sayings on musical topics, chosen 
from the highest rank of 
170 AUTHORS IM 000 QU0WFI0NS. 
Every teacher—every student—should own Itiusioal 
Mosaics Instructive, practical, interesting and fasci¬ 
nating. 
a presentation volume it cannot be excelled. 
AT EAST 16” ST near FIFTH AVE.fl.X 
IS THE OLD RELIABLE 
VIOLIN HOUSE OF 






From the Von Biilow Edition. > 
PRICE 81.50. FIRMLY BOUND. 
LIBERAL DEDUCTION TO THE PROFESSION. 
The Volume contains the choicest of the Von Btilow 
editions, which are published in sheet form, in four 
books. This abridged edition can be used in most cases 
for the-complete work. Only the most difficult and un¬ 
important ones have been eliminated. 
Address Publisher, v 
n08 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
The following article, published in the January (1893) 
issue of * Good Housekt(ping ’ is so in accord with my 
ideas, that I take the liberty of sending it to The 
Etude for a wider circulation. It is hot because 
the'1 flute is my chosen instrument that Fadvocate its 
study, but because I believe music in the home culti¬ 
vates 'refinement and influences the development of 
character, and any means to (his end should receive 
encouragement. The long and tedious practice of the 
piano and violin necessary to accomplish eveh a 
reasonable amount of skill disheartens many, while 
the number who graduate as amateurs, much less as 
artists, on these instruments is few to those vanquished 
by technical difficulties. To play the flute acceptably 
before the home audience requires much less study. 
No musical instrument can in so short a time be made 
to give so much of pleasure and enjoyment. Graceful 
in form, convenient of carriage, readily fingered, its 
sweet voice charms the dullest ear and will to all, “ dis¬ 
course most eloquent music.” Beyond this, if one bat 
seeks it, lies the realm of artistic playing. To win 
the laurel wreath of the flute virtuoso demands hard and 
patient labor. The true fluty tone—the great beauty of 
the instrument—is not a gift, it is only earned as a re¬ 
ward of toil and devotion. Out of a forgotten past, the 
flute is rising to its full worth. Boehm’s great invention 
has brushed away the crudities of the old forms, and to¬ 
day beneath the skilled fingers 6f women its only rival 
is the violin. 
In the New York Sunday Herald of October 12,1890, 
I wrote at length on thi8-—-to me—most engaging sub¬ 
ject, and in a crude way Bought to bring to the attention 
of women the pleasures and benefits to be derived from 
the study and playing of the flute. Q 
Mat Lyle Smith. 
Hudson, N. Y. 
It seems a little strange—decidedly strange, in fact— 
that while yonng ladies are almost invariably taught 
music, and no “ education ” can be considered finished 
without more or less proficiency in this direction, the 
range of their practice shonld be so narrow. Undis- 
putedly, the piano is a grand instrument, and is capa¬ 
ble, in the hands bf its master, of yielding a quality 
and variety of music entirely its own. But to play the 
piano well, even where one understands fully the science 
of musicr requires a -degree of physical exertion, of 
mechanical skill, of incessant practice, before which 
the learner would stand appalled could the end be re- 
' alized before the beginning is made. 
The question is sometimes raised whether it would not 
be better for many who attempt the piano to take some 
simpler instrument, the thorough mastery of which they 
might hope to attain. But without presuming to pass 
upon this question, it is proper to ask why exclusive at- 
, tention should be given to the piano. The young mail 
who has any degree of musical talent, even though he 
may master the piano to a certain extent, does not by 
any means-confine Ms efforts to that alone. It is quite 
likely that he plays also the violin, or some member of 
its family, and at least one of the “ wind ” instruments. 
He may not become a specialist upon either, but he has 
amusement for himself, and can in a great degree adapt 
his musical talent to the circumstances in which he finds 
himself. And as the mood comes to him, he can take 
up one or the Other, as fancy may dictate. 
His sister has none of these advantages. She is con¬ 
fined to her single instrument; and even before that Bhe 
is helpless unless her “notes” are at hand.#Perhaps 
she may be able to “ improvise ” a bit; but most of that, 
especially of the thrilling, supernatural sort, is done by 
impossible heroines in romances, whose flights of imag¬ 
ination are as marked in other respects. Occasionally 
.the young lady essays the violin, and lately it has been 
the fashion to toy with the banjo and some allied instru¬ 
ments ; but this must be regarded a narrow and rather 
unsatisfactory departure. 
Why should not our young lady play the flute, for in¬ 
stance? Here is an instrument admirably adapted to 
the production of music which is such in reality; emi¬ 
nently fitted for use in connection with a piano, and aB 
well a solo instrument of remarkable sweetness and 
beauty. But it is a wind instrument, some one may 
object, and wonld endanger the longs" of the musician. 
Not a bit of that. The ypQpfact that in order to play 
well upon the flute the lungs must be filled with air, 
must be fully distended and anon completely emptied ; 
in other words, must be paade to work and to develop 
their power, is one of the strongest arguments for the. 
use of the flute by young ladies. The very exertion 
which is thus inaugurated would prove to many a young 
person incomparably better than a course of medical 
drugging. It would increase the lung power, give the 
blood a more perfect aeration, consequently greater 
purity—a condition which would find reflection in body, 
in mmd, ami in spirits. ; 
Besides, the flute is one of the simplest instruments 
known in music, and under a careful trainer a few hours 
of practice will give results of & more pleasing character 
than can be gained in as many months upon some of the 
more cbmplieated instruments. The most difficult task 
is, perhaps, the production of a full, sweet, pleasing 
tone , but when that has been gained Bimple airs can be 
played at- any time and place, with an effect pleasing 
alike to player and listener; while the degree of devel¬ 
opment is limited only by the range of solo music and 
the ambition of the performer. Let the young ladies 
learn to play the flute ; there is no reason why it should 
not be especially their instrument. 
Mrs. Arthur Stanley. 
MISCONCEPTIONS IN MUSIC. 
BY THEODORE MOELLING. 
There is no art in which thWe exist so many miscon¬ 
ceptions as in the art of music. The writer of these 
lines, a teacher of the piano and with a long experience, 
remembers well a conversation he had with a well known 
critic of a New York paper in regard to the first appear¬ 
ance of Leopold de Meyer at the Park Theatre, New 
York. De Meyer had just finished his very difficult 
Fantasia from Lucrezia Borgia, when the writer turned to 
his neighbor, the afore-mentioned critic, expecting to find 
him in raptures. To the writer’ b great astonishment, how¬ 
ever, the critic thought that any one with correctly shaped 
hands might attain the same degree of execution, pro¬ 
vided he practised every day six hours or more. This 
will sound ridiculous to some, but there are no doubt 
plenty now who labor under the same mistake. There 
are those who acquire by diligent Btudy a sound execu¬ 
tion, and there are those who, with the same amount of 
labor, or often with leBs, acquire a so-called phenomenal 
execution.- The first must have talent and the other 
genius. Who can exactly describe the difference ? Jean 
Paul Richter says, in one of his works, “ from medio¬ 
crity to greatness is but a small step 1 ” 
One great secret is the acquisition of an elegant touch 
on the piano. Labor will do a great deal in perfecting 
the touch, but to get a touch like Thalberg or other great 
artists requires certain born qualities, which defy expla¬ 
nation, the same as no one can explain the difference 
between the throat of a Pafti and a less celebrated 
singer. Labor will certainly do a great deal, bnt not 
everything., The most Bkilful jeweler cannot make a 
gold ring out of a piece of brass. 
It is a question whether it is advisable in a conscien¬ 
tious teacher to encourage over-ambitious students, who 
flatter themselves, after having heard a great pianist or 
singer, and who are only possessed of talent instead of 
genius, in being able, by mere industry, to rival the great 
performer they have listened to by no other help than 
perseverance. How long will it be before they must 
see for themselves that they will never be able to reach 
the desired goal I The writer has met in Mb own classes 
anch over-sanguine specimens, and was often sorely 
troubled how to answer. 
We would advise all pupils to study for the love of 
art, and travel on with a good hope. They can never 
learn too much, and it is time when they cease practis¬ 
ing, to look back and examine themselves. 
—“ Music is a thing of the' bouI ; a rose lipped shell 
that murmurs of the eternal sea; a strange bird singing 
the Bongs of another shore.”—J. G. Holland. 
Hear Good Music.—The Btudent should embrace 
every opportunity of hearing good music of all kinds, 
especially the performances of pianists of the first rank, 
whose programmes include those pieces which the student 
may be practising. Much valuable assistance may be 
thuB obtained as to the proper rendering of involved 
and difficult passages, and phrases, which beforehand 
-“may have appeared comparatively obscure and meaning¬ 
less will, under the touch of a great artiBt, shine forth 
full of beauty and significance.—R. Mansell Ramsay. 
A T H E E T U D E 231 
SPECIAL EXERCISES IN 
SCALE PLAYING 9 
With Particular Reference to tbe Development 06 
the Third, Fourth, and Fifth Fingers 
of each Hand. 
13>ar TWO BOOHS, BACH $1.00. 
COMPOSED FOB PIANOFOKTK BT 
WILSON G. SMITH. 
They are highly recommended by Dr. Wm. Mahon and other 
eminent teachers. 
~ir 
American Teachers’ Bureau, St. Louis. MUSIC Teachers Wanted. Sixteenth Vear. Publishers of idle 
Amerioan College and Publio School Direotory. 
8knd fob Cibcuulr. 
The Technicon 
A MECHANICAL APPLIANCE 
FOR THE 
Development of Piano Technic. 
Price, Teacher’s Size, 
Price, Students Size, 
$22.50. 
$12.00, 
Liberal deduction to the profession. 
Send for circular giving full information. 
Address 
THEODORE P-RESSER; 
1708, CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA. 
SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW* 
Landon’s Reed Organ Method, 
Price $1.50. By CHAS. W. LANDON. Foreign Fingering. 
Send for a 8ample Copy, 
.THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
17(^8 Chestnut St** Philadelphia, Pa. 
& ^ 
MEW ENGLAND CONSERVATORY 
Founded by 
Dr. EfeenTourMa OFMUSIC.c*Di^“™’ 
The Leading Conservatory of America.: 
In addition to its unequaled musical, advantages, 
xcept n&l opportunities are also j ovldt for th 
study of Elocution, the Fine Arts, and 
modern' Langnages. The admirably 
equlpped Home affords a safe and inviting resi- 
r, nc for lad students si r J- r Free. 
FRANK W. HALE, Genl Manager, 
Franklin Sqnate, Br a ton. Hut 
SOME STUDIO EXPERIENCES -Continued. 
BT CHARLES W. LANDON. 
There are many pupils who have difficulties with the 
time-lengths of notes, especially when there are some 
beys to be-held and others to move at the same" time. 
There* hre also, of course, many other time-values that 
are difficult for pupils. When giving the pupil a piece 
that is thus difficult, he should be told to play it slow, so 
slow that he can think out concisely the value of every note, 
and not press ■ down a key until lie is confidently sure 
just how long to hold it. The passages that present 
these difficulties should be studied out mentally, without 
playing them, the pupil telling alond how long to hold 
down each and its relation to the other notes of the 
pnlse. He is further told that there is no excuse what¬ 
ever for mistakes, and they need not be made if he will 
go slow enough and stop to think exactly what to do 
before doing it, and then be severely self-critical. He is 
also told that he is to play the whole piece ''without a 
mistake. But this seemB an impossibility. The pupil 
feels much as a builder might if he was told that he 
muBt raise the brick walls of a mansion at one move of 
his hand, and not a brick at a time. And here is the 
solution in the idea of “ one brick at a time.” The 
pupil has but one note to think of and solve out at a 
time, and if he takes the careful pains that he is fully 
capable of doing, he can play the count, the measure, 
the phrase, the period, and the piece absolutely without 
mistakes. Pupils will generally come up to any mark 
that the teachers really insist upon their measuring up 
to ; therefore require of them exact and perfect work, 
and put up with and accept from them no inartistic 
efforts. 
without Words,” of Mendelssohn, as the No. lx, “ Con¬ 
solation.” In playing these, show the phrasing, how 
one section asks a question, which un answered by the 
next; how the phrase has a climax, and that the content 
intensifies up to that point, but subsides from that 
to the end of the phrase. Ask the pnpil to express in 
words what the piece seems to say. For instance, 
Mendelssohn’s “ Song without Words,” “ Consolation,” 
depicts a young girl that is both grieved over some 
wrong and as angry as grieved. Notice her emphatic 
way of expressing herself to her mother, who in turn 
answers in a strong and assured confidence that brirgs 
the consolation that things will soon come out all right. 
The daughter expresses her feelings of inj ury and anger to 
the full, which are as often answered in a tone of full 
assurance of, “ All will end well, my daughter.” This 
will prove a new world of music to thiB kind of pnpil. 
To play for the sake of making his efforts produce 
music that appeals to the heart and imagination is a new 
and most delightful sensation to his starved musical 
consciousness. I 
' This Method is something entirely new. Every piece 
is especially arranged for the Reed Organ. They are 
selected from the best composers. Each piece is copi¬ 
ously annotated, analyzed, and every possible help given 
the pnpil as to the best way of practicing and learning it. 
Pieces are carefully graded. Every difficulty is first 
prepared in an easy and attractive form. The Reed 
Organ Touch is clearly explained (a hitherto neglected 
featare). Phrasing is successfully taught. The whys and 
wherefores of every point are clearly given. Many special 
and beautiful Reed Organ Effects are fully illustrated. 
There is a common fault in pupils of the medium 
grades that have suffered from poor teaching, which is, 
that they halt and stop before any and every difficult 
chord, passage of quick notes, and befdre any and every 
difficulty, real and imaginary. There is more than one 
cause for the trouble. When it is a chromatic, chord, the 
trouble is one of inaccuracy of reading, a lack of con¬ 
ciseness in finding ont exactly what the notes are, instead 
of making a guess at random and grabbing down a hand¬ 
ful of notes “ sumers about there.” The halting in run 
playing, if the break is in some one or more places in 
the run, is one of exactness of fingerings If it is stop¬ 
ping on the last note of a run before connecting it with 
the next long note, and this is a most common faplt, the 
trouble is, nine times out of ten, in the hand that plays 
the accompaniment, or in that the pupil has been en¬ 
tirely absorbed in the run and has not read the noteB a 
little in advance of his playing for his other hand, which 
is only another way of saying the same thing. In play¬ 
ing a difficult passage, where the pnpil halts and blunders 
stop him and have the passage folly analyzed as to notes, 
fingering, and time, and see that he has a clear mental 
conception of it before trying it again. What our pupils 
need most is more active brains, rather than more flex¬ 
ible fingers. 
* * * 
* * 
NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
THE WHAT AND HOW OF YOCAL CULTURE. 
By Mme F. Roena Medini. Edgar S. Werner, 
Publisher, 108 East 16th St., New York. Cloth, $1.00. 
This book is the outcome of long study with Francesco 
Lamperti, and of much experience as a singer and a 
teacher of singing. The exercises with their analyses 
have been arranged for the use of pnpils, and the work 
is intended to be of practical help to those that Would 
improve and correctly use their singing-voices. There 
are eighteen chapters, discussing, among other things, 
‘The Power of Imagination,” “Breathing,” “The 
Emission of Voice,” “Enunciation,” “Accent,” “Long 
Life”of Singers and Speakers,” etc. There is ajsp an 
elaborate analysis of voice-production, with the author’s 
special aud original marking of the well-known song, 
“Last Rose of Summer.” 
THE AESTHETICS OF PIANOFORTE PLAYING. 
By Dr. Adolph Kullak. Translated by Dr. Th. 
Baker. From the third German Edition, revised and 
edited by Dr. Hans Bischoff. In cloth, priee $2 00, 
net. ■ 
In this work, which eminent musical critics every¬ 
where recognize as a standard authority, the ahthor set 
himself the unique task of analyzing all the most impor¬ 
tant methods and schools of pianoforte-playing down to 
the present day, and of sifting and:, rearranging the 
material thus obtained in such ,a manner as to afford a 
clear, complete, and consistent view of the fnndamental 
principles underlying pianoforte technique and style. 
While exposing the shortcomings of each single method, 
he is eageir to notice and chronicle any change for the 
better, giving full credit to whom credit is due. His 
luminous presentation of the mechanico-technical side 
of pianistic training, his insistence on the absolute 
necessity of conscientious and thorough mechanical 
drill, his impatience with aud scorn for the notion that 
feeling cap prove an adequate substitute for mechanical 
ability, render the book of the highest practical value to 
practical and ambitions students of the instrument. 
But, interwoven with the- strong warp of this practical 
Teachers of an established reputation have many 
pupils from less celebrated teachers for “finishing.” 
Many of these have been taught in a way thayhas made 
music to their mind ways of holding and nsin^he hands 
and fingers, of note-values, and of theory. These 
pnpils play notes always, and never play mnsic. When 
yon place a piece before them, it is so many pages of 
technical difficulties to conquer, rather than so many 
pages of aonl-inspiring music. With such pupils the 
writer takes a composition that iB full of content, and 
that is technically easy for the pupil, as one of the gems 
from Heller’s Op. 125, or somethmg from Schubert or 
Schumann, or an extract from^ne of Beethoven’s 
sonatas. There are Beveral fine things in Mozart’s 
sonatas, as the Theme in A, six-eight time; “The 
Andante,” from his First Concerto, which ft in some of 
the editions of his sonatas, or the beautiful Adagio in F 
minor, six eight time, the most sad and soulful of all 
hisrpiano compositions, or Borne one of the “Songs 
teaching, there shines a lustrous weft of genuine 
ideality; throughout, it is plainly shown, hot only that 
the sole end of technique is the perfect and finished in¬ 
terpretation of the ideal, but also precisely in what way 
each form of technique and nuance of touch is to be made 
subservient to that end. The rare combination of prac¬ 
tical insight and lofty purpose exemplified in this 
“ method of methods,” and the originality of its con¬ 
ception and execution, challenge unqualified admiration. 
m 
—While the musician to succeed mast’ be a specialist, 
he must do more or less study and-work outside of hiB 
particular line of work. AH the phases of musical work 
and study are ■ correlated, and knowledge and skill in 
any branch will strengthen and help ’in another. The 
prize fighter does not cultivate his arms alone, but aimB 
to develop as much as possible all ‘his mnscleB, his lunge, 
his stomach, his all. So the musician who will take a , 
little time to learn something of everything will find it 
of great aid to him in learning everything of something 
which he has decided to make his specialty. 
—Do not aspire for reputation and fame by doing 
some great deed or by accomplishing some great act. 
Rather do your daily duty well, and thus you jvill grow, 
in strength and usefulness. Reputation -comes to men 
like good fruit comes to the tree. It only grows oh a 
healthy and fall-grown tree, it never shows itself on a 
mere sapling. ' Be patient, then, be faithful every day, 
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SELECT LIST OF PUBLICATIONS 
FROM THE OATALOQUE OF 
WM. ROHLFING & SONS 
MUSICAL 
The Proper Length op Music' Lessons When Given 
to Pupils op Different Grades and Ageb. 
bv w. p. gates. 
Eight instructive 
PIANO MUSIC. 
... PIANO 80L0. 
Hollaender, V. Love Romance, Op. 67. 
pieces, carefully fingered:— . 
No. L Ball-room Whispera.........«■*..50.40 
2. Serenade........—..- •*{ 
3. On the Ice............ * 
4. Lov© Whispers^.............. .40 
6. Paternal Severeness....~.•...40 
6. Engagement. 40 
7. Bridal Song.-.-.4® 
8. Wedding March.-.•••••< -40 
Holst. Ed. The School Festival. Six easy and instructive 
pieces:— 
No. 1. March...-.80.40 
2. Walu. 40 
3. Polka.40 
_ 4. Mazurka. ’® 
6. G votte.40 
6. Menuet. 40 
Novara, L. Musical Cameos, Op. 76. Easy pieces:— 
No. 1. Spinning Wheel. -80.40 
2. Gipsy Lif .-.40 
3. Marionettes...— -40 
’ 4. Gavotte Antique...-.-. .40 
6. Little Bolero.:.40 
6. Neapolitan Dance.  
Smith, Wilson O. Polka Boeoeeo, Op. 41...60 
Chase of the Butterflies, Op. 46.... .75 
Cradle Song, Op. 47, No. 1  -50 
Danse Meiodiease, Op. 47, No. 2.....60 
Sylvan Dance, Op. 47, No. 3  .60 
Valse Caprice (Stranss-Tansig), Op. 51.—• 1.00 
Caprice Espagnole, Op. 52. 75 
•Third Yalse de Concert, Op. 53.75 
Sternberg, C. Frivolette, Yalse de Salon, Op. 48.75 
Italian Scenes, Op. 49:— 
L On the lagoon.-.60 
2; Tarantella. 75 
3. Lullaby......... :60 charge 
4. Punch and Judy.-. .60 
Love Song, Op. 50, No. 1.«... .60 
Historiette Mnsicale, Op. 50, No. 2.-.60 
Staecatella, Caprice, Op. 50, No. 3.....60 
Arabian Nights Nocturne, Op. 54 .-.... .60 
Patte-Chatte, Morceau de Saion, Op. 55. .60 
Stnelezhi, A. Mosaic, Album Mnsicale, Op. 60:— 
No. 1. Minu t... .40 
2. Chanson Triste....-.40 
3. Petite Mazurka  .. '  .40 
4. Little Secrets..  40 
5. Petite Melodie...-.40 
6. Scherziuo....... .40 
7. Yalsette.  40 
8. Historiette...   .40 
9. Doll’s Waltz.  .40 
10. Little Ballade.40 
11. Melody-...  .40 
12. Ennui Yalse... 40 
13. Spring Song.,....—.. .40 
14. Marche Triomphale. .40 
15. Fairy ale.* .40 
16. Yalse Bococco...40 ■ 
17. Bock Me to Sleep... .40 
18. Tarantelle. 40 
19. Little Theme.    40 
20. Yalse Graciense...   .40 
FOUR HANDS. 
Hulling, (!. Rosebuds, Op. 313. Twelve instructive pieces with¬ 
out octaves,:— , 
No. 1. 81umber Song. 80,25 
2. Conversation. .25 
3. JEolian Harp. 40 
4. Children’s Dance. 40 
■ 5. Out in the Green......   .40 
6. Savoyard Shepherd Boy...-.40 
7. Village cene... A0 
8. Friendship... .40 
9. Roguery.,... .40 
10. In the Meadow.40 
11. Cossack Dance...-..... A0 • 
12. Ball-room Memories.. 60 
PIIMO STUDIES, ETC. 
Biemann, Dr. H. Comparative Piano School, theoretical and 
practical. A guide to tbe study of the most important educational 
works for the Pianoforte, completed by the addition of selected 
material. Materials in four books:— 
- Book 1. Elementary School. 81.50 
2. Preliminary Technical Studies for developing strength, 
£ independence, and fluency in the fingers, for producing 
the various kinds of toncn, and for insuring control of 
dynamic shading..$1A0 
3. Melodic Ornaments. Directions for executing the orna- 
_ ^ ments of melody correctly and in proper style.81A0 
4. Rhythmical Problems, Triplets, Doublets, Quartettes, 
Quintettes, etc...... „..$1A0 
VOCAL STUDIES. 
Hanptner, Th. Voice Culture. A new theoretical and practical 
school of singing for the use of all voices according to the most 
approved principles.....82AO 
ORGAN. 
The Organist’s Album. A collection of classical and modern 
marie for the organ in the church and home, selected and 
adapted by D. F. Stillman, 
Two volumes, each. $1.50 
The first volume contains 73 different choice pieces on 82 pages 
of music. 
The second 78 pieces on 87 pages of mnsic. 
Complete catalogue of publications furnished free of charge 
on application. 
Any of the foregoing mentioned compositions sent for exami¬ 
nation. 
There is a peculiar idea in vogue in many places to 
the effect that a music lesson should be measured off to 
the pupil like so many yards of calico or pounds of meat.* 
The desire seems to be to get just so much of a teacher’s 
time (with a- good deal of accent on the “ time ”), but 
having no thought of how mnch care, attention, or 
painstaking effort the teacher gives. 
I have asked teachers what length of lesson they gave, 
and in many cases the answer was, “An hoar; my 
pupils’ parents want me to stay a fall hour. ” 
The result is that the pupil regards the music lessons 
as so many hours of martyrdom, and the teacher regards 
them as juBt so many sessions of boredom, endured be¬ 
cause of the financial attachment. At the end of thirty 
or forty minutes the patience and interest of the pupil Is 
exhausted, and generally the music also. There are 
some rare exceptions to this statement, and they are 
fonnd among adult pupils of extraordinary talent and 
perseverance. Notice, I do not sav talent or perse¬ 
verance ; for frequently the most talented pupil is the 
laziest. A person who combines musical talent with 
perseverance and good common, or, rather, uncommon, 
sense is a rara avis, and is eagerly sought and carefully 
retained by mnsic teachers, even at the sacrifice, fre¬ 
quently, of time and money. 
As a general thing, the teachers ask for their lessons 
what they believe they are worth. Don’t, however, un¬ 
derstand me to say that their judgment is always infalli¬ 
ble in this respect. I know, here in Boston, of some 
teachers who ask more than their lessons are worth, and 
who get their price because of their reputation or social 
connections. On the other hand,. I know some few who 
ask less than the worth of their instruction, driven to it 
by competition or lack of popular reputation. But still, 
there are many who rate their lessons properly, and 
from twenty five to fifty cents per sixty-minute 
case in hand, whether it takes him ten minutes or thirty 
to give it. After he has given it-we do not say, “ Sit 
down, doctor, and hear me talk awhile, and, by bo doing, 
earn yriur fee.” / It is the correctness and appropriate¬ 
ness of the advice or prescriptions that earn our finan¬ 
cial gratitude, not the time it takes to give it. 
So with music teaching. The pupil is generally af- • 
flicted with a variety of technical ills. After prescribing 
for them, and seeing that the pnpil knows how to apply 
the prescription^ what is the use of keeping the pupil 
sitting at the piano, dramming away simply to fill np 
time? It is only one way of disgusting the- pupils with 
their music lessons. The pupils do not demand this; 
they know better; they see the nonsense of it. It is 
the parents that make the unreasonable demand. They 
are the ones to be educated in the matter. 
On the other hand, Occasionally we .find the necessity 
for a lesson two or three times as long as expected. 
I have given lessons nearly two hours long, when the 
work demanded that time, and the pupil was interested 
and patient, The exception proves the rale. 
A great deal might be said-about study .of the theory 
of mnsic. Trying to play the piano or organ without 
understanding the structure of the mnsic played—i. e , 
Without knowing harmony—would be like studying ora¬ 
tory without understanding spelling or grammar. And 
yet, how few players can spell the simplest musical 
word I When a pupil has passed the easiest grades of 
[tiano and organ study, they'should have added to each 
esson at least fifteen minutes of mnBical theory. In the 
higher grades a half an hour of theory shonld be added. 
Progress will be more rapid if this method is pursued, 
and the results far more satisfactory. Better know a 
little mnsic thoroughly than much mnsic superficially. 
MUSI0 IS EMERGENCY. 
BY FREDERICK J. OROWEST. 
dose, evidently per dose of time, certainly not of educa 
tion. I know of another teacher, again in Iowa, “who 
charged “ twenty-five cents per lesson and furnished the 
music ” (II). Such teachers are not confined to Iowa, 
however. Nearly every community has a specimen. 
It strikes me as nonsense to fix in exactly so many 
minutes just what the length of a mnsic lesson, or any 
other art lesson; should be. The matter Bhonld be left 
entirely at the discretion of the teacher, with the under¬ 
standing, of coarse, that it Bhonld be adequate to the 
pupil’s needs. 
For young pupils, a thirty - minnte lesson is long 
enough, and with very young learners perhaps too long. 
The best results would be secured from pupils under 
twelve years by having them come for a twenty-minute 
lesson (to state an exact time) three times per week, on 
alternate days, thus making an hour per week. The 
result of giving that hour at one sitting^would be fatal 
to the child’s enjoyment in his musical work. On the 
other hand, if he knows the lesson is short, he will gen¬ 
erally also consider it sweet. At least, the shortness 
will be one element of sweetness to the child mind. 
After the age of twelve or thirteen has been reached, 
two lessons per week would suffice, each of about thirty 
minutes in length. When a medium grade of advance¬ 
ment has been attained, the lessons could well be 
lengthened to forty minutes, and in the highest grades, 
the pnpil meanwhile having passed the age of eighteen 
or twenty, the lessonB could be extended to a full hour. 
The time of a good teacher is worth from $1.00 to 
$5.00 per hoar, dependent on the size of the city in 
which he labors and the extent of his reputation.. The 
larger the number of pupils the higher the price of 
tuition: Some teachera, however, prefer to keep their 
prices np, even though they lose nearly all their patron¬ 
age. I know one teacher who charges, when. he gets a 
chance, $4.00 per hour, and, as a result, gives about 
half a dozen lessons per. week. At $2.60 or $8.00 per 
hour he could make twice as uquch -money. If pupils 
are to pay $4 00 per hour, they prefer to go to a man 
with more ability and reputation. 
Conservatories and music schools generally adopt the 
plan of having three or four pur s in an hoar class, and 
charging each one from seventy-five cents to $1.00 per 
lesson. Each pnpil then has from fifteen to twenty 
minutes of time for himself, with the opportunity to hear 
the leBsons of the others. Much is claimed for this 
privilege, but it is only the particularly bright and well- 
advanced pupils that get much benefit from this plan. 
The main resnlt is that they get a lesson, short though, 
it be, from a high-priced teacher (not always a high- 
grade teacher) at a low price. The unfavorable side of 
the matter is that the pnpil dj 9 not get time enough 
with his teacher. Better hovelnore timb with a lower- 
priced teacher. Experience teaches me that as good 
teaching may be had at $3.00 per hour as at $6.00, if but 
_ „„„ J i: 1.1 a. -L • ... _ ji ‘ mi 1. 1 
Music has been pnt to many uses, both noble and 
base—from the trumpet on the. battlefield down to the 
playing on a barrel-organ by a burglar who thus watched 
ahouse while his confederates were robbing it. The 
power was once used successfully upon so impression¬ 
able a quantity as an angry creditor. Palmi was a 
musical artfet, notorious for being always in love—and 
always in debt. One day an old and sorely-tried cred¬ 
itor—a toiler—caught him at home. Upon being in¬ 
formed of his errand, and of how the gentleman accom¬ 
panying him would take charge of Palmi’s person in the 
event of the debt not being settled, Palmi Bat down to 
his piano, and Bang two or three tonching melodies to 
his own finished accompaniment. The resnlt was mag¬ 
ical. THe creditor not only forgave Palmi the debt, but 
loaned him ten guineas to appease the fhry 1 another 
creditor. _ 
The famous tenor, Garcia, the father of Malibran, was 
once in Mexico giving operatic performances. War 
broke out,'and Garcia was compelled to leave the coun¬ 
try. Before he reached Yera Crnz a hand of brigands 
met him, and took not only his money and valuables, 
bat also his clothes. In ransacking his property, the 
jolly brigands soon found out that their captive was a 
singer; so they demanded a song. Garcia positively 
refused. Then the attitude of the robbers became 
menacing, and Garcia thought it well to acquiesce. He 
did so, and was led to a prominent position for the bet¬ 
ter enjoyment of the Bong. The great vocalist opened 
his throatbut could not progress, whereupon the stoi- 
disant patrons hissed and cursed.' This was terrible to 
bear—insult and derision. Garcia made another effort, 
and burst into a flight of song which entranced his hear¬ 
ers—so much so that they restored him part of his 
clothing and valuables, and conducted him as near the 
’coast as they could venture. 
Something of a similar experience was once the lot of 
Cherubini, who had to figure in the role of a fiddler in 
spite of himself. In the stormy of days of 1792 it was a 
perilous experiment to walk the streetslof Paris. Dur¬ 
ing a period of more than ordinary excitement the com¬ 
poser of Lest Deux Journ&s, M£d6e, etc., fell into the 
hands of the satisf culottes, who were roving about in 
search of talent to conduct their chants. . At first 
ChernbiniYefused to lead theta, but an ominoqs murmur 
ran through the crowd, when another captive musician 
thrust his violin into Cherubini’8 hands and bade him 
lead the mob, thus averting a tragedy. The whole day 
the. two musicians accompanied the hoarse and over- {lowering yells of the rpWIutionafy mob ; and when at 
ast a halt was made in a public square, where a banquet 
took place, Cherubini and hiB friend had to. mount 
empty barrels and play till the feasting was over.. 
Very rarely has recourse to the art been made in vain. 
It served the bur pose even when used as a substitute for 
Rossini’s defective memory. Rossini never could re¬ 
member names of people introduced to him. One day 
he inet Bishop, the English'composer, and at once 
greeted him, “Ah! my dear Mr. —-—-,” but he eouid get 
agood selection of teacher is made. The people who.'^ no further. To show, however, that he had not forgot- 
give Lessons at a few cents per’hoar are beneath die- ten him, he commenced whistling Bishop’s glee, “ When 
enssion. Better accept them at their own valuation. 
Publishers—WM. EOHLFING & SONS—Importers. pay him for the a^ice that he deems appropriate to the 
the Wind Blows,” a compliment which “the English 
Mozart ” recognized, and would; as readily hqve heard 
as his less musical surname. 
i§! Is* ans 
INTELLECT IN PIANO PLAYING. 
BT HERBERT J. KRUM. 
Evert successful teacher of the piano is frequently 
asked by pupils of every degree of attainment—“ Have 
I sufficient talent to become successfal as a pianist ?” 
Very likely the teacher is a great deal more competent 
to answer such a question than the pupil is to compre¬ 
hend his answer; but very often the teacher must be at 
a lossto answer such an earnest inquiry without danger 
of either giving offence or of misleading his pupil. And, 
indeed, it would seem that to become a successful 
pianist to-day is one of the most wonderful achievements 
possible. How can young aspirants for fame hope to 
compete and gain favor in a field where, men andwomen 
of the type of Liebling, Sherwood, Perry, Sternberg, 
and Miss Fay, Madame Ziessler, Rive-King, and numer¬ 
ous others, of whom these are but types, are always 
available? Technique, finger dexterity, taste,.aye, real 
musical genius, are almost at a discount in,this day ; at 
least they are so greatly one’ji “ stock in trade ” as to 
scarcely merit attention; they are taken for granted. 
What is it that we may possess which shall bring us up 
in favor and esteem to the level of these giants in piano¬ 
playing? What is it that makes d’Albert, Paderewski, 
Joseffy, Rosenthal, and Pachmann stand towering head' 
and Bhoulders above the multitude of piano-players? 
Simply one thing: musical intellect which has used the 
key-board of the piano as its means of expression. And 
it is only here that we may believe we can rise above 
mediocrity, for “ Mind must ever be superior to 
matter.” 
How can we do it? What is it ? In what way can we 
tell the difference ?' What can we establish as a basis 
for judgment? In just the same way as we judge men 
in other fields. Listen to two orators. One may be an 
eloquent speaker; he-will use the most polished lan¬ 
guage ; his figures of Bpeech are always elegant, his diction 
the most refined: yon are charmed by his rhetoric. 
Then you listen to the other; his language is plain, his 
style simple, straightforward, earnest. He may lack the 
grace and ease of the other, but whdn he has finished 
you are convinced by his thought. His intellect has 
shattered illusion, and his mind has forced conviction. 
With dramatic artists how is it ? What greater praise 
could be accorded an artist than that which I heard 
ascribed to Madame Dus6—“ She does not act Camille ; 
she is Camille.” What was it left such an impression 
on a refined and competent critic? Simply that her 
artistic intellect made it possible for her to so thoroughly 
comprehend the author's creation that she could anni¬ 
hilate herself in becoming, for the time being, that 
creation. Carry the analogy to pianists. We hear two 
persons play the same work. With one it is simply a 
succession of sounds beautifully arranged and having 
some of the requisites of music, possibly even time and 
correct “ tune.” With the other it becomes in addition 
a real, living, breathing being. You feel that beneath 
and beyond the tones of the music there is the language 
of a human soul, with all of its entreaties, yearnings, 
hopes, joys, and fears. What makes the difference ? 
Why do the fugues of Bach prove so delightful to well- 
educated musicians and so dull and dreary to the 
“crowd”? Wh^t makes the nocturnes and all the 
music of Chopin impress you with a feeling of unrest 
and melancholy? What makes every page of Schumann 
bo full of vivid interest? Why had you rather hear 
Thomas’s Orchestra play a Beethoven’s symphony than 
hear an “ automatic organ ” grind out the overture to 
“ William Tell ” ? The organ and the phonograph play 
in time and in tune, but the difference everywhere iB 
juBt in one word, Intellect. If we can learn to be 
original and logical thinkers, and make our thoughts 
bear upon and influence our playing, we can become sue-. 
cesBful pianists. We must always believe in the “sur^ 
vival of the fittest,” and in the fact that real merit will 
eventually, prevail; but so long as we simply follow the 
ordinary course that is already filled with the greatest 
artists, we can never hope to be taken up above our 
present condition and placed in the galaxy of fame. 
The technical and emotional attainments must be 
above reproach, but to be able to outstrip our rivals and 
be fairly in the race of great men to-day we must culti¬ 
vate above all else, and as far as we may, above ali 
others, intellect in piano playing. 
Apply to pianism, “ Talk little, hear more, think 
most,” and here, as elsewhere, intellect will take us 
where nothing else can. 
AMERICAN rOLK SONGS. 
BT OH. MIEHLING. 
[In view of the recent utterances by Dr. Antonin 
Dvorak that an American Bchool of music will be 
founded upon Negro melodies, the following article 
acquires great interest.—Editor Etude.] . f 
“Folksong and Folkmusic in America” (Volkslied 
und Yolksmusik in Amerika) contains many interesting 
and partly new views, which, though not admissible in 
some respects, are worth perusal and may attract the 
leisure ;.and labor of the competent to a study which, 
strange to say, has not as yet received the attention of 
the native scholar. 
The origin and the evolution of the songs of the col¬ 
ored people in the United States describe a unique fea¬ 
ture of American “ Folksong,” and form an interesting 
evidence of innate musical talent of the negro. These 
negro songs, to distinguish them by that title, not to be 
confounded with the minstrelsy of our theatres, are 
never created by way of artistic composition, but spring 
into life ready-made.v The sacred songs of the colored 
race, inspired, as it were, under the red-hot fervor of 
religious excitement during the revivals in churches and 
camp-meetings, are of this sort. 
On such occasions a kind of religious paroxysm will 
seize the blacks, which is of far greater violence than 
that off their white brethren. The parables of religious 
hermeneutics for the negro become vested with flesh and 
blood, so to speak; he takes everything literally, and 
his vivid imagination sometimes leads him to the most 
fantastic illustrations. St. John’s banishment to the 
island of Patmos, for instance, as related by St. " 
Jerome, receives the following description in one of 
these hymns» 
In de days of the great tribulation, 
. On a big island the Philistines put John, 
But the ravens fed him till the dawn come roan’, 
Den he gib a big jump and flew up from the groun’; 
O, come down, come down, John. 
The negroes of the United States, being descended 
from various African tribes, many peculiarities of their 
“ spirituals,” as they prefer calling their hymns, may 
possibly be traced back to the original uncultured musi¬ 
cal expressions of their respective ancestors. These 
consisted of only three or four notes incessantly re¬ 
peated. These endless repetitions of the same tnnes 
may be compared to practising for hoars dir the piano 
the same monotonous fugue, and, of course, to civilized 
ears cause torture and disgust. The negroes imported 
from Africa at once drew incitement from new musical 
impressions their attentive and receptive ears received , 
in America, and soon enriched their simple motives by 
rearing on this basis their own peculiar melodies, some 
of which are a surprise even to the professional com¬ 
poser. 
The sources of the negro songs may be grouped under 
foor sections: First, imitations of Irish and Scotch bal¬ 
lads, reelB, and jigs, which the blacks listened to on the 
Mississippi steamers or in the dancing halls of New 
Orleans, St. Louis, and other places. Second, imita¬ 
tions of Methodist and Baptist hymns. The negroes 
were particularly attracted by the camp-meeting songs 
of the Methodists, in the same way as the Hottentots of 
South Africa are at present under the spell of the lively 
hymns of the Moravian colonists of their county, while 
the sombre tnneB of the German Lutheran and Reformed 
missionary stations find little favor with their melodious 
craving. . ' 
As a third division may be mentioned the recitative 
style, or airs more closely adhering to the original jri- 
ean type, despite their having expanded in melodfand 
rhythm. Noticeable among these are especially the so- 
called “ shoots,” violent outcries of incoherent words, 
which, for rhythmical reasons in trod need into the Bongs, 
are again interrupted bythe more melodious refrains, 
and form a particular characteristic of the negro airs in 
the interior of Africa. A fourth source of the songs of 
the colored people of the United States is to be sought 
for in the Frencn Creole tnnes of New Orleans and its 
neighborhood. It-is noteworthy that not one of these 
four types is entirely free of African influence. 
The abolition of slavery haBjmasQged many things in 
the South, and it has not been without influence on the 
music and singing of the colored people. Moody and 
Sankey hymns and other songs of whites are spreading 
among the blacks, but, as of old, the plantation songs, 
with their partly merry and partly melancholy melodies, 
are still exercising a peculiar charm over both races. 
Ip this connection it is interesting to note how the 
American popular tnnes—for a regular “ folksong ” can 
hardly be said to exist in-the United States—have been 
influenced by the songs of the colored . population. 
Some fifty or sixty years ago the negro minstrels, or 
“ setenaaers,” came into vogue. These, mostly white 
people with blackened faces, pretended to represent the 
plantation life of the slaves in song and dance. Despite 
their “ plantation songs “ being very different from the 
genuine, they pleased the people of thA United States to 
an unwonted ueg^ee. . ;■ ''. V.-.: 
Yet these minstrels or serenaders caused the formation 
of a new kind of music, ringing, and dancing, which is 
still in existence, and, strange though it may seem, the 
plantation songs of the negro slaves gave the impetus to 
-the creation of-native American “folksong,” whose day 
is only dawning. The migratory life of the American 
people, their ceaseless wanderings from place to place, 
naturally impeded the growth of genuine native songs 
in the States. 
A GOOD ACCOMPANIST. 
BT B. GUCKENBERGER. 
First of all, he must be musi cLl, muBt be an excel¬ 
lent sight-reader, and then his knowledge of mnsical 
literature mast be unlimited. By being musical I mean 
that he must have' talent for music, have a good mnsical 
ear, and must have a keen feeling for time, rhythm, and 
movement. 
An accompanist who cannot read an accompaniment 
at Bight and give it a fairly good interpretation will not 
be troubled often to accommodate an artist. It has 
been often said by musicians that sight-readers are bom, 
‘ ‘ you can’t make good sight-readers. ’ ’ This may be so. 
but I think the following plan, if carried out regularly 
and systematically, cannot fail in making good sight- 
readers eventually. I believe that piano students in the 
elementary grades should be made to play duets or trios 
with students on other instruments in the same grades— 
such as the violin, flute, ’cello, or any other orchestral 
instrument—which would enable them to read music 
unlike their piano music, at the same time accustoming 
their ears to the peculiar tone-color or tone-quality of 
the aforesaid instruments. 
Secondly, they should seek an opportunity to accom¬ 
pany some one who sings. This is a new sensation for 
the ear as well as for the eye. Some accompanists find 
it more difficult to distinguish the tones taken by a 
singer than those played by a violinist, and others think 
the ’cello tone the most difficult to gauge on account of 
the immense range of this instrument. Piano duets 
shonld be played from the very beginning in five-finger 
exercise form, and always continuing to play pianp en¬ 
semble music as they progress as solo perfonpers. 
This, if carried out conscientiously, will eventually de¬ 
velop a good sight-reader, and no doubt a good accom¬ 
panist. I mean by an unlimited knowledge of mnsical 
literature, the performance of piano duets, literature for 
two pianos, four and eight handB, piano trios, quartets, 
quintets and so forth; in short, a person who has played 
almost everything written for piano with other instru¬ 
ments certainly onght to be able to play a passable-ac¬ 
companiment at sight. 
1 In order-to become an expert accompanist it is neces¬ 
sary to be a thorough musician, that one must have gone 
through harmony, counterpoint, and composition. This 
includes, alstv or should include, the very essential 
knowledge of score-reading. To gain the mastery over 
this, it is first necessary to study the ^compositions by 
the old masters in the church .clefs, taking them in their 
original forms, and transposing the four voices at the 
piano, until the art of church-clef reading has been ac¬ 
quired. After this, string quartets should be played at 
fhe piano, commencing, of course, with the simplest ones, 
advancing to the more difficult, and finally, a, symphony 
score may be taken up. But before arriving at a sym¬ 
phony score, the Btudy of the orchestra and-the nature 
and composition of the different groups of instruments 
constituting the same is necessary. Alio .a knowledge 
of the tone-color of each instrument iB desirable, not to 
forget the instruments that are transposed, and those 
that are not. After becoming thoroughly proficient in 
this an easy symphony of Papa Haydn, the father of the 
quartet and symphony, can be commenced, gradually 
increasing in difficulty, until reaching out for the works 
of the master of them all—Beethoven. This course will 
develop a musician in the broader sense, and certainly 
ought to be a guarantee for an expert accompanist. 
—The Courier. 
Uneven Time—Pupils fairly advanced may be early 
taught to master the difficulties of uneven time, one hand 
playingthree noteB while the other plays only two. Then 
let the pupil play one hand while the teacher plays the 
other. When the pupil has become well accustomed to 
hearing both parts together, she may at tempt to play both 
herself, bat she had better' play it a few times with the 
left hand before the right hand joins in, so as to get. one 
hand into the swing of its time before the other comes in 
with a different time:—A. D. Swift in Boston Musical 
Record, ^ 
/CO1* 'A' XX ±Li 
SS5GIAL IT 1BJISIB 
r 
With Particular Reference to the Development 
of the Third, Fourth, and Fifth 
Fingers of Each Hand. 
IN TWO BOOKS, EACH. $1.00. 
COMPOSED FOR PIANOFORTE BY 
WILSON G. SMITH. 
(Op. 55.) 
The. following testimonials from well-known and 
distinguished teachers and musicians concerning 
Mr. Wilson G-. Smith’s Special Scale Exercises are 
only a few of the many received. The fact that 
they receive such endorsements is sufficient'guaranty 
of their practical utility and value to teachers and 
students, , 
From XAVEB SGHABWEFKA, the Digtln^alBhed 
Pianist,1 Composer, and Teacher. 
-Xaver Seharwenka says the following concerning the. “Scale 
Studies” by Wilson G. Smith:— 
The special exercises in scale playing contain, besides, the neces- 
sarytechuical -material, much to arouse the ambition of th'; student, - 
and I trust they may receive the extended recognition their merits 
deserve. ' . Xaver Scharwenka, , " 
Director Scharwenka Cmuervatory of Jtiuric, JVi Y 
Prom WSf. MASOW, the well-known Teacher and 
Authority on Technic. 
New York, April 15th. 
I haye examined Mr. Wilson G. Smith’s “Special Scale Exercises’’ 
with interest’, and can commend them as being especially adapted to 
give independence to the hands, and to aid in quickly securing the 
scale habit of fingering. They are out of the old and ordinary 
foxmB, being much more interesting, and therefore have a tendency 
to lessen the monotony of the usual and necessary scale practice. 
; William Mason. 
Prom VM. H. SHERWOOD, the Eminent Pianist 
._.^and.Jreaeher.-..;„.-^'.,i.«*>8»-^.n»».— 
Mr. Smith’s recent piano compositions are exceedingly attractive. 
His exercises in scale playing are also interesting and valuable. 
Wm. H. Sherwood. 
Prom J. H, BAm, Director Detroit Conservatory 
of Music. . ' 
The exercises in scale playing by Wilson G. Smith have been 
practically tested in the piano classes at the Conservatory. It is the 
general opinion that they are of unusual merit and value. In. 
several instances the expressions of approval go to the extent of 
clawing the studies as not only useful but indispensable in eerteia 
cases and grades. I beg to Bay from personal knowledge and with 
no disposition toward extravagant commendation that the studies 
fill a space peculiarly their own, and in my. judgment it is only a 
question of time when they will come to be generally regarded as 
veritable'‘little classics.’,’ “ J H. Hahn. 
EDITORIAL ROTES. 
A very large proportion of the 6tudes given pupils 
cause an inexcusable waste of time and effort, and, worse 
still, disguBt the pupil with practice, and keep him from 
liking music, and during thb time given to their practice 
some really profitable piece of music could have been 
learned. Etudes of the right sort are necessary to an 
all around musical and technical development, but the 
dry and mechanical stringing together of notes that so 
largely pass for btndes are no longer useful, if they ever 
had a reasonable place in a pupil’s work. It seems to 
have been the leading idea of the past generation of 
6tude makers that the practical value of an fitude was, 
first of all, to be measured by its lack of musical or 
emotional content. 
for meeting every variety of pupil. The successful 
teacher does something more than mark ont a lesson. 
He not only shows which are the difficult passages, but 
he explains how to overcome their difficulties. Daring 
the lesson hour he is constantly giving the pupil a model 
for -his practice, showing the pnpil how to practice in a 
way that will soonest and easiest bring success. There 
are teachers who claim that lesson giving is nothing but 
showing a pupil how to practice. And they are near the 
truth. 
* * * 
* * 
*** 
It stands to'reason sjKbat if the fingers are to be trained 
to sing on the pianoforte keys, as the vocal chords sing 
in the throat, that these fingers must have real music to 
sing. The fingers of a mere child are strong enough to 
play, and it is not such a rare accomplishment for 
fingers to be flexible enough to play with the necessary 
velocity, but we have a woeful lack of fingers that can 
make music I Is there any relation between this laick of 
musical playing and the aforesaid unmusical 6tudes? 
The “natural” musician easily makes Me fingers sing 
on the keyboard. If we train pupils in music instead of 
dry exercises and unmusical 6tndes, can we not shorten 
as well as make more interesting the work of the average, 
if hot the talented, pnpil ? 
The teacher that does not grow, retrogrades. In his 
daily work there must he time given to practice of his 
instrument,, and to study of the theory and science of his 
art, and to general musical reading, especially to read¬ 
ing about and of those branches of musical art outside 
of ^ his own branch and field of labor. Broadness of 
outlook is as much a necessity as specialism in his own 
field. He cannot fully appreciate his own specialty 
until he can look at it broadly, and contrast it with 
other branches, and look at it with tie added knowledge 
gained from an acquaintance coming from such broad¬ 
ened knowledge. Narrowness of vision, and omitting to 
apply common sense to the details of teaching and every¬ 
day life are too often fonnd in the members of the music¬ 
teaching profession. 
* * 
* * * 
Rhythm has suchapowerin music that it is worthy of 
a separate cultivation, because it is the life-blood, the 
breath of life in music. When brains and a direct and 
interested effort of the Will are guiding the fingers in 
rhythmical exercises there is a musical result. Hence 
the practical musical worth of Beales and arpeggios 
played with accents, and in ways that demand close and 
exact thinking. As “ the best playing is the best accent¬ 
ing,” or, “ superior playing is a tasteful use of 
contrasts,” it is, then, musical practice to play two finger 
exercises and scales with graded rhythms, accents, and 
a variety of touches. 
Every lesson should contain instruction in phrasing. 
No pnpil shonld be allowed to play a passage without 
phrasing, or with wrong phrasing, any more than he 
shonld be allowed to play false time or wrong notes. 
Every musical person has a “musical sense,” which 
can be likened to the native-born sense of justice, to the 
native sense of truth, or the ability to tell colors, there¬ 
fore every musical pupil can find out a good phrasing for 
himself especially can he be Bure to phrase correctly, 
when studying from the best editions of music. A.8 soon 
as a pnpil can play well enough to play a simple melody 
he can be taught to phrase and play that melody with 
expression. More advanced pnpils must be taught to 
play content rather'than mere notes. It is what the notes 
have to say, and not the notes themselves, that the per¬ 
former is to play. 
*** 
Pupils will measure up to what the teacher demands 
of them. If the whole manner of the teacher is, “I 
rather hope you will do fairly good work on this les¬ 
son,” he will have made an impression on his pnpil that 
will shut out attainment. But if he gives his pnpil the 
impression that perfect work is to be a matter of coarse 
the pnpil leaves the studio with the intention of doing 
good work. Especially is this true if daring the lesson 
hoar the pupil is held up to his best endeavors. The 
Ethiopian adage, “ When you expects nothin’ you don’t 
git dis’pinted,” applies here. 
From CHICAGO MUSICAL REVIEW. 
“These are in the form1 of short thematic fitudes, each figure 
being separated for special practice Id sequence order. Considerable 
ingenuity is shown in the variety of arrangements, the thirty-nine 
exercises being variations of the ascending or descending major 
scale. Explanatory footnotes accompany each exercise.” 
From EHIL EIEBEING, Concert Pianist and Com- 
: 'poster. 
Smith’s “SpeciafflcaleExercises”have interested ine-very much; 
they will materially assist in developing a correct rendition of the 
scales. The novelty of the exercises will invest an otherwise much, 
dreaded study with new interest. I will be pleased to use them. 
Emil Lieblinq. 
Now is the beginning of a new school year. This 
gives the teacher an opportunity to introduce improved 
methods and new ideas into his work. This the teacher 
can do if he has pa38ed his vacation in a fruitful acquire¬ 
ment of knowledge, either by private study or in attend - 
There are many teachers who, if they would honestly 
confess the truth about their teaching, would acknowl¬ 
edge that their pnpils were working the Bame old pieces 
and the same ronnd of technics and 6tudes each year; 
that many of their pupils had come to a standstill, had 
lost interest in music, did poorer practice than ever; 
thatchings were running in a well and deeply worn rut. 
These teachers need a new fund of fresh ideas, need to 
have their eccentricities rubbed off by contact with a lot 
of earnest and bright teachero, such as are invariably 
found at a summer school of music. They need to Bee 
and realize what an ungainly and bony old skeleton 
their “ hobby ” really is. The sharp contrasts that they 
will meet at such a^school gives.them eyes to see them 
Belves as others see them. These teachers need the in-: 
spiration and mental ,and musical shaking up that such 
a course would furnish them. But, somehow, it is those 
that need the most that do the least. If the teacher is 
self-satisfied with himself and methods, he can label 
himself as a “fossil,” and feel morally Bare that the 
ance at a summer school of music. It is the teacher’s -name is deserved. t 
Prom JAMES H. ROGERS, Pianist and Composer. 
The new. scale exercises of Mr. Wilson G. Smith are without, 
question a most valuable addition tothe list of available piano studies. 
They are cleverly and ingeniously constructed, and are certain to 
stimulate pupils to renewed interest in technical work; especially, of 
course, with reference to a smooth, even, and fluent scale. 
' - James S. Rogers. 
Cleveland, August 21,1893. 
business to work up to hiB best ideals in lesson giving*- 
not away from them, and to exert every effort to make 
his pnpils come np to his ideals. If the teacher throws 
a great amount of energy, earnestness, and enthusiasm 
into the lesson giving, he aronseB a like interest in his 
Pupils have great powers of imitation. Singularly, 
those things that they imitate first are the most glaring 
faults ot their model. Takings this fact into due-con-, 
pupil. It iB what a teacher gives of his own spirit that Bideration, it would seem that teachers shonld keep up a 
rouses the spirit of the pupil into a fruitful activity. 
Prom ARTHUR FOOTE, Composer and Pianist. 
Many thanks for' the “ Scalp Studies.” I shall use them in my 
teaching, for thew are really of great help in just the way you 
intended them. They are ingenious and thoughtfully worked out, 
and I congratulate you upon accomplishing a really difficult thing. 
• ” Arthur Foote. 
Boston, August 20,1883. ,■.■■■■■ 
Successful teaching demands a profound study of-the 
pupil, as well as working knowledge of the subject 
taught. The methods of instruction that teach one 
pupil snccessfnlly will be an utter failure with another. 
The live teacher has a fund of inexhaustible resources 
sufficient practice of their instrument: to give a model 
worthy of, being imitated. But it is self-critical practice 
that is wanted, a sensitive analysis of one’s own style,, 
mannerisms, touch, and expression alone, that is of prac¬ 
tical worth. No pupil learns of a teacher in whom he 
has no confidence. The imitative faculty of children 
must b& made to lead them on tb the right; this can be- 
so only when the teacher can say, “Do as I do.” 












a) The mark _ signifies a slight accent; the pedal should be used with the broken chofds 
in the left hand, taking care not to mingle the different harmonies. 
b) Caniabile with singing tone; this is best produced by a clinging pressure = touch, not 
striking-combined with a flexible wrist. 
C)Turn the 5th finger under the 4th,' amd «ndover thumb, drawing the wrist toward 
•the body. ' 
d) Turn the 4th under the 3rd, with the same wrist movement. 
* B “sharp* or “natural^ according to taste. 
‘ ' -• ■ : ' 2 
Copyright 1893 by Theo Preaaer. 
a) Use the pedal from here with each n$W octave in the left hand, as far as the first 8th rest 
b) Pass the 4th finger over 5th. 
Solitude 4 . 
a)Play the staccato, octave with high wrist and a quick stroke,the next one with low wrist and 






NS 1490 Yalse Romantique 
Moszkowski has written. more pretentious works, but he gained his laurels as a musical 
genius through his early short, piano pieces. 
The Mazurka in D major, the Sereriata, the Melody in F major, the Berceuse and several 
others are full of originality; they breathe life, tenderness and poetry and exhibit mast¬ 
erly workmanship! .. . ■ 
This little romantic waltz is also a gem, comparing favorably with the above named 
pieces! The- first part is dreamy and melancholy in spite of the strong accent, which 
ought to mark the first beat of every measure. 
In the second part “Con Anima” the heavy chords of the previous theme are relieved by a 
joyous, graceful melody, ending in a climax and preparing the repetition of the first part 
fortissimo. > • . 
Edited hy T. von Westemhagen. 
M. MOSZKOWSKI Op.15, No.5. 
Molto moderate. 
I, The “Principal Theme” contains two periods of eight measures each. Play crescendo until the 
sixth measure, which must be emphasized then diminuendo until the close of the period, 
a Small fingers may play this chord with the right hand, although it is more effective to 
give a sharp accent with the left handy^humb. 
Copyright 1893 by Theo Presser. * 
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II. The Secondary Theme” is lyric in character and should be played with a lingering pressure 
t6uch, producing thequality of a violin tone. The left hand still accents the first note of 
each measure, but otherwise accompanies the melody subdued excepting in the last two 
measures, which have to be well accentuated and ritarded. 




A beautiful study in modern sprightly playing, which will require much practice at a moderate speed before the tempo 
indicated by the metronome mark, is reached. At (A) observe the staccatos, which must be very sharp and crisp ( fin¬ 
ger staccato). At (B) the extra accent upon “three” does not deprive the tone at “one” of its measure accent. Hence 
both tones are accented. The holding tones ( dotted quarters) at (C) must be made to sound out their time,and mean¬ 
while the sixteenth must be clear and even. Observe the suspension at ( D). 
The true rhythmic swing of this piece will finally be attained by a certain amount of playing counting in collective 
measures of four units — count four, one to each measure, beginning with “one” at the first bar of the piece. At ( E ) 
make the syncopations strong, and let them be answered by strong accents upon “one.” 
UTS_ 
100.) E.Haberbier, Op. S3, No. 3. 
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G. SCHIRMER, NEW YORK, 
HAYE PUBLISHED 
THE ESTHETICS 
HINTS AND HELPS 
FROM GREAT MUSICIANS. 
DR. ADOLPH KULLAK. 
Translated by Dr. Th. Baker. From the third 
German Edition, Revised and Edited 
by Dr. Hans Bischoff. 
1ST CLOTH, PRICE 92.00, STET. 
In this work, which eminent musical critics every¬ 
where recognize as a standard authority, the author set 
himBelf the unique task of analyzing all the most im¬ 
portant methods and schools of pianoforte-playing down 
to the present day, and of sifting and rearranging the 
material thus obtained in such a manner as to afford a 
"V. 
clear, complete, and consistent view of the fundamental 
principles underlying pianoforte technique and style. 
While exposing the shortcomings of each single method, 
he is eager to notice and chronicle any change for the 
better, giving full credit to whom credit is due. His 
luminous presentation of the mechanico-technical side 
of pianistic training, his insistence on tha absolute neces¬ 
sity of conscientious and thorough mechanical drill, his 
impatience with and Shorn for the notion that feeling 
can prove,an adequate substitute for mechanical ability, 
render the book of the highest practical value to prac¬ 
tical and ambitious students of the instrument. But, 
interwoven with the strong warp of this practical teach¬ 
ing, there shines a lustrous weft of genuine ideality; 
throughout it is plainly shdwn, not only that the sole 
end of technique is the perfect and finished interpreta¬ 
tion of the ideal, but also precisely in what way each 
form of technique and nuance of touch is to be made 
Subservient to that end. The rare combination of prac¬ 
tical insight and lofty purpose exemplified in this 
“ method of methods,’’ and the originality of-it8 con¬ 




Any of the following will be sent for inspection to 
teachers contemplating their adoption for their classes. 
1. Elementary Harmony: A Practical and Thor¬ 
ough Course, adapted for Public or Private 
Teaching and Self-Instruction. • Translated 
from the second German edition- by Dr. Th. 
Baker. Cloth............net, $1 00 
2. Elements of Harmony and Notation, with 85 
Exercises. Translated from the fifth revised 
and enlarged edition by Dr. Th. Baker ' . 
Cloth... . .net, 1 25 
These two little works go hand in hand; In the fornler the 
pnpil becomes practically acquainted with all the harmonies, in 
?a«y succession, by reading, playing, singing, and writing them; 
In the latter, the theory ornotation, explainin^the notes, signs, 
common graces, eto., and the structure of the chords is fully-set 
forth. Either inlay, of course, be used separately." 
3. Harmonic Exercises at the Pianoforte, for Be¬ 
ginners and Advanced Pupils. Translated 
by Dr. Th. Baker. Cloth...net, 1 00 
The atm of these exercises is “to supplement and further 
pianoforte instruction through a simple empirical method. . . . ■ 
The practical performance of the pnpil at the instrument is the 
sole object.’! An excellent introduction, for young pupils, to the 
study of harmony. 
BUSSLER-COKNELL. Theory and Practice of 
Musical Form, for Instruction in Composition 
both in Private and in Classes. Cloth.....net, 2 00 
A lucid and compendious exposition of the form-element ip 
music, from rudimentary rhythms up to the perfected sonata arid 
rondo form. A work highly to be recommended to advanced 
and earnest students of harmony and counterpoint. _. 
Young artists of the present day, instead of first di¬ 
gesting Bach and Handel, rather take Reethoven, Schu¬ 
mann, and the more modern masters as a starting point. 
Alas 1 they forget how assiduously and thoroughly those 
later masters studied the great epochs in the history of 
music which alone enabled them to produce great works 
in their turn,—U. Franz, 
Without success and reward the life of a gifted musi¬ 
cian is a sad one, little calculated to foster ambition in 
others; 'and fierce it is that we see so many young 
artists in discomfiture and distress.—Haydn. 
Nothing is more difficult than to bear the applause of 
fools, and I would willingly be hissed if I could only re¬ 
ward the Bravi of an ignoramus by boxiDg his ears.— 
C. M. von Weber.. 
You may give me the finest instrument in Europe, but 
yet I should have no pleasure in playing on it to an 
ignorant, stubborn, or unsympathetic audience.—Mozart. 
Prom the bottom of my heart do I detest that one¬ 
sidedness of the uneducated many, who think that 
their own small vocation is the best, and that every other 
is humbug.—P1. Schubert. 
The first requisite in a musician is that he should 
respect, acknowledge, and do homage to what is great 
and sublime in his art, instead of trying to extinguish 
the great lights, bo that his own small one may shine a 
little more brightly.—Mendelssohn. 
Without encouragement art cannot prosper. In the 
solitary islands of the Pacific Ocean a Mozart and a 
Raphael would have remained tillers of the ground.— 
Schumann. ° 
It has been said that the Italians use mnsic for mak¬ 
ing love; the French for providing amusement, but that 
the Germans cultivate it as a science. Might we not 
rather express it thus: the Italian is a singer, the 
Frenchman a virtuoso, and the German—a musician ?— 
R Wagner. 
The curse to be misunderstood by onr fellow creatnres 
falls on all who are in advance of their age.—R. Franz. 
It is indisputably a,prejudice and a fallacy to say that 
the power of an artist consists in. mere rapidity of exe: 
cntion. For experience has shown buttoo often that rapid 
and brilliant players, though theyaskmish ns by the 
flexibility of their fingers, produce no effect whatever on 
onr feelings. They surprise the ear without pleasing it; 
they overpower the senses without satisfying them.— 
P. E. Bach, , \ 
I love that Btyle which conceals a good deal, and ex¬ 
presses too little rather than too much ; but the hearer 
Bhould feel that this reticence is owing, not to poverty, 
bat to wealth of thought.—M. Hauptmann. 
A good pianist uses the pedalB as little as possible; 
too frequent use easily leads to abuse. Moreover, why 
should he try to produce an effect with his feet instead 
of his hands ? A horseman might as well use his spurs 
instead of the bridle.—I. Moscheles. 
That much-vaunted brilliancy of execution no longer 
dazzles the public-as it did of old. Nowadays it is 
genius only that carries an audiendil away with it.— 
Mendelssohn. , 
Young composers-learn early enough that/an inferior 
musician can never be a first-rate virtuoso.—R.. Schu¬ 
mann. 
• , 
The art of playing from memory has been compared 
to the performances of a mountebank, bnt it will always 
be a great test of the mnsical ability of the artist.— 
R, Schumann, / 
However so-called sober-minded musicians may dis¬ 
parage consummate brilliancy, it is none this Iobs true 
that every genuine artist has an instinctive desire for 
it.—F. Liszt. 
The greatest merit of a virtuoso will always consist ip 
a pare, and perfect rendering of the composer’s ideas, 
without any inventions or additions of his own.—R. 
Wagner. 
THE POWER OF ATTEHTIOH. 
The ability of a teacher is determined by his power 
to attract and draw the pupil toward him. Without this 
magnetism a teacher is merely plowing the air with his 
instruction. He may play in the. most masterly manner, 
his name may be'1 a . household word among musicians, 
bat if he lacks the gift of winning the attention of his 
pnpils, his power as a teacher can avail bnt little. Many 
men of extraordinary ability and scholarship have a 
withering influence on the pnpils who flock to them on 
account of their great name, and very often the mounte¬ 
bank has an irresistible charm about him, which is 
worthy of study. For a teacher this gift is stock in 
trade, and, where it is not natural, it must be cultivated. 
The attention of the pupil must be enlisted before any¬ 
thing else can be done. 
How can this be done ? By making an effort in the 
right direction. To ait down and play for the pupil is. 
only one out of the many means to secure this end. 
Study the secret springs of interest, know that the mind 
♦ V* /v v\nm1 m Mnnvi An J 2 —A 'x ?  . 1 t . 
time being forget himself and transfer his attention, from 
himself to thepnpil. He must fire his pnpil with an 
earne'st zeal for the work to be accomplished, and by his 
enthusiasm rivet the attention. 
Dickens says “ the only serviceable, Bafe, certain, re¬ 
munerative, attainable quality in every study is the power 
of attention of the mind on the subject.” Many pupils 
are denounced by the teacher as being talentless, stupid, 
and obstinate, when the only thing needed is the afr^ 
tention to be aroused. Since the winning of the atten¬ 
tion iB the key to success in teaching, it is our duty to 
sedulously cultivate it in our daily rounds of teaching. 
We will attempt to classify the means of securing the 
attention as far as it is possible. . s - 
Attention is not secured by demanding it, nor by land¬ 
ing: its importance, nor by threats, nor bribes, nor-by 
false enthusiasm, nor, above all, by any silly amusement 
that has no bearing whatever on the snbject at hand. / 
All such attempts only end in forfeiture of the respect a 
pupil naturally has for the teacher. The art of securing 
attention calls for positive acts on the part of the teacher, 
such as follow:— 
. 1st. Win attention by making your instruction inter¬ 
esting. 
“ Command the attention of yonng pupils by an ani¬ 
mated manner, and by addressing curiosity ana expec¬ 
tation ; of older pupils by brevity and clearness of 
language, and by logical connection of matter.” In 
other words, adaptation of your language, your manner, 
your illustrations to the individual pupil is all-important 
in securing the attention. 
2di A judicious selection of ninsic is necessary to 
secure the attention of the mind. 
3d. Stimulate attention by the variety and freshness 
of your utterance. Vivify everything. By endless origi¬ 
nality the attention is won and retained. To give a 
pnpil Czerny’s set.of one hundred exercises just after* 
finishing the one of fifty of the same style is deadening 
to'th'e0 interest of the most earnest pnpil. 
4th. Tact is something that pervades all teaching, but 
in securing attention it is as the lamp to onr feet to light 
np the way. There is no certainty that any measure 
w’ll succeed without the guidance of tact. 
5th. Sacrifice all system; roles, personal convenience, 
everything hut troth and self-respect, to gain attention, 
dementi’s sonatas must not be thrust before every pupil 
in his turn, regardless of everything. Try composing an; 
dtnde or little piece expressly for the inattentive pnpil, 
andseejiow soon the soul is reached and glad efforts 
secured. 
6th. Encourage attention by working np the little atten¬ 
tion that exists, just as the faint Bpark is fanned into 
glowing fire. From a simple question the curiosity can 
be toucned, from that' the* energy is aronsed, from energy 
the imagination is awakened. 
7th. Cultivate attention by exercising what little , 
• knowledge 1b possessed.. The mind is easily clogged by 
a mass of unknown things, just as much as it is delighted 
to do that which it. can do well. The pupil’s interest 
and attention will eventually die oat if the pieces learned 
are allowed to be forgotten. 
8th. Attract attention by pointing oat the mistakes. 
A conscientious tbacher will .never allow a mistake of 
note, of duration of note, finger mark, etc., to pass 
without calling attention to it. Corrections, if rightly 
and timely made, excite the attention and invigorate the 
mind. 
9th. Command attention by good tone of voice. The 
attention will never be aroused by droning, monotonous, 
lifeless utterances. Pleasing address will captivate the 
attention. • , 
" 10th. The attention will always respond where a kind, 
loving interest is manifested. Words of sympathy will 
soon arreBt the vagrant thoughts and bring about con¬ 
centration^ A love for teaching; a heart that can Bym-. 
pathize,is the secret of all successful-instruction. 
Mgs m : SflHKH Me'ph'-'U pP Wmm 
" BOOSET & CO., 
HEW YORK. __ LONDON. 
The following is a selection of our recent and success¬ 
ful Ballads, Songs, etc., etc.:— 
The Holy City. Stephen- Adams............76c. 
Adieu., Marie ! Stephen- Adams ...60c. 
ITerer a Bose. F. A. Cowes.60c. 
Listen to the Children. F.: A. Cowes ....60c. 
Auf Wiedersehn. } ^ n fi(V 
Queen of all the Boses. J U0PK iKMPLK...bWc* 
Lore’s Nocturne. Hope Temple..60c. 
Ae Fond Kiss. A. S. Gatty.60c. 
The Carnival. J. L. Mqlloy.60c. 
Lore Censes to All. J. L. Molloy.60c. 
Rose of ¥ensnare. Fred. Bevas......60c. 
Easter Ere. Ch. Gounod......76c. 
Old. Nary. C. V. Stanford . 60c. 
Lore Me or Not. Seochi 60c. 
Queen of My Bays. Ellen Wright.60c. 
Wisdom and Lore. A. L.60c. 
Knight’s Leap. F. Corbett. .60c. 
City BeautiiuL P. Rodney.. ..76c. 
Pilgrim of Nazareth. P. Rodney..60c. 
Now or Never. J. L. Roeckel.......60c. 
No for an AnsVrer. J. L. Roeckel.50c. 
Erentide of Best. Milton Wellings..50c. 
PLATING FROM MEMORY. 
BY ERNST HELD. 
NEW EDUCATIONAL WOKE. 
Now being used by the Leading Masters in 
America. JMso at Royal Academy, Royal 
' College, etc., London, England. 
* 50 SOLFEGGI. * 
By F. P. TOSTI. 
IN TWO BOOKS. PRICE $1.00, NET, EACH BOOK. 
These Solfeggi have been written by Signor Tosti for the middle reg¬ 
ister of the voice, and are therefore equally suitable for all voices. 
They will be found most useful studies, and so melodious in charac¬ 
ter as io.be practically songs without words. 
JUST PUBLISHED. 
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Years ago one of my talented pupils was to play from 
memory in a public recital, as she always did, the Bondo 
Caprioioso by Mendelssohn. She had gone but a little 
ways through the introductory andante, when she com¬ 
menced to hesitate, fumble over a measure, and soon 
came, under blushes and trembling, to a fall stop. I 
excused her for the time, sent for the music, and placed 
it, after its arrival, on the music desk. She gently closed 
the open pages and played the piece through from 
memory without slip or break. Up to that time she had 
studied harmony but very little. 
Many gifted pupils have gone through similar experi¬ 
ences, which may have cost them Borne chagrin, perhaps 
some tears. ■- =, 
While some pupils can commit to memory several pages 
of difficult concert music after a few days’ diligent prac¬ 
tice, others have difficulty in learning a few lines of com¬ 
paratively eaBj composition; the former study intelli¬ 
gently, with regard to melodyTharmony, rhythm, Con¬ 
struction of runs and passages; the latter train their 
fingers mechanically, as a dog is trained to leap over a 
stick. 
A knowledge of, harmony and modulation is of great 
help to this end, and can be began to be imparted in 
rudimentary form to a bright pupil during the first term 
of lessons. 
Here are a few points of a method of leading pnpilB 
gradually to play fro: .memory:— 
1. Explain to themSMhat a composition may pass 
through different keya^oqt that it Bhonld close in the 
tonic major or minor./ Signature and closing chord 
determine its tonility. j ‘ ' q 
2. The nearest relaxed keys, into which the tonic har¬ 
mony of a giveir'piece may modulate, are those of the 
Sub-dominant, Dominant, Relative, and Corresponding 
Minor of the Uentral Tonic. 
3. The reasons for snch relationship may be found in 
the facts that the upper half of the scale of the Tonic is 
identical with the lower half of the Dominant Scale, 
while the lower half of the Tonic scale covers, in de¬ 
scending order, the upper half of the Sub-dominant scale. 
We call the Minor scale upon the minor Third below the 
Tonic its Relative because it has the same' signature, 
and we speak of the Corresponding Minor scale (that of 
the same letter as the Tonic) being related to the Tonic, 
because it uses the same fundamental harmony^ chords of 
the Sub-dominant and Dominant) as the Central Tonic, 
only changed by its signature. 
After these explanations, I require pnpils to form 
Family Circles of snch Relatives, by placing the Tonic 
in the center, the Dominant above it, the Sub-dominant 
below, the Relative Minor to the left, the Corresponding 
Minor to the right, giving the .signature and indicating a 
Major Key by a Capital, a Minor Key by a small letter. 
The stndent should become perfectly familiar with all 
the Keys and their relatives, and trace them at first in 
Biinple compositions, then in more complicated ones. - 
He will find 'it quite an easy task in classic music, 
although some farther modulations to second and third 
cousinship may be encountered, whilst modern compos¬ 
ers, particularly of-the French and Wagnerian school, 
indulge in snch dangerous wanderings to. distant musical 
regions that the return to the paternal roof-tree of the ' 
tonic necessitates sometimes hazardous leaps, with an 
occasional splash into a particularly crude effect. 1 
Such a studying of a piece in its harmonic structure 
and modulations impresses itself upon the mdmory far 
deeper than the tedious mechanical repetition. 
The analysis^of the construction of passages and rnns 
helps also considerably in the memorizing of pieces,. 
Some rang are made of broken chords, with appogia- 
tnres and after-notes interpolated ; otherB are mixtures 
of scale portions and broken cords. 
Of the latter I will one example. In Chopin’s 
Nocturne in G Minor, Op. 37, F. No. 2, occurs a ran, 
which leads for a moment into the relative Afajor Key, 
B flat. The first part is a descending chromatic scale 
from A to E natural, then follows the broken chord of 
the Dominant Seventh of B flat, E flat, G, A (F), sus¬ 
pending the latter note, F, by the half step above, G flat, 
and the half Btep below, E natural, and then running 
the scale of B flat Major from F up to D. 
Liszt’8 pieces contain many double runs, made partly 
of chromatic scale-portions ^interrupted by broken 
chords, and accompanied, as a second part, by broken 
diminished Seventh chords. This kind of analysis is not 
only a very interesting study, but leaves, as it were, the 
photographic imprint on the memory. 
The greatest help in memorizing music is derived 
from having a fine musical ear, an appreciative, poetic 
sentiment, and living in a refined musical atmosphere. 
These are divine gifts and circumstantial benefits, for 
which the lucky student onght to be grateful. On the 
other hand, the less favored one can arrive, by Bteady, 
intelligent work on such a line as I have suggested 
above, at the same point of sureness in playing from 
memory. 
SINGING THE BASIS OF FLAYING. 
- [ 
In looking over J. S. Bach’s manuscripts, one thing 
attracts attention at the first glance. Here are hundreds 
of closely written1 pages of music without a single legato 
tie, nop., no f.t no cresc. or cfrcr., no sfz., nor, any in¬ 
dications of tempos. They are absolutely bare of the 
thousand and one expression marks that we find in mod¬ 
ern editions. Now, as Bach wrote these compositions 
for immediate consumption—that is, for his pnpils and 
friends—it is evident that the players in those days did 
not depend on musical sign-posts for expression. The 
question arises, how did they arrive at a musical con¬ 
ception? The answer lays, doubtless, in the fact that 
Btndents of music, one and all, learned the primary 
mnsical laws, not at the instrument, but in the Binging 
lesson. 
What are these fundamental laws? Listen to the 
singing of children. What makes their performances so 
charmingly droll ? It is the perfectly unconscious way 
in which they take breath, whenever they get out of 
wind, between the syllables of a word, tearing the article 
from the noun, etc , to say nothing oj the jerky accentu¬ 
ation of light syllables and unimportant notes. The 
rales for obviating the above infractions are simple in¬ 
deed, bat how long does it take before their invariably 
correct application becomes second nature. The rale, 
to attack a note lightly when a phrase commences on an 
up-beat and taper off the phrase, especially on a descend¬ 
ing series of.notes; the almost cast-iron law to tonch the 
second note of a group of two lightly; the general rale, 
that an ascending series of notes implies a crescendo, a 
descending one a decrescendo ; that the highest note of 
a group is likely to be the most important one as far as 
accent is concerned, comes under the same head—as 
does the percussive natnre of syncopations. 
The power of discerning the mnsical phrase from the 
printed type, and applying these simple rules to the 
phrase, independent of any rudimentary accent pre¬ 
scribed by the measure, will produce a very satisfactory 
musical performance. Why, thenK-are these few and 
'easily understood laws so little attended to in piano 
teaching ? It seems to me they cannot be taught at the 
instrument, and mast be brought home and engraved 
on the student’s mind in the singing lesson. To take a 
long step forward, how is a teacher to exemplify the 
waving motion of force in one of Chopin’s flower em¬ 
broidered cantilenas on an instrument that has an un¬ 
even action, which has a clank on one key and a rattle 
on another ? Bat, say yon, how is any one to sing these 
florid phrases ? 
There is. the mistake. When I advocate a proper 
training in singing, I do not mean to go into experimen¬ 
tal voice building, nor the development in children of 
emotional and sympathetic expressions with obligato 
Delsarte contortions. 
Great musical composers and conductors are pro¬ 
verbially blessed with unusually poor voices, and yet, 
whenever they*want to demonstrate their mnsical inten¬ 
tion when rehearsing or teaching, they have recourse 
to their voice-and sing. They would never think of go¬ 
ing to a piano to demonstrate the graduation or accen¬ 
tuation of a phrase. If teachers would realize these 
facts more thoroughly their pnpilB would certainly be 
the gainers.—The Music Review. 
—As teachers, you must be able to analyze to the 
pupils the things you wish them to undertake. You 
must communicate your intentions in the clearest and 
most concise words. Yon should give a reason for each 
advice. If you cannot do so your pupils will have good 
grounds to doubt the value of your counsel;, and faith 
in the teacher is of the utmost importance. Whep the 
pupil’s confidence in the-master is shaken, further 
work becomes almost hopeless. ’ To communicate 
knowledge under such circumstances is like drawing 
nectar into a sieve.—Louis Lombard. 
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SHALL WE USE STUDIES ? 
BY CHARLES W. PETTB. 
The answer to this question is certainly of very great 
importance,involving, as it does, so much of the pupil’s 
time. 
The list of progressive teachers who are discarding 
studies is a growing one. For this course of procedure 
there must be an adequate reason, at least in the minds 
of those above-mentioned teachers. Hence we, as 
teachers, should carefully consider the question, and 
come to some definite conclusion as to the meritB or 
demerits of studies as a part of the curriculum. 
What are Studies as distinguished from mere technical 
exercises? Technical exercises are isolated passages, 
as scales, arpeggios, 6tc., written without form and 
played with the hands, separately or together* in unison, 
It originated with us, and we brought it to perfection. 
Don’t confuse it with the oheap imitations 
“• that flood the market. Bend for - 
Price, and Catalogue. 
study question, as in so many other questions that are 
coming to the thoughtful teacher for answer. 
It depends upon the pupil whether studies are to be 
used or not. 
In my own experience I have found pnpils with whom 
studies could very readily have been dispensed with. 
It seems to me we make too much of taking a pupil 
through a certain prescribed course, and not enough of 
the pupil’s personality. - So that, unless the pupil is 
particularly strong in individuality, all seem to be cast 
in the same mould. This secures uniformity ; hat is it 
art? 
It is sufficient with some pupils simply to point ont 
the difficulties in their pieces, and advise separate prac¬ 
tice of such difficulties. On the contrary, something 
more than advice is necessary for other'pupils; for, 
disguise it as we may, careless pupils exist, and, despite 
advice and warning, they will persist in practising (?) 
contrary motion, etc.; while a study applies the prin- a piece by commencing at the beginning and playing 
LAWRENCE ORGAN 1FG. CO., 
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ciples of execution to the performance of real music. t 
A single passage or figure is generally taken and re¬ 
peated on different degrees and by modulations. s 
A passage intended, perhaps, to develop a single weak 1 
finger, certain fingers in combination, to increase the t 
stretching capacity of the hand, or to improve the i 
melodic sense, or the ability to phrase well, etc., each 
composer of a study is supposed to have some definite 1 
purpose in writing it. (I say .‘‘supposed to have,” for ] 
investigation has satisfied me that there are ‘‘pot boil- < 
ers ” among studies as well as among pieces.) 
The form, is generally .very much as that of a piece i 
would be | still, as a rule, pot of special value as a com- i 
position. There are, however, notable exceptions to 
this rule, as witness some of the Chopin Studies, Hab- 
erbier’s 6tudes, poesies, concert studies of Liszt, 
Rubinstein, Nicode, Thalberg, and others, many of 
which are valuable as the highest kind of example of the 
composer’s art. 
Those advocating the use of studies tell us that they 
(the studies) are formed upon difficulties taken from 
pieces. A figure difficult of execution is found in a 
piece, the repetition of which, many times, would con¬ 
quer its difficulties. “ But,” says the study advocate, 
“ that difficulty would be more quickly overcome by the 
use of a suitable study embracing the difficult figure in 
many forms. Upon this argument, and others akin to 
it, the claim is based that studies are necessary to the 
overcoming of difficulties. The fact thatjnost of the 
great teachers of the immediate past wrote and used 
studies is pointed to as a convincing argument for their 
retention. This, however, is not a valid argument, as 
the noted teachers of a little earlier period taught that 
the thumb was of no value, and should not be UBed to 
aid the execution. This idea was seriously taught for a 
long period along with other absurdities. Who can say 
that the enlightened teacher of the 20th century will not 
regard as equally absurd our insistence of so much of 
the pupil’s time being used in thepreparation of studies. 
A single example, showing how studies have come 
into being: Charles Czerny, in his teaching work, 
found difficulties in Mozart or Haydn that his pupils 
failed to overcome by ordinary methods ^straightway he 
writes a study to meet the case. This example, dupli¬ 
cated many times and by many teachers, explains the 
great mass of studies now in existence.- 
However, with all the studies that have been called 
into existence,' the modern teacher, after consulting 
those of his acquaintance, finds some meaning, or shade 
of meaning, he desires to convey, and no study to meet 
the ease; and he writes another one, or a set. Isn’t 
there something radically wrong in all this ? 
Those opposed to the use of studies claim that valu- 
.. able time is needlessly sacrificed without compensating 
advantage. They claim that the difficulties found in 
pieces could be given separate practice, and thus be 
mastered. - 
Technical abilit^an be gained through the use of 
Plaidy and Mason. . (At some future time the writer 
desires to say something'of the, inadequacy _of either 
Plaidy or Mason alone to meet all the requirements of 
a good technique.“ United they stand,” etc.) 
£n medio tutissimus this (“Safety lies in a middle 
\ course ”). I suspect this to be the truth as to the 
i hrough to the end. Con repeti^ione ad nauseam. 
- For such pupils, of course, studies are necessary; 
■ and while they will never become fine performers (much 
less artists), still something will he gained, and the 
i eacher will be doing his duty in doing the best he can 
with poor material. 
Then is it understood that all studies are recommended 
for poor, careless pupils, and no studies for good pu¬ 
rpos pils? Not at all. The one guiding principle must be— 
“ common sense. 
There may be physical defects to overcome that only 
i certain studies can reach. A deficient mental concep- 
tion of phrasing, melody, or expression may only be cor- 
a rected and strengthened by the use of another class of 
studies. 
sr ■ The one thought of the conscientious teacher should 
be to save time and money to the pupil where it can be 
 done without sacrifice of his best interests. 
In conclusion, then, don’t let us use studies simply 
a because our predecessors used them, but let us know 
l why we use them, and if necessary or advisable in 
:ec ti particular cases, discard them entirely, 
l ion- -..- 
ys t e study advocate, PROFESSIONAL TAOT. 
de _ 
; by dr. karl mekz. 
— 
Them are teachers who have plenty of knowledge 
fact that most of the and who are anxious to do good work, yet they fail in 
, , the discharge of their duty simply because they lack tact. 
' Past rote ana used They are unable'to adapt themselves to circumstances, 
li t0 the peculiarities of their pupils. They have a certain 
,t method and discipline, and all pupils must go the same 
•lier period taught that route whether it suits their capacity or not. Such teaeh- 
, ,, . , 8 , . v ers have a standard of perfection,-and every one is alike 
should t be used to mea8nred by it. They make no allowance for a pupil’s 
i taste, for opportunities and abilities. Such teachers 
iti . •  have forgotten the steps they took when they were pu- 
be 20th century will not Pila i they Have grown to be autocrats, rigid and un- 
. , yielding. Even the gardener when he trims a tree 
sistence of so uch of adapt8 his principles to each, tree, and cuts the snperfiu- 
rpr , pus wood. He would not attempt to give each tree the 
10 same shape. 
in his teaching work, , B7 displaying a little tact we overcome many difficrul- 
rr j ties, and .dispel many of a pupil s fears. The man of 
t t i il taet observes everything. He administers firaise and 
l a correction according to the pupil’s disposition, and pre- 
his e a le, dupli- pares the lesson especially for each intellect. Hence 
teachers explains the the man of tact will succeed with many pupils with 
s p whom other teachers can do nothing. To show tact in 
atence. ‘your intercourse with pupils does not mean that you 
i should huinor them -in wrong, but rather that you 
acher, after consulting should treat them and teach them as it is best Buited to 
some meaninc nr sliadn their own characters and abilities. 
some meaning, or shade Teachers should also show, tact in their intercourse 
, Htn parents. Many a difficulty could be avoided, many 
j a pupil be secured, and the good will of many a family 
■ in all this? be retained, if teachers were to show a little more tact, 
studies claim that vain- He who is unyielding and exacting will likely be met in 
, . . . the same Bpint. ■ , , , 
i The man who lacks tact has no calling for the leader- 
iffi lti s f i .ship of a musical society or an orchestra. Of all men 
, practice, and thus be he who aim*to lead others must show tact in his man¬ 
agement. Tact might be called good common sense ; 
, hence the teacher who lacks tact, lackB good common 
8ense> for he works constantly against his own interest 
t ti t it and success. “ Be ve wise as serpents and innocent as 
le inadequacy jof either doves,” says the Bible. -Brainard s Musical World. 
If to gain success involves heavy trials to the musician, 
to he misunderstood involves yet greater ones.—-J7. 
Liszt. -, ' 1 
THME etude 
8HEITK0PF & HARTEL troublesome questions fbqm beginnees. 
^ i ■ . -r——— 
Music Publishers, What is music? A college friend of mine, a great. 
mathematician, declared that it was “ the most endurable 
LHPSIC, BRUSSELS, LONDON, of noises.” But is music a noiBe ? If not, how do you 
distinguish noise from music, and may there not be, 
AND AT is there not often, very noiBy music? And what are 
39 East 19th Street, New York. dissonances but noises? Yet are not dissonances a recog- 
_•__ nized part of music ? 
Another friend of mine, a lady, wrote a book showing 
mninn lllinin rnn Tlir nimnrnnTr how “to'teach a child music.” When I came to examine PARLOR MUSIC FOR THE PIANOFORTE, 
LATEST EDITIONS. 7 with the piano, even supposing it to be properly played. 
* prick Surely there was music in the world before it dreamed of 
Arnold, Little Turtledove (Turteitaubchen).....«o 26 pianos, which are quite modern inventions. Indeed, 
m Rv-Rn . 25 they did not come into use till the last third of the 18th 
BaUhasar. Elegie. ..  60 century. lam afraid we are too apt So identify music 
Baumfelder. Op. 52." Pansy.!.. so with the sounds to be elicited from tine piano. We asso- 
Op 288 Spring idyl...Zm.:  40 ciate the musical scale with successions of dozens of 
Beethoven. Sixteen March^ (Br. Ed., 1413). 76 black and white keys (five of the former and seven of the 
Bohm,C. La Garde du Corps (Fanfare mil.). 66 latter). Many voung ladieB ** try a song ” by playing the 
Brandeis. Op. 85, No. l. Ea war.„. 40 notes first on their pianos, and imitating their sounds. 
Op 85 No. 2. stiii-tebon. 40 But do they imitate them ? are the sounds they utter in 
Burgmniler. Scottish Song..... 40 any respect like those of the piano, except in being, 
Coleby. Columbian Exhibition Waltz, c maj. 76 more or less, of the same pitch. What’s the cause of 
Dryschock, F., Op. 22. Caprice. 76 the difference of effect? and what’s the meaning of 
Engel. Op. 32. Ruesian Melody. 76 sameness of pitch? And, to go back, is the pianoforte 
Oodefroid. Op. 87. Tinkling Bells. 76 scale of pitches a heaven-imparted gift which always 
lien net*. Op. 393. Edelweiss. 40 was and always will be? and if not, how did it come 
Hollander, JTnl. Op. 6.. Little Waltz in D min... 65 about ? ., 
o .7. Gavotte in A mi ... 76 Whats the meaning of the piano being “ out of tune ”? 
Jadassohn Op. 116. Fandango and Henuet. Two Canons i 25 How in the world, does the tuner know when he has got 
Kolb. Op 8 Golden Bod (Nocturne)..... 40 it in tone ? Does he really know, or doeB he only guess? 
Op. 11, No. 2. Bomance. E........ 40 Can the young lady tune her own harp, or guitar, if she 
Kornatzki. Op 25. The Hunter’s Horn........ 65 ventures beyond the piano ? and, if so, when and how 
Hrehl. Op. 7, No 9. Fester Entschinss........ 25 and why is “ her ear satisfied ’ ? And then 1 ere s the 
Lange, d. Op. 219. in Tranter Hutto. Fmaj... 50 fiddler anc. • is tribe, whom you hear at concerts, and 
Elszt. Panza Sacra and Duet bum Aida...2 oo who makes a frightful noise when he “ tunes up; ” does 
Reminiscences from Verdi’s Boccanegra. 2 00 Ac judge in the Same Way? And ciOW .sOes he know how 
HaeDowell, E. A. Prelude,from Op. io..... 50 to “ stop ” rightly, when he has no “frets” to guide 
Intermezzo, from Op. 10..... 40 him, as the guitarist, orsingle strings and keys, like the 
Op. 46. Sonata tragica.1. 2 oo harpist and pianist?“Why should he put his fingerslin 
Mayer, c. Op.. 210, No. 7. Ohryeauthemums. 65 one place rather than another? Why is” his scraping 
Moore, Gr. P. Departure of the Bride. A. 40 frightful at times ?. Why is an,harmonium so gritty In 
Yaisecapricieuse.  76 tone? Why does it sound, note for note, of the same 
Konbrnp. Op. 179, No. 6. Yaise pofitique..  4o pitch as the piano to which it is tuned, and yet make all 
Honez. Op. 5.. Three Danzas Habaneras.. 60 the cords so ugly? And, by-the- bye, whatfis a ‘ ‘ chord ’ ’ ? 
Perger. My Dream (impromptu)... 40 Why are some notes suitable for a chord and others not? 
Pommer, W. H. Op. 29, No. l. Barcarole. B flat. 40 Are they not all musical notes ? 
dp. 29, No. 2. Arietta. E maj..... 30 What induces composers to put in those horrid “ acci- 
Belnfcke. Menuet & la Heine (after Gretry). 25 dentals,” which cause the young lady so much more 
Sebarwenk'i, Ph. Op. 86. Two Dance impromptus. F trouble to play than they are worth, so far as she can see? 
sharp maj., F sharp min, each.. 90 And why are pieces written in different keys ? Why do 
- Schubert. Op. 54. impromptu and March; for concert use, we have “signatures of five fiats and six sharps,” which 
arranged by x. Seharwenka.....l oo puzzle one so ? And why call a note B at one time and 
Seis«, I. Op. 2, No. 3. Bomance in G min. 25 C flat at another ? or C at one time and B sharp at an- 
T Umann. Gavotte No. i in D... 50 other ? .„ What istbe useof having two or three names 
Gavotte No. 2 in A in. 60 for every note, it is so puzzling ? And, please, why are 
Wilbar. Op. 152. Kroat. Tanze. No. l. c maj. 50 there no black notes between E and F, or between B and 
\ _ C on the piano ? And why can yon play-scotch tunes 
% STUDIES by playing on the black notes only? 
Cramer. Thirty-two Select Studies (progressive). Edited by Iff this Country, where the fall fi n opulence to poverty 
o. Kuhner. (Br. Edition, 1417). 160 is often so sudden and bo unexpected, young people 
Kuhner. Etude-School. Twelve Books, each. 150 shonld heed the advice of older ones when they give them \ 
Mobr, II. Op. 66. Melodic studies (medium difficult). Three advice which perhaps has cost the gray beard a life’s 
Books, each.net 60 fajlnre to acquire. 
School of Mortern Pianoforte Virtuosity. Tech- Not the least important of Buch advice is this : set 
««, «. «*». <»* »», m wuoh wm 
in three bo ks, each.2 oo yield a- subsistence, if not a fortune ; so that in case ad- 
_ versity overtakes youyyou may have something to rely 
CHMPC upon that cannot be taken from you. 
OUINiLtO. Master that avocation, we say. Be not content frith a 
Becker, A. The Broken Lyre. B flat min. F sharp min., each 60 superficial knowledge of it. 3e thorough in it from the 
Love’s Bliss. B, A flat,each. 40 foundation Up. 
Bepose. A, G, each... 40 There is always a demand for skilled labor or a master 
Autumn Song, c min., B flat min, each. 60 of his business or profession, whatever it be.- Carlyle 
The Voung Friar. F sharp min , D min., each. 25 PetERSILEA. 
Under the Lilac. 40  -- 
Herbert-, V. No. 1. Fly Away.... 46 
No. 2. Hasty Bloom......  75 SONATA. 
No. 3. Thou Knowest Not..  45 ____ , 
No. 4. My Heart is True.  45 The name “ Sonata” is derived from the Italian verb 
Meyer, J. E. Minstrel’s Love Song. 50 “ gonare,” to sound, and was originally applied-to de- 
Bemembrance.~........ 60 scribe a piece which has to be played, not to be sung. 
Strong, T. No. l. How Fair the Night....m.  40 The old Sonata, as we have it from Bibre, Kuhuau, 
No. 2. By Chance.  60 Matheson, etc., contains the germs of the modern 
No. 3. Misunderstanding . . 26 Sonata, bat not much more ; it was, indeed, rather to be 
No. 4. To One Who... 25 considered-as a shorter Suite, in so far aB the first move- 
No 6- If - 40 ment had a great Analogy with the Allemande—the 
Stricken, Von tier. When in Fullest Bloom.. 30 slower movement with the Sarabande, and the last or 
That Hour Shall Blest. 30 quick movement with the Gigue. It was Emanuel Bach 
- who fixed the present form of the Sonata; and, indeed, 
it may be asserted that even the greatest works of this 
kind by Beethoven am^till founded or built on Emanuel 
Bach’s original plan. Joseph Haydn, an enthusiastic 
admirer of Emanuel Bach, improved the Sonata greatly ; 
to snch an extent that we could pass from Haydn’s 
Sonatas direct to those of Beethoven, in so far as the 
latter form a direct transition withont the intervention 
of Mozart’s Sonatas as a connecting link. The modern 
Sonata Consists mostly of three or four movements. The 
first movement determines its character, and the follow¬ 
ing movements have to harmonize with it to heighten 
and to supplement its effect. Eaoh movement of the 
Sonata may be said to form a separate whole, but each 
possesses ah inner connection with the other movements ; 
just as we find the different phrases and periods of devel¬ 
opment of oar innermost feelings connected with the 
principal feeling originating in a certain event. The 
principal or chief feeling may pass through several 
modifications, may appear stronger or weaker, yet will 
return to its first or primary state. It may also happen 
that very opposite feelings suddenly appear and vanish 
again, without leaving any trace ot their presence. 
Such contrasts have bat sparingly been exhibited by our 
great composers Judging from the psychological point 
of view, they considered them as extravagancies or indi¬ 
cations of a state of feeling which is decidedly not 
healthy. Strange to say, oar most modern music relies 
greatly on such effects; from which we may make a 
judicious estimate of the value of modern music as com¬ 
pared with our grand old classics. 
If we attempt to describe the respective characteristic 
expression of the movements of most Sonatas, we shall 
find that the first movement, with its symmetrically 
planned and broadly designed form, presents the firm and 
solid basis on which iB founded the whole subsequent 
formal and ideal development. The Blow movement is in¬ 
tended to soften and to tranquillize the mind, previously 
excited by the first movement, where passion is the lead¬ 
ing characteristic feature. The Menuet or Scherzo 
stand between these great and striking contrasts, and 
prepare the mind for-the Finale. The Scherzo, with 
its quaint hnmor, has to reconcile ns with the darker 
and more passionate passages; wit and jest find here an 
appropriate field; and the composer has a welcome 
opportunity to show that, besides feeling and passion, he 
possesses also humor and an intelligent fund of jovi¬ 
ality. It is the aim of the Finale to develop to the high¬ 
est point the character indicated and initiated by the first 
movement. Thus we find that the Sonata contains all 
the necessary material for a regular physiological struc¬ 
ture, and the production of a really good Sonata iB by no 
means the result of mere chance or accident^ but the 
work iB founded and bnilt up on regular logical princi¬ 
ples. The Solo-Sonata is like a mirror reflecting the 
innermost.ideas and feelings which move the composer’s 
heart; when these individual feelings, as in the works 
of Our. classic composers, are regulated and penetrated 
by deep study, by the observance of strict rules, which 
observance has by the discipline of incessant toil be¬ 
come wholly instinctive to the composer, a work will 
be produced which is intelligible to every one.—E. 
Pauer. 
CHOPIN AT HOME. 
COMPLETE LIME 
OF 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND STRINGS. 
Large Stock of Old and New Violins. 
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Although Chopin avoided society, jet when his 
salon was invaded the kindness of his attention was 
delightful; without appearing to occnpy himself with 
any one, he succeeded in finding for all that which 
was most agreeable; neglecting none, he extended to 
all the most, graceful courtesy. The flow of thought, 
the entire freedom from restraint, were of a character 
bo pure that no insipidity or bitterness ever ensned, no 
ill-humor was ever provoked. It was not without a 
struggle, without a repugnahee slightly misanthropic, 
that Chopin conld be induced to open his doors and 
piano, even to those whose friendship, as respectful as 
faithful, gave- them a .claim to urge such a request wi th 
eagerness. Without doubt more than one of ns can still 
remember oar firBt improvised evening with him, in spite 
of his refusal, when he lived at Chaussee d’Antin. 
His apartment, invaded by surprise, was only lighted 
by some wax candles, grouped round one of PleyCl’s 
pianos, which he particularly liked for their Blightly 
veiled yet silvery sonorousness and easy touch, permit¬ 
ting him to elicit tones which one might think proceeded 
from one of those harmonicas of wnich romantic Ger¬ 
many has preserved the monopoly, and which were so 
ingenionsly constructed by its ancient masters by the 
union of crystal and water. 
As tlie corners of the room were left in obscurity, all 
idea of limit was lost, so that there seemed no boundary 
save the darkness of space. Some tall piece of furni¬ 
ture, with its white cover, would reveal itself in the dim 
light; an indistinct form, raising itself like a spectre to 
listen to the Bounds which had evoked it. The light, 
concentrated round the piano and falling on the floor, 
glided on like a spreading*wave nntil it mingled with the 
broken flashes from the fire, from which orange-colored glumes rose and fell, like fitful gnomes, attracted there 
y mystic incantations in their own tongne. A single 
portrait, that of a pianist, an admiring and sympathetic 
friend, seemed invited to be the constant auditor of the 
ebb and flow of tones, which sighed, moaned,. mur¬ 
mured, broke, and died upon the instrument near which 
it always hang. By a strange accident, the polished sur¬ 
face of the mirror only reflected so as t© doable' it for 
onr eyes the beautiful oval with .silky curls which so 
many pencils have copied, and which the engraver has 
reproduced for all who are charmed by works of such 
peculiar eloquence.—Liszt. * . 
POPULAR ENGLISH SONGS AND BALLADS 
FOR HIGH VOICE. 
VOL. 2. 
England has long been noted for her songs and ballads. This may be 
accounted for In the fact that the list of her composers embraces such 
foreign names.as Pinsuti, Tostl, Gounod, Tours, Oeusa,Matte', and I ro- 
tfire—niMter aoBg.writera—who have found the highest appreciation ot 
their talents in the English people and have settled in their capital city, 
London. Their association with such writers as Cowtm, Ad»tfs,\Vatspn, 
Jude,Thomas,Boajjoy,Teniijle,and Molloy—composers of English birth 
—has been the means of biending the merits and beauties of. all the 
Europeun nations and piodueing the immensely popuihr songs of tlie 
present time. The two volumes for high voice—intended for Sopranos 
and Tenors—contain the choicest works of these flue composers, and it 
is difficult tp.conceive of better collections either for attractiveness of 
character or variety of subjects. 
Popular English Songs and Ballads for High Yoice, Yol. 2, contains 
162 pages, printed from new plates, engraved expressly for this work, on 
fine-toned paper. The cover contains a correct and finely executed por¬ 
trait of Giro Pinsuti. Vol. 2 is a fit companion to Yol 1—and those 
who possess the latter will want the former. Bound in two styles—paper 
and half cloth. 
coisra’Eo.'T'rs. 
Absent Yet Present........ White 
.Across the Stream. Boeckel 
AlHn a Garden Fair. Wat»on 
Angel’s Te rs.;. ..Pontet ■ 
Answers ..;. .Blumenthal 
Ask Nothing More. Marziah 
Autumn (An) St ry. Kellie 
Babylon ...Hfa iton 
Coil Me Back........ Denza 
Dream Stars.....  Molloy 
Entreat Me Not to Leave Thoe.Gounod 
Eternal Best.......... Piccolomini 
Ever Dear. Trotire 
Golden Moon.....1.loan 
Good (The) Shepherd.  Bairi 
Home, Dearie Home. Molloy 
In Sweet September. Temple 
Kiss (A) and Good-Bye.Mntiei 
Love’s Proving.  LOhr 
Margarita......  LOhr 
No Lips Can Tell. Tiotire 
One Mo> niog, Oh 1 So Early.'.Thomas 
Pardoned...  .Picoolow.ini 
Parted or Near. Moir 
Sailor (The) Boy’s Farewell.B umenthal 
Saved by a Child.   Piechlommi 
Summer (A) Night.....Thomas 
Sweet Visions...Gear 
Tell Her I Love Her So fJeJFhye 
Watching the Embers.  .Pinsuti 
Were I the River...  Mattel 
Yesterday, To-day, and Forever. Verne 
Paper, Cloth Back, $1.00. Half Cloth, $1.25. 
Classic Piano Solos for Young People, Vol. I. 
Classics for young people are, necessarily, of a different grade 
from-i hose offered-to matured minds. It is often—tatroften—the^ 
case that the “Classics'- presented for the young performer are of 
the dryeaf, character, and the student absorbs the idea that good 
music must be dull. In preparing this’collection the requirements 
of youthful minds has been the principal object -in view, and the 
selection of-works of living-and-dead twriters-has -been-inade^ to' 
prove that music of an advanced standard can be pleasing as well as 
usefhl In the formation of a correct and pure musical taste. The 
names of Chopin, Beethoven, Gounod, Schumann, Wagner, Bern- ' 
ecke, Scharwenka, Lichner, Bohm, Lange, Loeschhorh, Bachmann,. 
Glllet, Gurlltt, and Low .are a guarantee of the variety of style, as 
well as solidity of character, of the music contained In this col¬ 
lection. We ieel assured the work is not equaled by any book of 
corresponding grade. 
Classic Piano 8oJos for Young People is, printed from plates, en¬ 
graved expressly for this work, on a fine quality of toned music paper 
and is attractively bound (with an excellent portrait of X. Scharwenka) 
in two styles. A critical comparison with other works of similar char¬ 
acter will firmly establish our claims of superiority. We print the 
CONTENTS. 
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CONCERTS, 
HOW TO PROFIT BY THEM. 
BY LLOYD BAILY. 
When several-ways of spending the same dollar 
present themselves to the mind of the ambitions and 
impecunious student, a season of unpleasant perplexity 
is apt to be the result; and the variety of modes by 
which the musical person can dispose of this same 
dollar is past finding out. First the lessons, at so much 
per hour.; then the necessary music in tempting edi¬ 
tions, which, to a good student, are absolutely essential; 
also the books, musieal histories and biographies, works 
on instrumentation and acoustics, which have to be pur¬ 
chased outright unless one has access to a good public 
or college library. 
Many students also have the item of board to consider, 
and, usually, last of all comes the question of concerts. 
Many conscientious students think of these only as 
mere pleasure ; as expensive luxuries to be enjoyed when 
the pocketbook is overflowing, but to be denied, like 
other unnecessary sweets, when the finances are low. 
The desire for them remains unabated, but stern neces¬ 
sity points to the “must haves,” and it is evident that 
anything which contributes merely to the enjoyment of 
life must be foregone. Does experience prove that in 
the end this is the most economical way of living? Is 
the educational value of the concert sufficiently great to 
rank it in financial consideration with books, expensive 
editions of music, and even lessons themselveB? 
To comprehend an opera of Wagner, one needs to be 
a poet with a liberal education. But I suppose in these 
dayB a poet could scarcely be liberally educated until he 
had comprehended a Wagner opera. 
The educational value of the “ Meistersingers ” could 
only be represented by a course in music, instrumenta¬ 
tion, history, literature/ an<Vmost remarkable lessons in 
human nature and progress. . / ' 
'Every orchestral concert should be a lesson in instru¬ 
mentation. A piano or vocal student, no matter how- 
much engrossed in his specialty, should be mortified not 
to know the name, register,ytone color, and use of the, 
different orchestral instruments. This is practical 
knowledge that cannot be gained from books. No. 
amount of words can describe the difference between 
the sound of a Ante and that of an oboe; it must be 
beard to be recognized, and once heard is unmistakable 
forever. One good way to learn the different instrn¬ 
ments by ear is to carry an orchestral score to the con¬ 
cert and identify by that; any toije color that is unfamiliar. 
Beethoven’s symphonies, apart from their inspiration, 
are especially useful, being easy to follow, and are pub¬ 
lished in very fcheap editions suitable for this purpose. 
Every symphonic concert should also be a lesson in the 
highest type of musical form. It is strange, but a thing 
I have found to be true, that many students who can 
analyze a sonata by the eye with moderate ease are 
puzzled to name the divisions correctly by the ear alone. 
When these divisions are extended into symphonic form, 
the wealth of color combined with orchestral embellish¬ 
ments makes this task of analyzing still more difficult, 
The answer depends altogether upon the advancement rand therefore especially valuable as practice. 
of the student and the character of the concert. Suppose 
we define this at once by saying that we, mean concerts 
of symphonic and chamber music, artists’ recitals, 
grand opera, and oratorio. In order to receive the best 
advantage from these the Btndent must have acquired a 
certain degree of musical information. He should know 
something of the characteristics of the writers to whose 
work he listens; enough of musical form to be able to 
analyze, broadly at least, each composition, and he 
shonld also have sufficient proficiency in his particular 
line of execution to notice and appreciate the technical 
manner in which voiceB or instruments are handled. 
After this degree of advancement is reached, every 
concert intelligently and conscientiously attended be¬ 
comes a lesson of incomparable value. There are two 
' ways of listening. One is to listen with^the ear alone, 
and this is a very easy thing to do ; just to lean back in 
a comfortable seat while the concord of sweet pounds 
floats one up to the Btars and bears one dreaming away 
upon unknown seas, from which there is a sudden awak- 
’ ening to find the lights going out and the world rolled 
back again to the humdrum city of reality. Nothing 
can be more delightfully and temptingly lazy. How¬ 
ever, under some circamstanceB, even this is to be 
recommended. If a piece is so thoroughly familiar that 
no special effort of the mind is necessary to follow it, we 
can best gauge the ability of the player, singer, or con- 
1 ductor by giving ourselves up entirely to the influence 
of his emotional conception. 
Another way is to listen with both ear and brain. 
This is not easy at first it is even difficult. ..The effort 
required to keep the mind working for a-prolonged time 
at the necessary high rate of speed, and over such excit¬ 
ing subjects, is sometimes heroic and always wearisome. 
But this is the best and the only satisfactory Vay /fpr a 
musicianly student. 
It will be much easier if the programme can be ob- 
. tained'and analyzed beforehand; going over each num¬ 
ber carefully and appreciating something of its propor¬ 
tion and construction; looking up its history and that 
of the composer. The mind Bhonld be put in as intelli¬ 
gent and receptive a position aB possible. That is, if a. 
piece is historical, as, for instance, the Egmont Overture 
of Beethoven, prepare for it as for.a great historical 
painting by reading up that particular period of history 
to which it refers. If distinctly national in, character, 
The symphonies, need to be heard to be appreciated, 
No amount of study of the score, nor piano nor organ 
condition, can give the average student any adequate 
conception of the beauty and dignity of these large com¬ 
positions. Orchestral music must be Btudied on orches¬ 
tra. 
The same might be said of oratorio. The hearing of 
a few arias, with a theoretical knowledge of the choruses, 
can never give the student any conception of what the 
great word oratorio means. The sublime thought of the 
composition clothed in vast harmonies needs for its ade¬ 
quate expression the massive chorus of many voices, 
the support of orchestra, and the interpretation of an 
inspired conductor. An oratorio or symphony, given 
as it should be, with every man and woman a true artist, 
becomes not only a lesson but an experience. 
Many an .excellent teacher is not an excellent player. 
The reason iB evident. It is not because he has not the 
knowledge nor talent, but because after the many les¬ 
sons are over the whole mental and physical man is 
weary, and' needs other relaxation than he could gain 
from private practice. 
Perhaps it should not be bo, but we cannot alter the 
fact. This is where the value of the Artists’ Recital 
presents itself. It is absolutely necessary for each one 
of us to hear something better than onrselves occasion¬ 
ally, or the imagination will flag, and there is no danger 
in this matter-of-fact world that many of U3 will, be 
troubled with a too vivid imagination. What are some 
of the advantages of the Artists’. Recital ? 
1. The concise presentation aB a whole of difficult and 
rare compositions the student otherwise might not hear, 
thus broadening hiB knowledge of the great musical 
"compositions. 
2. The perfect interpretation of easy and familiar 
pieces, thus raising the ideal. 
8. An opportunity to learn the way in which an artist 
handles technical difficulties. 
4. Learning how to present extraordinary thoughts to 
ordinary people. 
5. The inspiration of coming into contact with great 
^personalities, namely, the composer and the artist. 
This is worth sacrificing for, and will yield a rich har¬ 
vest, in the end, of musical and mental development. 
During one. period of niy student life I attended nine¬ 
ty'®ighL concerts within seven months. This was an 
excess, but I felt at the time and still feel that their 
value was far above theiprice of many lessons. 
Many student*, however, are not so advantageously 
situated ; but even if living a long distance from a musi¬ 
cal centre it iB worth while to make an effort, and hear 
one or two of the best things given each year. Suppose 
the admission does cost one dollar and the car fare and 
hotel bill ten timeB as much, it will often be economy to 
spend the money At once for one great advantage rather 
than for several small ones. What is the artist, whether 
For Sale by THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphia, n^iny books by Norse novelists. For the latter read every 
like the Norwegian music of Grieg or the Rhapsodies of „ preacher, writer, actor, painter, or musician/ but the 
Liszt, read up for the former something on the people of highest type of the teae er, ^ T'-jif atu- 
c ’. .'■* , „ ... ■ ® c class room and all civilization for his pupils 1 inat stu- 
Scandinavia, or, better still, a translation of one of the dent is happiestwho comes oftenest in contact with him 
m  -, and has tne discernment to appreciate thq inestimable 
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,BY W.,8. B. MATHEWS, 
PIANOFORTE PEDAGOGICS. 
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BY DR. WM. MASON. 
THEODORE PB1SSER, 1708 Chestnut St. 
Philadelphia, Pa, Publisher. 
IN FOUR BOOKS: 
PART I,—The Two-Finger Exercises 
{School of Touch). 
PART II.—The Scales Rhythmically 
Treated (School of BrpUiant Passages). 
PART III.—Arpeggios Rhythmically 
Treated (Passage School). 
PART TP.—School of Octave and Bravura 
Playing. 
PRICE OF EACH $1.00. 
THE ENTIRE SERIES OF 
Touch and Technic 
comprise an original system for the development 
of a complete technic, from the beginner to the 
finished artist. Its digtingnishing characteristics 
are: An active use of the pupil’s mind in techni- 
eal'work, with the resultant rapid and thorough 
development; the application of accents, thus 
developing a true rhythm; a discriminating touch- 
that leads to every variety of tone color and dyna¬ 
mic quantity, and an effective system of velocity 
practice that secures the necessary facility and 
speed of execution. All of which is applied to 
the artistic and expressive rendition of musical 
compositions. They are printed in separate vol¬ 
umes, in order to enable teachers who are still 
dependent upon some other system of technics to 
add to their present stock the particular part of 
Mason’s System which they happen to need. 
Experience has shown that teachers differ greatly 
in their estimation of the relative value of the 
four elements in Mason’s System, ^md the publi¬ 
cation in separate volumes is intended to enable 
every one to select the particular part he desires. 
The value of the Principle of Accentuation ap¬ 
plied to Exercises hr now so generally recognized 
by all teachers and virtuosi that ever^book of 
technics now contains more or less of it. Never¬ 
theless, as Dr. Mason was the original discoverer 
of the principle, no application of it has been so 
ingenious and thorough as his. 
This work is a wholly new exposition of-the 
subject, representing the ripened musical experi¬ 
ence of the distinguished author, who is a teacher 
and a virtuosLby the Grace of God. 
We have never offered teachers more valuable 
works than these. i "W-r 
“In using the metronome for exercises and scales, 
would yon use it continuously ? Or, having obtained 
the proper time .in your mind, stop it, and count the dif¬ 
ferent grades, referring to it occasionally to see that you 
keep to the time desirable. 
“ 2. In Mason’s first finger exercise he gives eighty-four 
beats to a half note, and in the second ninety-six to a 
quarter. I cannot understand why. I have noticed it in 
Heller’8 studies and wondered what it could possibly 
mean. 
k . “ 3. For certain reasons Dr. Mason begins the practice 
of the scales with five fiats. I think the finger practice 
in that scale very good and admirable for advanced 
pupils, but do you think it advisable to start a beginner 
in scales at that particular one, before you have taught 
them how and why each sharp and fiat should be added ? 
“ With some of my pupils I do not use a book at all, but 
teach them to form each scale from C, and I find they 
become more interested and remember them better than 
the pupils taught from the book. Am I wrong in doing 
so?’’ A. M. C. 
1. The metronome is used for two different purposes : 
First, in order .to designate the proper tempo. This 
you get by starting the metronome and listening to it 
and counting, with it a few measures, playing the pas¬ 
sage of music to which it applies mentally, if the finger 
work of it is still beyond you. For this use you stop the 
metronome as soon as you have got the idea of the 
proper rate of movement. 
It is also used in order to insure strict measure. 
Many pupils vary the movement whenever the measure 
note changes ; i. e., when the motion is principally rep¬ 
resented by quarter notes they may observe it correctly^” 
but whenit doubles into eighth notes they do npt ex¬ 
actly double the speed, and when it doubles Again into 
sixteenths, they play still slower. Practising with, the 
metronome is designed to correct this fault, first by 
pointing it out to the pupil, second by furnishing him a 
model of a perfectly unsympathetic movement, going on 
relentlessly, with the precision of mathematics. Of 
course, good playing, even that of an orchestra under a 
good conductor, never goes on iit this way for any length 
of time, but varies slightly with the expression. I have 
noticed that even Theodore Thomas, who is commonly 
regarded as one of the least emotional of conductors, 
varies the movement not a little in all works which 
greatly interest him. Now the proper jase of the metro¬ 
nome in this latter sense would be to require the pupil 
to practise with it for perhaps half the time, until the 
exact doubling of tempo is secured ; then dispense' with 
it. The fault of playing Blower in sixteenths than in 
eighths or quarters is an unmusical fault. ~In all allegros 
the movement is more likely to be faster than slower 
when the motion doubles or quadruples. That is, 
when the motion becomes quarter pulse, not only is 
the original beat kept up without the slightest Blow¬ 
ing, but even a trifle accelerated, because this sub¬ 
division of the rhythm indicates greater animation and 
bravura, which is better expressed by playing still a 
little faster. In slow movements, on the contrary, if 
there is any difference the quarter pulse motions occur¬ 
ring in the melody are played very full and earnestly, and 
generally with a little enlarging .of the measure—i.e., 
the four sixteenths in slow movement if occurring in the 
melody ought generally to take, rather more time than a 
quarter in the same phrase. This is because the,^sub¬ 
division of the unit in a'slow melody means amplitude 
of detail and greater earnestness, and the voice takes 
more time, to do it properly. In other words, subdi¬ 
vision of pulse in fast movements indicates brilliancy 
and bravura, which is best indicated by playing some¬ 
what faster along with the necessary bounding vitality. 
Subdivision of pulse in slow movement generally means, 
greater earnestness, which is expressed by the opposite, 
a lingering upon the details—a very trifling lingering, 
but significant. 
2. The object of the change of tempo is plain enough 
both in Mason and Heller. They wished tohaveita 
little''faster than before, or a great deal faster. Dr. 
Mason’s metronome marks, I believe, were put on the 
two-finger exercises before he had decided to make a 
feature of his Bystem of “ graded rhythms,” by means of 
which he secures such admirable advantages in reBpect 
to gain of speed. I should say that the clinging touch 
exercise, No. 1, should be played in half notes, counting 
quarters at the rate, of about 84; then the “ arm ” and 
“ hand and finger ” elastic touches, No. 2, in half notes, 
counting the same as before; then the moderato as 
written, but at' the same rate, 84; then the straight 
eighth notes, No. 6, at the same rate; then No. 8, in 
sixteenths, at the same rate. This I think gives better 
results in ordinary practice. My reason for preferring 
the elastic touches in half notes, two counts to each, iB 
the desire of reppse, which the pupil giving them only 
one count often misses. 
3. Dr. Mason begins his scales with D fiat because it 
is-the easiest scale from a keyboard standpoint, and 
therefore better suited to a beginner. In all the other 
scales, except those with five chromatic signs or more, 
the fingering requires constant attention ; iu this one the 
places for the thumb are arranged by the disposition of 
the black keys into groups of twos and threes. 
1 If the scales are taught tneoretically and by example 
upon the keyboard, there is no reason ■ftm. beginning 
always at C. I generally take a diagram of the scale, 
the numeral nameB arranged in a row, at the head of a 
piece of paper, with the place of the half steps marked 
by a slur—to assist the memory. Thus I, II, III,-— 
IV, V, VI, VII,'—-VIII. . Then I teach the distance 
of “step ” and ‘‘ half-step ” on the keyboard, and start 
off with E, the pupil naming the distance to be made from 
one tone to the next, according to the scale pattern, and 
specifying the nameof the tone fulfilling these conditions. 
Next I take F sharp, then A, or any other, not in its 
regular order. Then a few flat positions. Then I re¬ 
quire the pupil to write out all the scales in a certain 
order that I give (the order of signatures). If it is a 
child, I make her do this upon the keyboard until she 
can do it easily. When this is once covered, the scale 
of I) flat is as natural to them as any other. 
Dr„ Mason is quite right, and always has good reasons 
for his methods of procedure. 
A WOBD OK ENOOBES. 
There: is just as much tact required in knowing 
“how-!’ as in knowing-"- when - ’ encores should be given. 
Very often an encore is quite as mack for the song as 
for the Binger, bnt where do yon find the singer you can 
persuade of it? A young artist of pleasing personality 
comes out and sings acceptably—no more—some pretty, 
fetching ballad with a gay refrain, and the audience 
would like a little more of the same thing, or at least 
something in the same Bpirit. What they frequently get 
is something diametrically opposite. The artist won’t 
make up his or her mind that anything other than their 
beauty of tone or perfection in method can be the sub- 
jeot of admiration, and proceeds at once to give a sample 
of what they can do in another direction. Instead of 
holding in its mood of buoyancy,and swing they abruptly 
swamp it in melancholy, merging into some romantic 
and plaintive solo, which, however beautiful and appre¬ 
ciable at another time, does far too much violence to 
current sentiment to prove anything but a damper and 
failure. For this is a translation in feeling which even 
the mtisicianly in an average audience cannot figure 
when it comes in the form of encore. Whatever we 
may do in giving our own feelings a wrench so as to fol¬ 
low the varying spirit of a printed program, we don’t 
care to have them wrenched for us by somebody else 
without any announcement. After the deeper chords of 
feeling Have been touched, a popular house may accept 
sympathetically a transition from “grave to.gay,” but 
when it comes to “ lively to severe” there is a shock and 
a jar and an ultimate depression. 
If artists would only take to heart a few suggestions 
on the encore question they, would run fewer risks of 
failure to themselves, and would serve to bring about a 
positive millennium of ^confident content to the concert- 
going world. First, not to give an'encore unless unmis¬ 
takably borne in upon.them that the house.will not be 
satisfied with anything else ; second,, let the encore be in 
the same Bpirit as the number which called it forth ; 
third, let encores be short, until they can no shorter be. 
Of course, prerogatives which none resents belong to the 
leading lights, whose every phrase is dear to the music- 
loving public, but for the majority of the artiBts who.go 
to make up our winter programmes these suggestions are 
“ proved by experience to be in place. And it only they 
could bear some fruit we might look forward to briefer 
but correspondingly more enjoyable evenings of music 
than heretofore in the season 1898—1894.—Indicator. 
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BY SMIL LIEBLING. t 
■ ■ ■■■. .. ’ ■; . - A 
Thb Chopin Nocturnes have long taken an enviable v 
rank among the compositions of this specific master of 1 
the piano and its peculiar possibilities; amatenrs and j 
professionals alike cultivate them with affectionate zeal, t 
and hardly a recital programme appears without inclnd- i 
ing one of the eighteen nocturnes. r 
The Nocturnes owe their popularity to a variety of f 
causes—they are short and concise, of moderate diffi- 1 
culty, and usually introduce lyric themes of great beanty, 
which impress themselves easily upon the memory of the I 
listener. f 
The Nocturnes cover a wide range of emotion, and i 
some analysis of their meaning may be useful to the z 
student. The one, Op. 9, No. 1, commences with a I 
plaintive phrase, which is soon repeated in cadenza < 
form, irregular groups of notes being introduced in the i 
right hand against a steadily moving bass. _ The correct 1 
execution of such periods presents one of the chief diffi- i 
culties in the proper interpretation of Chopin’s works. < 
While it is not desirable to divide these groups, it yet 1 
facilitates matters to recognize certain notes as of | 
especial importance, and praotice accordingly. Pupils i 
who labor under rhythmical infirmities will hardly ever i 
wholly accomplish a smooth rendering of such embel¬ 
lishments. As a general thing, it may be laid down as • 
a rule that all cadenzas and fioritnras should be exe- 1 
cuted without haste; if played too fast, they will prove 
totally ineffective. Playing too fast is like talking too 
fast; nobody understands you; thus, where a very large 
nnmber of notes are crowded in against one or two bass 
notes, as in the Larghetto of Chopin’s F Minor Concerto, 
a ritardando is in perfect order. The middle part of the 
Noctnrne, Op. 9, No. 1, introduces interesting enhar¬ 
monic changes which must have caused the master’s 
contemporaries to shudder, and the ending foreshadows 
the intense passion and painful emotions of-many later 
works. The third number of the same set is occasionally 
played; it possesses very little of the special attributes 
which we usually connect with the Nocturne form. ° 
The second set numbers Opus.15, and contains three 
Nocturnes. The first in F Major reminds in the sim¬ 
plicity of the first theme, and the sudden abrupt robust¬ 
ness of the second part, of the Second Ballade in the 
same key. It is not written for the great crowd, and 
hardly ever played in public. Quite different is the case 
with Op. 16, No. 2, in F- sharp Major. This is a lyric 
poem of highest beanty, and demands profound study of 
its possibilities and requirements, which go far beyond 
mere digital skill. The middle part in the hands of in¬ 
experienced players is sure to be a failure ; it equals the 
difficulty of the canon in the right hand of the G-sharp 
Minor Variation from Schumann’s “ Etudes Symphon- - 
iqnes ” against the bass accompaniment. 
I have myself wholly to blame if I do not coincide 
with Chopin’s eminent biographer, Niecks, who consid¬ 
ers the Nocturne, Op. 15, No. 3, the finest of that set; 
in fact, I consider it one of the instances where Homer 
nods. The middle movement, marked religioso, conveys 
little of the intended meaning. I do not remember ever 
having heard it in public. With some exceptions, the 
second theme in the Nocturnes are not on a level 
with the spontaneity which characterizes the opening 
phfases. 
The Bet, Op. 27, contains two Nocturnes, of which the 
first is rather diffuse ; it introduces in the bass those 
widely-spread chords which we meet later on in the 
cantabile part of the Fnneral March from the Sonata, 
Op. 86. It is in the Becond, however, that the music 
lovef finds the rarestcombination of all essential quali¬ 
ties of a love-poem. I do not hesitate to pronounce it . 
the most beautiful of the Nocturnes in its clear concep¬ 
tion, broad melody, graceful treatment, finely-developed 
contrasts, and general effectiveness. 
Of the two Nocturnes, Op. 82, the first, is far prefera¬ 
ble to the second, being wholly simple and unaffected ; 
the second presents somewhat of a relapse into' Field’s 
style. } . 
In the following collection, Op. 37, we once more find 
two beautiful examples of the master’s art. The first 
introduces a theme fraught with sadness, at elfish' recur¬ 
rence the melody fringed with different grace notes and 
embellishments. These should be placed as written, 
1 and anticipating the following notes, thus taking the 
time from the preceding value. I strongly advise stn- 
1 . dents to play the melody first without any embellish¬ 
ments in strict, time, and then add the grace noteB; 
1 most modern editions insist npon a simultaneous rbn- 
1 dering of the grace notes with the bask. I use this only 
1 as an exception. Schumann, in order to make hiB 
| meaning perfectly clear, often wrote tka grace notes into 
the preceding n&asures, bo as to make his intentions 
perfectly clear, as in the first part of the' HumoreBke, 
Op. 20. Frequent slight changes of tempo Bhonld be 
introduced in the first part. The second may well, have 
been designated a religioso; a choral-like succession of 
chords based npon the simplest harmonic progressions 
affords a beautiful contrast to the first part, which is re-, 
produced in its entirety, but this time ends in the major 
koj ala Bach. 
The following Noctnrne, in G Major, Op. 87, No. 2, 
presents exceptional technical difficulties in its first 
Barcarolle-like movement which demands a finished ; 
techniqnein double tl rdi and sixths It leads into a 
simple, yet singularly impressive, melody in C major, 
which, od > heard, will forevei haunt the menu ry. Tl s 
1 arci . Ue is thei tiu.-. d, and the econd theme k 
seat® * in the m >re s i ibr key of E . irith ki ei into ■ 
ive instinct, reminiscences of both parts are once more 
ntroduced at the end. When properly played and cor¬ 
ectly interpreted, thisNoctnmealways produces-a’-pro¬ 
ound impression, and almost rivals the one, Od. 27. 
No. 2. 
The pianist who c&n successfully solve the problems 
presented in the next work, Op. 48, No. 1, may truth¬ 
ully lay claim to the much-abused title of a .“Chopin- 
player.” The first grand sympathetic theme in its un¬ 
rest and syncopation demands the broadest style of tone 
production; the second movement introduces once more 
one of those sombre religions motifs of great richness, in 
which the soul of the composer Beems to have been af¬ 
forded momentary relief; grand octave passages work 
up to a triumphant climax, and then suddenly all thin 
exaltation vanishes, and we are once more brought face 
to face with sadness and despair. The second nnmber 
of this set, as well as of the following, Op. 55, has never 
mpressed me as important enough to warrant serious 
attention. 
In the Nocturne, Op. 66, No. 1, however, Chopin 
once more appears to full advantage. Nothing can 
exceed the pathetic character of the march-like first 
Andante; the turbulent Pin Mosso offers a suitable con-, 
trast, and leads back through a series of rather strained 
modulations into the first theme; a beautiful Coda fol¬ 
lows, consisting of dainty runs, and the Nocturne ends 
in the major key, after maintaining the ‘character of F 
Minor persistently throughout the entire work. 
The remaining two Nocturnes, Op. 62,. belong to a 
period when quiet reflection had begun to take the place 
of exuberant productiveness. They lack spontaneity and 
seem labored and artificial. 
■ It may be of additional interest if I mention that the 
Field Nocturnes, though somewhat a surfeit of sweet- 
. ness, are yet well worthy studying. No. 4 in A Major 
is an important work. A nnmber of elegant Salon com 
positions under the same heading have also been con¬ 
tributed to the musical literature by Leschetitzky (in A 
Major), Brassin (Op. 17), Doehlqr (D flat), KarganofF 
(Op. 3 and 18), A. Rubinstein (G Major), and Tschaik- 
owsky (F Major). Few young composers escape writing 
a Nocturne; none have ever been known to miss com¬ 
posing a Gavotte. ’ 
Schumann’s four Nachtstnecke (Nocturnes), Op. 23, 
and Liszt’s three Nocturnes, published under the title 
“Liebestranme,” belong to an entirely different cate¬ 
gory of mnsic, both as regards form and their musical 
- contents. 
I sincerely hope that the preceding lines will have the 
effect of stimulating students to independent and- analy¬ 
tical thought, thus aiding their individual efforts.— 
Musical World. 
NATURAL USE OF THE FINGERS. 
BY ALBERT BOSS PARSONS. 
The artpf standing and walking npon the keys having 
been mastered, the art of running and leaping follows. 
To-this end, velocity exerdses are requisite. Here the 
finger motions less resemble walking and tunning stepB, 
ana consist chiefly of extensions and contractions of 
finger. The extensions are performed by the extensor 
muscles with a relaxed hand, while the contractions are E* irmed by the flexor muscles with a tightening of the 
, like the tightening of the muscles of the jaw—not 
ini^* lock-jaw,” but, instead, in energetic mastication. 
Ofje cannot thread a needle, much less play the piano¬ 
forte, with relaxed muscles. i> 
For the lasting encouragement of readers who may , 
have suffered the torture of any such public experience, 
let me Bay, positively, that if one bnt acquires in playing 
the pianoforte the natural use of the fingers, as in using 
a pen or'opening a’door, nervousness can no more 
paralyze the fingers in playing a well learned piece of 
pianoforte mnsic than it can prevent the writing of 
one’s name or the -.opening of a door. The nervous 
temperament is. the musical temperament; nervous 
excitement is musical fire. A. natural use of the 
fingers seats the pianist’s hand so securely in the 
saddle that it is not shaken off by excitement. 
—No chord of mnsic ever touched any evil passion. 
He had heard of, bnt never listened to, any mnsic that 
could, with propriety, be called voluptuous. Words 
wedded to music often are, but melody—nefeer. All 
v sweet sounds bear the soul up. into the .world of pure 
moral feeling and sense; hence, mnsic ib the noblest 
minister to religion. I would have mnsic wdl taught in 
every family, as I would establish the family altar.-— 
Bee. Dr. Dewey. • 
242 , THE ETUDE 
OH THE MOONLIGHT SONATA. 
BY ADOLPH KULLAK. 
From “ The -^Esthetics of the Pianoforte.” 
Czerny dwells only upon the first movement, and 
calls ii a night-piece, wherein are heard the utterances 
ot' a spirit-voice. 
(2) Ulibischeff finds in the adagio the moving plaint 
of a love that knows no realization, and feeds npon 
itself, like a flame lacking fuel. As the melody, 
sounds more brokenly, the moon discovers . her 
pale, corpse-like face, and veils herself again in a 
moment behind the gloomy cloud-rack hastening 
past. One seems to view am immense grave on a 
wild, barren plain. Melodies rise from this grave, like 
the responses of a complaining shade, bemoaning its 
impotence. In the presto, Beethoven has given vent to 
his lury and despair, cursing destiny, that crushes the 
human race under the load of its curse—and then weeps 
again like a child begging its mother’s forgiveness. 
(3) Liszt styled the allegretto of this sonata a flqwer 
betwixt two abysms (a comparison which UlibischefF 
finds unapt). 
(4) Marx terms the adagio the soft song of renouncing 
love. It is the farewell to all hope of the thirsting soul, 
when speech fails, when the fearful sigh from the faith¬ 
ful breast can hardly breathe its lay, when the pulse of 
rhythm, scarce awakened, falters and delays like the last 
lingering gaze of a sad parting. The life, too, glides 
downward with ghostly calm into depths, wherein no 
balm is found lor these pains. And in such chaste 
tranquillity, untroubled by all disturbing storms of pas¬ 
sion, this mournful song flows on! etc. 
Renouncement is followed by the parting in the second 
movement: “ O think of me, I think of thee S Fare¬ 
well, farewell forever!” And now life must be lived 
. through—the lover storms abroad and storms aloft, and 
fumes and complains—and all the stripes and thunder¬ 
bolts of Fate shall not bow the noble.head of the de¬ 
voted one. 
(5) ' Louis Kohler finds, in 
weeping willows in the pale moonlight on funeral urns, 
a picture in keeping with the mood of the adagio. The 
allegretto in I)V leads into a mood smiling through 
tears, which transforms the earlier agony of grief into 
tender consolation. Tn the presto agitato, accents of 
fear and terror, and delirious rapture in the play of un¬ 
fettered feeling, alternate with moments of sublime re¬ 
signation teeming with lofty, soulfelt dignity ; until, after 
the fearful career of passion, it falls in deathly lassitude, 
to break off in a last violent effort of strength. 
(6) Elterlein regards unspeakable pain, cutting agony 
of soul, as the key-note of- the entire sonatar In the 
adagio the inner suffering appears restrained, repressed ; 
measured sighs escape the tormented heart, but com¬ 
bined,.as yet, with a feeling of resignation to the inevit¬ 
able. The coloring of the whole is magical—a‘twilight, a 
night zephyr. In the allegretto we fall as from heaven 
into an easy, careless, light-living world, and this move¬ 
ment does not agree with the fundamental mood of the 
others (? !). In the last movement the pain-racked soul 
upsurges in agonized passion. The repressed feelings 
find vent; a whirlwind of emotion rages in the heart. 
Ab out of the rumbling depths of a volcano the grew- 
some demons rise from the crater of the heart with con¬ 
vulsive contortions. The soul struggles fiercely with 
powers of darkness. But she does not succumb-—dis¬ 
enthralling humor glances OTjt in a few passages. The 
■composer’s spirit has given free way to his tears, and 
thus thrown off the spell. 
(7) In the eleventh annual volume of the Neue 
Berliner Musikzeiiung there is an article, by F. F. 
Weber on this sonata. We quote: Beethoven, in this 
sonata, represents dream-scenes which take place amid 
external, visible Nature. Were we to stand in the hush 
of night amidst luxuriant vegetation, and did there then 
approach us, step by step, the natural essences which 
fill the cells well riigh to bursting, and in which the 
vegetable world surrounds us with its living embrace, so 
that our sense should be finally quite absorbed in the 
noiseless yet unremitting activity of the busy vegetable 
life round about us, that shows ip the least leaflet the 
full intensity of its power; and should the spirits of this 
process of Nature .continually obtrude themselves upon 
us, neither withheld nor to be driven away by any means 
whatsoever, only occasionally betraying their sublime^ 
spirituality by a shy starting back at some sound—no 
actual sound, but a dream-sound imagined in the shell 
of our own ear—were we to experience this, we should 
then stand as Beethoven fancied himself standing 
vf fen writing the last movement of hiB sonata in C#- 
miior.' 
(8) In the fourth annual volume of the Berlin music- 
journal, Echo No.. 43, is an article by Peter Cor¬ 
nelius, on the O# minor sonata, in which he compares 
the first movement to a majestic Gothic,cathedral, whose 
inviting chimes guide seeking believers on their path 
through the, wilderness to its' sacred inclosure. All pain 
floats upward therein in pious prayer, and is resolved in 
the harmony of a blessed spirit-world. In the Becond 
movement earthly love holds sway, and would fain 
drown those sacred chr.aeB wfib the tones of her harp. 
To this love is issued the mandate, rather to turn to¬ 
ward yon holy refuge, whence she has enticed the de¬ 
votional throng with irresistible might. In the third 
movement the dim forest is again sought out. Evil 
spirits have closed the dSors^the holy chimes are mute 
—yet their echo still sounds,; belief is dead in the heart 
—disconsolate wandering. But the heart is haughty 
and bold—onward I iri must anew soar aloft to the 
sacred pile, that ahipes yonder before the tearless eye." 
* The author has not spared himself the trouble of col¬ 
lecting these eight examples of the interpretation of one 
and the same work. Should the realist ask: “ Is it, then, 
really true, that even one of the pictures described here 
lies hidden in the tones ? Where is the churchyard, the 
pale moon, the Gothic cathedral, or night-time Nature ?” 
the reply Would be that no proof can really be given of 
the one or the other, and that the conception by Weber 
(No. 7) exhibits many incongruities. Such poetical in¬ 
terpretations derive support solely from the symbolic 
significance, which forms the subject of other objective 
combinations as well—-from the meaning of gestures, the 
play of the features, bodily movements; from the inten¬ 
tion Of landscape notes in painting'and poetry; from 
the peculiar bent of the human bouI to reveal its most 
secret, truest ideal, not in the cool, clear-cut word, but 
in the picture, the allegory—in that which suggests its 
own life through similar combination add formation in 
the objective sphere. 
Any poetical interpretation is lame, even that of an 
Ulibischeff or a Marx; the fine phrases of such oratori¬ 
cal artists make far too many concessions to their own 
enjoyment, to do the work and its meaning even ap¬ 
proximate justice. 
But it is not the concern of the pianoforte player to 
write out the intent of a sonata as a poetical exercise 
before practising the same; in view of the boundless 
abundance of affinities between tone and life, he should 
only begin with the idea that every noble composition 
of lyric expression is of such wonderfnl, innately pro¬ 
found depth, that the soul can translate the most 
rapturous emotion of its life through tit alone. Would 
churchyard beneath he undertake an in^ that 
J - „ each.ib but one example of that, which p wells within the 
tones in far fuller abundance. Beethoven’s qC^-minor 
sonata is neither the picture of a churchyard, nor of a 
temple, nor of renouncing love, nor of an inner strug¬ 
gle ; it is more than this—it is the picture of the primal 
source of the emotions, which are experienced in these 
several situations. And thus it is with every mood that 
finds expression in tones. The musical meaning is a 
degree less developed than that, which the poetical 
. orator can expound from the work before him ; he con - 
structs^with the tone-material—fro m this wilderness, 
this chaos of a still unfinished, unseparated world, a 
single scene, but loses, in so doing, the abundant material 
which refuses to be thus wrought up, and which bears a 
wealth of meaning. 
- The player must and ought to imagine living affinities. 
The composition is, withal, a poem-—its moods may best 
be suggested by poetical comparisons—well for the vir¬ 
tuoso, who has ever-present consciousness of musical 
ideas in allegorical phrase I but he should never forget, 
that the latter can be only a suggestion, and that the 
real meaning is a far broader one. 
THE PEDALS OF THE PIANO, * 
BY HANS SCHMITT. 
Players possessing the highest degree of execution 
can use . the pedal momentarily in rapid playing with 
any tone-finger, in order to attain more brilliancy in 
major keys and more passion in minor keys. ", 
Such players can even retail? the pedal in playing 
rapid tone-figures as long as their strength of finger is 
sufficient to make a steady crescendo, so that each tone 
overpowers the one preceding, but this is only allowable 
in moments of the greatest excitement, and even then 
must not be carried too far. 
In large rooms more can generally be ventured upon 
than in small rooms, taking it for granted that the prin- 
cipal tones are struck with sufficient force.- / ■ 
The construction of the instrument has also an influ¬ 
ence upon the use of the pedal. 
Tbepedal is not allowable in the following cases:— 
1. With tones which are to have a staccato effect. 
2. Likewise after slurred notes. 
8. To prolong the duration of notes1 separated by 
rests which are intended t6 receive their full value. 
4. With the slow notes of a melody when they belong 
to the same chord i 
6 With slow scales and ornaments—also, in rapid 
scales if the peer’s fingers be lacking in strength. 
6. In quickfempo in decrescendo passages. 
7. When the finest possible piano is required. 
8. In slow practice, especially in such passages where 
the pedal iB only allowable in quick tempo. 
♦From the exhaustive work on “The Pedals of the Plano.” by 
Han* Schmitt. Theodore Presser, Philadelphia. 
The pedal is of almost no effect in passages confined 
to the highest tonesf of the piano. 
The pedal must be used anew with every change of 
harmony, save that in the highest tones alone it can be 
retained during changing harmonies if a music box 
effect be desired. 
The pedal must be taken after the tone in the follow¬ 
ing cases 
1. With every low tone which is joined by the fingers 
to one preceding in order to avoid dissonance. 
2. In joining tones which the fingers are obliged to 
play staccato. 
It is not allowable with an extended chord which is to 
be sustained and cannot be held by the fingers. 
The pedal must only be partially released in the follow- 
cases :— 
1. With pedal points which the hand cannot sustain. 
2. When it iB, desired to renew the tone. 
8. When the tone is to be vibrated. 
The foot must trill the pedal when a pedal point 
occurs in connection with' rapid scales or ornaments; 
or when it-is desired to uBe the pedal with toneB not 
harmonically related. 
The partial release and the trilling of the pedal are " 
allowable in~ho case where the tones are to be com¬ 
pletely silenced; nor, generally Bpeaking, with changes 
of harmony in the middle and bass tones. 
The foregoing rules are particularly recommended to 
those preparing to teach. Such will do well to mem¬ 
orize them, each one in connection with its particular 
illustration, so that in teaching they may have both the 
rule and its reason at hand,- instead of an empirical 
direction to the pupil to do so and so merely because the 
teacher wills it. 
Many teachers are of the opinion that the use of the 
pedal should not be allowed to young pupils, and since 
in any case its study is difficult, they generally postpone 
it indefinitely. 
It seems, however, hardly reasonable to limit it to 
any definite age; a child who is intelligent enough to 
learn to play well can also understand how the pedal 
should be used. A certain tact should be observed by 
the teacher; no rule should be given but the one appro¬ 
priate to the passage in question, and as different cases 
arise different rules can be applied until the child grad¬ 
ually masters the varying uses of the pedal. 
Very young children have the disadvantage of not 
being able to reach the pedal with ease ; in the effort 
they make to place the foot upon it the body is thrown 
out of position, so that a correct manner of playing is 
impossible. To obviate this difficulty the author has 
devised a pedal stool. This consists of an ordinary 
stool with two holes in the upper board, the space be¬ 
tween them corresponding to the distance between the 
two.pedals; through these holes two pegs are passed, 
which rest upon the pedals. For greater convenience 
the pegs are capped, in order to present a broader 
surface to the foot, and to prevent all unsteadiness 
they pass through similar apertures in a Becond board 
below. In these boards notches are made correspond¬ 
ing to the pedal wires, so' that they can be brought 
close to the lyre, A practical experience has proved 
that by means of this simple contrivance the use of- the 
pedal .is rendered practicable to even very young pupils. 
Without accurate Bigns for its use the study of the 
pedal is at first inevitably - tedious to all pupils, bot h 
young and old. It may not, however, be denied that it 
can be taught even under such a disadvantage, as ex¬ 
perience has shown, but it certainly demands a more 
than ordinary talent to use all the refinements of which 
examples have been given. This is by no means tanta¬ 
mount to agreeing with those who say : “ He who has 
talent useB the pedal well; he who has none uses it 
badly.” Talent alone does not suffice in gaining a 
complete knowledge of all possible pedal effects. Even 
the most gifted cannot of himself exhaust all the possi¬ 
bilities of his art; genius itself develops more rapidly 
when it assumes the experience of others as its birth¬ 
right,—or, in other words, Beeks instruction. The 
artistic use of the pedal can certainly be _ taught, and 
that this work may largely contribute to this end is the 
earnest hope of the author. The pupil should possess 
not only talent but zeal and industry as well; talent is 
not the only factor which leads to the goal. 
Therefore, instead of saying, “ He who has talent 
uses the pedal well,” let iis say, “He who uses the pedal 
well has talent.” 
—If the teachers who are constantly struggling to keep 
soul and body together would only gather the few jmpils 
they have and organize a weekly class, at which pup1 Is 
and teachers would take part, the whole world would be 
brighter. Then there are harmony classes, pupils’ con¬ 
certs, history lectures, recitals, which, iP the teacher 
would only undertake and confine to his own pupils, he 
would soon have plenty to do and be happier and a more 
useful man to society. 
PUBLISHER'S BOTES. 
Op the making of books there is no end. This 
is particularly true of piano instruction books. A 
change of text-book acts to an. advantage for the 
teacher’s ■work. It ghows progress, and every new 
book contains new points for the teacher as well 
as pupil. Besides, change of books is more inter¬ 
esting to the teacher. The .monotony is broken 
by this fresh material.. The latest book we have 
issued is by A. Rommel, a member of the American 
College of Musicians, and one who has had an ex¬ 
tensive experience in teaching beginners. The 
work is entitled, “A System for Beginners on 
the Pianoforte.” The retail price is only $1.00. 
We will send it for inspection to any one desiring 
to examine it. 
***“■ 
The teachers should remember that The Etude 
is published for benefit of their pupiis as much as 
for any one. The only way that we can bring it 
to the notice of the pupils is through the teacher. 
Every teacher who is at all concerned about the 
welfare of those under their charge will recognize 
the benefit of The Etude as an educator. The 
great trouble with most all pupils is lack of earn¬ 
estness of purpose, zeal in work at hand, and 
determination to accomplish something. The 
Etude will do more to fire a pupil with ambition 
and keep alive the interest than anything the 
teacher can do. We give liberal discount to clubs. 
For every four subscriptions at full price we give 
one free. Send for our Premium List. We will 
send a bundle of samples free to any teacher who 
will canvass his or her pupils and friends. Try it. 
* * 
* * * 
The seventh grade of Mathews? “Standard 
Course of Piano Studies’? is on the market; the 
special offer for 25 cents is hereby withdrawn. 
The remaining grades, YIII, IX, X, are well under 
way. The next following grade will soon be 
issued, and advance orders can now be booked at 
25 cents. Send in your order before it is too late. 
The course is fast taking the place of all other 
studies. They contain the Cream of the best 
writers of piano studies. We hear nothing but 
good reports wherever they are introduced. 
* * 
* * * 
We have issued some easier music for cabinet 
organs. Our purpose is to issue a complete School for 
Reed Organ Playing. Each grade will have a set of 
studies, and a suitable set of pieces in sheet form. 
Mr. Landon has charge of this work and is giving 
his best attention to it. Thus far we have only , 
issued the studies of the first grade and five pieces 
belonging to it. On the second grade not so much 
has yet been issued; two pieces only are ready ; 
others will follow. The names of the pieces are as 
follows: “The Dancing Lesson,” by Lichner; 
“ Oh the Playground,” by Lichner. 
***** 
We have no less than eighty-five packages of 
music returned to us, for which we . cannot give 
credit. This is all owing to neglect of sender to 
place name on the package. We have frequently 
called attention to the importance of this matter. 
If any of our patrons find the statement incorrect 
at end of month, it may be owing to this return 
music not being credited, i h • only thing to be 
done now to .adjust the account is for the party to 
send us the names of a few of the-pieces returned. 
If a book happened to be in package that will 
serve as a clue to identity; 
***** , 
We have issued a very useful little pamphlet, 
octavo size, by Mrs. A. T. Abbott, for very baok*' 
ward beginners. These exercises are to aid in 
learning the npfces. They are of the simplest 
character, and can be taught with any instruction 
book or without any. The little work retails for 
50 cents, and will no doubt serve a useful purpose 
in the earlier steps of music instruction. Mrs. 
Abbott has taught beginners for twenty-five 
'years. 
# -Hr 
* * * 
. Hans Schmitt’s work on “ The Pedals of the 
Pianoforte” has been a revelation to many a 
teacher. We hear from all sides the best possible 
reports. The work is quite exhaustive. There are 
points in the work that the average teacher has 
never dreamed of. It is a work for teachers, not 
pupils. An intelligent German teacher admitted 
' that he has for years been producing lovely effects 
on the pedal, with his pupils, with the ideas he 
says he got from reading the work. It is now 
accessible to the English student, and we trust it 
will be appreciated. It certainly is deserving of 
a place in every teacher’s library. Price $1.00. 
Before the next issue of The Etude is 
printed our third annual “ Special Holiday Offer ” 
of gift books, etc., will have been sent to oui 
patrons. W^have been much gratified in the^phst 
with the appreciation shown by our repd^rs for 
this offer. Our object is to help themjkfthe selec¬ 
tion of valuable “Holiday Giftp.“by issuing a 
select List of Musical Literature? etc., and making 
the prices considerably lowefthan they usually sell 
for. The new list for 1883 will have many new and 
valuable addition^toit, and we feel sure that all 
will find something they will want. Send for a 
copy of thtoList to examine. 
***** - 
Teachers and players will find the Heller’s 
“ lfitudes,” from Op. 125, much easier of execution 
than the “ Thirty Etudes ” edition from Opus 47, 
46^-and-45which-haye beemsold in-such-great 
quantities from this office. These etudes are tone 
poems of exquisite beauty. Each one has helpful 
annotations by-the-accomplished teacher and mas¬ 
ter musician, Calvin B. Cady. It is the aim of the 
publisher of these annotated editions of etudes 
and sheet music to help teachers' in developing 
their pupils into musicians as well as players. To 
this end the most eminent and celebrated teachers 
and musicians have contributed out of their rich 
and successful .experience. Furthermore,'" the 
publisher has tried to lend a helpful hand to the 
thousands of worthy teachers who are remote from 
musical centers, and show them what are the 
methods of the most successful teachers of our 
country... 
important subject is treated from so many different 
standpoints, that even the dnllest pupil will folly under¬ 
stand the Bubject. The pupil who faithfully studies this 
book will be perfectly informed in everything that is 
seen in notation, and will have a working knowledge of 
the subject that will make him a rapid and correct sight 
reader. 
The first edition was exhausted in less than a month 
after publication. A new edition, with tome improve¬ 
ments, additions, and corrections, is now in press and 
will be ready in a few dayB. Price 60 cents. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
I find the games of Allegrando andtoMusieal 
Authors a delightful and restful modptof teaching 
little children note value, time,Jtey, by playing 
the games a few minutes befmxrthe close of the 
lesson, and will always keep^them on hand—for 
beginners especially, to Jessie 0. Whitlock. 
Received book, “Pedals of the Pianoforte,” by TTana 
Schmitt, jit is mod. Have tested a number of the rules 
and iUustratigns; am convinced. They reveal a wonder¬ 
ful wealthier lone in the Pianoforte, hitherto unknown to 
the stpdtot of limited technical ability, or to one not in¬ 
formed in the mysteries of harmony and composition. It is a 
Ahost acceptable help in study of music. Such books are 
rare, and occupy a high rank in choice musical literature. 
J. Z. Dixon. 
Have examined the work entitled “ Pedals of the 
Pianoforte,” by Hans Schmitt. Would that it might be 
in the hands of every music student in the land I Would 
also recommend its thoughtful perusal by all teachers of 
beginners. ■ ■ J. E. P., Milwaukee, Wia. 
Mr." Bemardus Boekelman, whose zeal in musical 
pedagogy is well-known, has recently furnished new evi¬ 
dence of it in the shape of a unique publication of four of 
the most familiar fugues from Bach’s “Well-Tempered 
Clavichord.” With them he has exemplified a novel 
system of analytical study, his purpose being at one and 
the same time to encourage music students to analyze the 
structure of polyphonic music, and to save time in such 
study by raising the help the eye gives to a higher power. 
New York Tribune. 
4 * * * * * 
Landon’s “ Reed Organ Method ” is fast becom¬ 
ing the standard with all teachers of the better class. 
Its success has been truly phenomenal from the 
first, and its sales are rapidly increasing. Teachers 
who once use it are ordering it in larger quantities 
with each order. It interests the pupil and makes 
hie work easy, and the work of the teacher suc¬ 
cessful. - 
* . * 
* * * 
Land on’s Writing Book for Music Pupils is a great 
advance on anything in this line heretofore published. 
It embodies all of the best features of previous writing 
books, and besides thiB has mapy ingenious and practical 
features that are new for a book of this kind. Each 
snhj i' t Is j ossil 1« to > - put on pap * j- pres »s a 
l I • ifcive, a ve theoretical uad racti I sides 
There are frequent. reviews provided with questions 
irhick will show, the pupil’s ad?incement and thorough 
ness; . No pupil can work out the exercises in this book 
without ‘".’i afterward 1 .'.s"'; g allaboni res i ng n \ 
as, the letters on, above, and below both staves, time 
values, and lengths of notes and rests, and that in every 
conceivable way in h scan to wiritf n Every 
I desire to express my appreciation of Mason’s “ Touch 
and Technic.’5 I use it entirely, I might say, in teach¬ 
ing, and find most gratifying resalts. It is so hard to 
--make some -pupils- understand—rhythm s -without which 
there is no meaning or beauty in music, but with Mason’s 
“ Touch and Technic ” it iB quite easy,'even with the most 
unpromising pupils. F. T. McDonough. 
I have examined Landon’s “ Method for the Piano,” 
and like it the best of any that I have ever seen. 
Minna Gross. 
Send me three copies each of all the numbers of Mathews’ 
“ Graded Course ’’ issued, I have used them to a great 
extent in my past year’s work, and find them very beneficial 
to pupils. The series contains the cream of perhaps a 
y dozen sets of studies, is progressively arranged, correctly 
phrased, and handsomely printed. All in all, it is-the best 
work of its kind I have discovered in a long time. 
Wm. H. Bibber. 
I wish to add my word of appreciation to the many 
already given for the MathewB “ Graded Course of 
Studies.” Not only are they usually pleasing to the pupil, 
but in the use of them I have the satisfaction of knowing 
that I have the best, and the best selection for each grade. 
The Landon “ Methods,” both for organ and piano,' are 
works to be thankful for. The “ Reed Organ Method ” 
is the only work for that instrument deserving the name 
of “Method ” with which I am familiar; the one for the 
piano.is original, progressive, and pleasing.. 
1 ' Martha Gaylord, 
I want to tell you how thoroughly satisfying TmB ErmME 
is as a music journal. Nothing is overlooked, and every 
subject is treated in such a thorough and yet brief manner 
that everything seems perfectly plain, and could be com¬ 
prehended by quite an amateur in the study of music. 
.. v ■ Miss N. Clark. 
The essays of Karl Mere, published under the title, 
“Music and Culture,” fully sustain the great reputation 
of the author as a reviewer and critic. He was a man 
f big brain warm heart ant large Hie gentle 
b rmpsth jtic nat ir >, ion d by ev ry • rach of natnr • 
and ( ,-r» strain of mo ie. He wa m loye ith his 
chos n professi t. Ever] stud* it of music will he nour 
ished an - n >- i b these a weft **f written essays. 
The soul of Karl Mens is agio in exery sentence.—■ 
Rex. Faye Wadker, D.p., PreBt. Oxford (0.) Female 
College. 
944 THE ETUDE 
CHARLES GOUNOD. 
Charles Goxjnod died at PariB, October 18th. He was 
born at Paris, June 17, 1818. His musical talent de¬ 
veloped early, and his parents were able to give him 
the benefit of the best instruction. He was fitted for 
entrance into the Conservatory by Halevey himself, and 
became at once a prominent pupil. At nineteen he 
took a second prize, and at twenty-one the grand 
prize for musical composition awarded by the French 
Institute, which carried with it a residence in Rome. 
Here the religious side of Gounod’s mind developed 
for a time at the expense of the artistic side, and it 
seems to have been his intention to enter holy orders; 
but the composition of a mass, which was so well re¬ 
ceived as to win for the young composer an honorary 
life appointment as chapelmaster, determined the direc¬ 
tion of his talents. After his required time at Rome he 
went to Vienna, the home of Mozart, whom he always 
honored as the supreme master in music, and here pro 
duced some other religious compositions which were 
important at the time, but need not be dwelt upon now. 
At twenty*five he returned to Paris, where, with the ex¬ 
ception of the cloudy London episode of 1870 to 1878, 
he has resided ever since. 
He was appointed chapelmaster at the Church of 
Foreign Missions, which office he held for six years, 
having in the meantime married the daughter of the 
German theologian, Zimmerman.' In 1849 appeared his 
great Third Mass, in which was expressed that aspiring 
religious sentiment, joined with exalted musical imagi¬ 
nation, which 1ms been the vitalizing spirit of all his 
wonderful work. Profoundly impressed by the classic 
dignity of Gluck, and with more spiritual ideals than the 
later composers for the stage, Gounod’s early attempts 
at operatic’ composition did not meet with easy ac¬ 
ceptance. His little pastoral opera, “Philemon et 
Baucis,” recently.revived here, fell‘flat, and it was not 
until Pauline Viardot secured the production of “ Sap¬ 
pho,” at the Paris Opera in 1851 that the young com- f oser can be said to have obtained general recognition, 
t was of this period that Henry Chorley writes in his 
recollections: “To a few hearers, since then grown 
into a European public, neither the warmest velcotne 
nor the most blank indifference could alter the convic¬ 
tion that among the composers who have appeared dur¬ 
ing the last twenty-five years Gounod was the most 
promising^as showing the greatest eombination of ster¬ 
ling science, beauty of idea, freshness of fancy, _and 
individuality. Before a line of 4 Sappho ’ was written 
certain sacred compositions and some exquisite settings 
of French verse had made it clear to some of the acutest 
judges and profoundest musicians living that in him, at 
last, something true and new had come—may I not say 
the most poetical of French musicians that has till now 
written ? ” 
Besides the operas named he wrote eight that did not 
achieve popularity. The masters who most influenced 
him were Schumann, Mendelssohn, Weber, and Wagner. 
He was the composer of a comic opera founded on 
Moli6rd’s “ Mddecin Malgre Lui,” presented in London 
by the English Opera Company. But all these were 
preparations for the supreme work which burnt upon 
the . world in the spring of 1869, and carried the name of 
Gounod to the four quarters of the civilized world. It is 
sometimes urged as a sort of reproach to Gounod that 
he never afterward" equaled the supreme achievement 
of his first great work, as though one could write 
“ Fausts ” every day. That was ms ripened fruit, and 
even had hie career ended at this point his place among 
the world’s great masters would be secured. Surely it 
is enough for any man to have given the final and ac-' 
cepted musical expression to that great drama of hu¬ 
manity over which the composers of every nation have 
toiled in vain. “Critics may rave if they like,” wrote 
the German Moscheles after hearing “ Faust ” in Leipsic 
and Dresden, about the mutilation of Goethe’s master¬ 
piece. In Gounod I hail a real composer.” 
4‘There is one great French composer upon many of 
whose compositions the world had ample time to pass 
judgment, and actually has passed judgment, with no 
uncertain voice; a composer to whose genius the French 
school is mainly indebted for the high position it has 
maintained, since the death of those who had long been 
looked npon as ita most efficient supporters, and whoBe 
earnestness of intention has been the means of infusing 
into it a reality, which is not likely to be soon forgotten. 
M. Charles Franqois Gounod has never given to the 
world one single composition, great or Bmall, which 
does not hear witness to the earnestness of his desire to 
do honor to the art he loves; and, in the presence of 
power like his, earnestness means a great deal and has 
effected a great deal. The catalogue of hiB workB is a 
long one. Let ushope it may grow very much longer 
before the day on which one of the brightest ornaments 
of the French school considers himself entitled to repose 
on his laurels.” 
“ Seizb the moment of excited cttffosity for the acqui¬ 
sition of knowledge; ” said Dr. Kidder. Pupils need 
to be tanght the value of this truth. It can be made to 
be far reaching. It applies to practice when one is 
enjoying the work. But especially should the pupil be 
taught to investigate subjects in dictionaries and encyclo¬ 
pedias, and by asking questions about the subjects that 
come to mind, for further information. Pupils should 
be taught the value of being a musician as well as a 
player. This means musically cultivated brains as well 
as keyboard trained fingers. 
-fr * 
* 
Parents have a right to whatever pleasure and helpfol 
passing of time their children can give them through 
music. This can be done only when the pupil has a set 
of good pieces well in hand.. To always be able to play 
well is what the teacher should demand of every pupil 
who has taken as much as a term of lessons of him.’ 
Young players can soon play such little tone poems as 
are found in Macdongal’s “Melody Studies,” and in 
Mathews’ “Introduction to Phrasing,” and many a little 
piece of sheet music. To keep up a set of good pieces 
will require a systematic reviewing and daily memoriz¬ 
ing. PieceB can be dropped out for a few days, now 
and then, and will afterward be taken up with fresh 
pleasure and a better advancement. 
* 
No pupil can make satisfactory progress when playing 
with stiff arms, wrists, hands, and fingers. The .first 
thing to do with the greater number of pupils is to 
“ devitalize ” them. They are to play rhythmical exer¬ 
cises especially and only for this. They must be taught 
what is really meant by devitalizing, and how to know 
when they are playing with the arm and hand in their 
desirable condition. This condition, it mast be remem¬ 
bered, is controlled by the feeling of looseness, not by 
the mere exercise of will-power. Pieces and 6tudes of 
a character that demand a soft touch can be given, 
pieces that are easy enough to allow the pnpil to play 
with repose, and without apprehension of failure. 
It is related that Frederic Chopin could always quiet 
his father’s pupils, no matter how much noise they were 
making in the house- One day, while Professor Chopin 
was out, therewas afrightfal scene, Barenski, the master 
present, was at his wits’ end, when Frederic happily en¬ 
tered the room. Without deliberation he requested the 
roysterers to sit down, called in those who-were making 
a noise outside, and promised to improvise an interesting 
story on the piano if they would be quite quiet. All were 
instantly as still as death, and Frederic Bat down to the 
instrument and extinguished the lights. He described 
how robbers approached a house, mounted by ladders to 
the windows, but were frightened away by a noise within. 
Without delay they fled on the wings of the wind into a 
deep, dark wood, where they fell asleep nnder the starry 
sky. He played more and more softly, as if trying to lull 
the children to rest, till he fonnd that his hearers had 
actually fallen aBleep. The young artist noiselessly 
crept out of the room to his parents and visitor, and 
asked them to follow him with a light. When the family 
had amused themselves with the various postures of the 
sleepers, Frederic sat down again to the piano and struck 
a thrilling cord, at which they all sprang up in a fright. 
A hearty laugh was the finale of his musical joke. 
Wb must be ourselves in whatever we do, whether it 
be piano playing or anything else. We mast exhibit an 
individuality of our own (not an imitation of some one 
else, be they ever so admirable) if we would exert a pro- 
1 nonneed influence and make our personality felt. And 
I do^KfOt' regard the quality as being inconsistent with a 
correct and true interpretation of the intention of the 
composer; and I believe it possible to not only lose one’s 
self in the music, but yet not put entirely away individu¬ 
ality. I do not mean personal tfhnity, but ideas and 
conception. It iB inst this individuality that distin- 
gnishes ns from onr fellows, and needs to be fostered and 
encouraged by all right thinking musicians. When I 
receive, letters fromxigy friend I want to recognize his 
familiar sign-manual-V-not a piece of Spencerian copper¬ 
plate engraving. When I hear him talk I want to get 
. nis ideas and see as he sees, in order to a further improve¬ 
ment of my own vision. Now, technic is an admirable 
and indispensable thing, bnt it goes just so far and no 
further. I would rather hear a performance that re¬ 
vealed soul, feeling, and real insight, than a technical 
one, be it ever so perfect, destitute of these vital quali¬ 
ties: And I would gladly tolerate a wrong note, once in 
a while if I could but be carried away by the performer 
on a high wave of emotion and grandeur, or floated 
along on an enchanted: stream of intoxicating beauty, 
a thousand times more, than to listen to the most perfect 
technical performance devoid, of all this, a barren peak, 
a. glistening iceberg. The high priest of the former is 
Rubinstein, that Titan of the piano; the latter, Yon 
Billow, the infallible technician. It is needless to say 
which of these great players is my “ ideal.”—E. S. Mat- 
toon. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Notices for this column inserted at 3 cents a word for one insertion, 
payable in advance. Copy most be received by the 20th of the v 
previous month to insure publication in the next number. 
AN EXPERIENCED TEACHER, who is a musical 
graduate, wishes a position as Instrumental Teacher 
in a school, or a good opening as private teacher in town 
of some size. Address 8. E. J^gCordy, Angola, Ind. 
AN EXPERIENCED TEACHER, wishes a position 
as Instrumental Teacher in a school, or a good 
opening as private teacher, in a town of some size. 
Best of references as to qualification's and Standing. 
Address M. B. Cooper, Canton, Miss. 
---- THE EXPRESS DUPLICATOR is used by many MS. 
writers of music and ordinary writing. It produces 
a very large number of copies from every original. 
Bensingsr Duplicator Co., New York. Send for in¬ 
formation. 
DURING the Christmas Holidays, Mrs. A. L. Pal¬ 
mer, Directress of the Goldbeck College of Music, 
will hold at Omaha, Nebraska, a Teachers’ Normal. 
MrB. Palmer haB been conducting these Normals 
for the past five years, and has met with marked success. 
Many teachers have taken the course a second time. In 
these lessons ai good general idea of modern technic and 
modern teaching are given. For full particulars, address 
Golbbkck College, 8033 Pine Street, St. Louis, Mo. 
A VALUABLE TTELP^TO TEACHERS AND 
STUDENTS.—Hermann’s Handbook of Music 
. and Musicians, containing 8000 musical terms, and con¬ 
cise biographies of_more.than 1500 prominent compos¬ 
ers (over 150 American authors). An excellent work to 
nse in making np biographical programmes. 
The Philadelphia Ledger says: “ While for exhaustive 
information an encyclopedia like Grove must still take 
precedence, the new Handbook will fill a less import¬ 
ant mission with equal success.”. 
Mathews’ Music (Chicago) writes: “The strength of 
the little book is the presence of a number of recent 
r names, which, having come to prominence very lately, 
are not found in older works. ” 
Hermann’s Handbook of Music, price $1.00 (usual 
discount to teachers), can be ordered of any dealer, or 
of Th. Prksssr. 
“(mOWN” PIANOS AND ORGANS. 
“ Crown ” cannot be beaten for sweetness of sound. 
Resplendent in beauty, with notes foil and round; 
Out-shining, out-ranking, out-selling old brands, 
Well-furnished, well-Sn&hed by skilled artist’s hands. 
Ho low grade material shall enter therein: 
Proposing true honor by merit to win, 
Inviting inspection from any, from all, 
And by honest Judgment “Crown'' stands or muBt fall j as . 
Ho paper for rubber—for silver, no tin, 
Outside is all perfect, all likewise within. 
Sweet melody, making no grating, coarse sound. 
Acknowledged “ Best Instruments’* anywhere found. 
Hone other soeharming fn beauty of style, 
SSeMghtfol its music, without any guile. 
On every occasion of contest for; prise. 
Recorded is “ Crown ” as best every wise 
George Beat, the inventor and maker of “Crown,” 
All over the union for honesty known; 
Hew “ Crowns ’’ he is selling at lowest cheap rates, 
Sent promptly to order alkover the States. 
By W. M. Ta*LOi.B, Solo *1.00 i Koet, ®t.50) Chorus, -M. cental 
Whistle,'St Mattel Sand Pad»j 25 seats. A'new piano piece, rep-' 
resenting a day’B Journey on a train. Synopsis: Train Whistles, 
Bell Rings. All Aboard. The Start. Twenty Minutes for Dinner. 
Gong. The Menu. Dinner over they again start on their Journey, 
passing through Fields and Meadows, until they reach “Home, 
Home.” It Is a great exhibition piece. Send $11for the Solo, 
c‘»*d receiv’d gratis a-Whistle, Sand Pads and Chorus part. Mention 
this jrombui. TRELOAR MUSIC CO., Mexico, Mo. - 
/.ssfe- 
NEW YORE VOCAL INSTITUTE, 
97 Fifth Avenue, New York. 
FRANK HERBERT TUBBS, Musloql Director. 
ThieEk > j ' t * Sing ast j »rfj in i, u . the 1 i . > * if 
* -* TOtee-method Y< s ( tore i ingin umtaugl only in 
private lessons, educational suMeota in classes. The voice-method 
is that arranged by M Tabbe He was a etndent of Manna land® 
Emil Behnke, and Wm, Shakespeare, of London, and Antonio San- 
ranni, « Milai , Sto - he uutita e * sgan, ns pupil l< a Mil 5 
it maki h**> pros ‘a#. .<«t f a stndent, wonld do the sam 
wm Id , *>ii Mend. 
it jree nt,st .dc its wefl r New T k - •» rntre for st >3 One 
becomes educated by association in a large city. Our students are 
found (omftntaMe board %<*-„«. fT. you Rave t or. two terms 
in New York this year? Perhaps, when prepared, yon would teach 
or singprofessionally,—thus paying a return. Ir interested, send 
for ftul circulars. They tell or Method, Classes, Teachers, Location', 
etc. Address as above. 
Method for the Piano. 
BY 
OHAS. W. LANDON. 
PRICE $1.50.. 
This work is especially designed to meet the 
want of the popular student with mediocre ability. 
It contains all the ideas of recent pianoforte play¬ 
ing. The author is a well-known practical teacher, 
and author of a similar work for the Reed Organ, 
which is now generally used for instruction on that 
instrument. It will be well for every teacher to 
examine this new work, which will be ready in a 
short time. ~ 
THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher, 
PHILADELPHIA. 
JT7ST ISSXTE3D. 
School of Four-Hand Playing, 
VOI^CTME JJUL. 
COMPILED BY THEO. PRESSER. 
Pl&£OE $L00* 
Oohtkktb.—Relnecfee, Christmas Eve; Lachner, Marche 
Celebre; Iioesehliora, Dance Hongroisa; Mnberi, Op. 7& 
Mennet; Baitmfelder, Minstrel Song; Chopin, Funeral 
March; Sehnbert, Marche Heroique. 
MELODIODS AND EASY STUDIES 
PIANO AND REDD ORGAN. 
BY CHAS. W. LANDON. 
PRICE SI.OO. 
Perhaps the most popular set of Easy Studies ever issued. 
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. 
A Hi ; (.Class Musical Education Furnished. 
A Faculty of Experienced TEACHFBS. 
Exceptional Advantages for Blearing Music. 
. School Conducted according to University 
Standards. 
Address for Catalogue, 
JL "jL MTMMJeMW, A K., 
DIRECTOR. 
SELECTED OCTAVE STUDIES 
roa '. . 
Equal Development of Both Hands. 
■ 1 "WISH 
PREPARATORY STUDIES BY THEO. PRESSER. 
FBIOE 70 OEKTS. 
These Octave Studies are of medium difficulty, and selected' from 
Splndler, Hnnten, Bertini, Kullak, eto. They are'of greai educa¬ 
tional value. 
COMPRISING THE LECTURES AND ESSAYS 
OF THE LATE 
PEt^Z, pus. D 
CLOTH BOUND, PRICE $1.75, POSTPAID. 
CONTENTS. 
Genius, Success in Professional Life, Schopenhauer’s Musical Philosophy, Music of 
Nature, Head and Heart, Sanctity of Music, Church Music, Hints to Pupils, 
Philosophy of the Beautiful, Plea for Music, Value of Musical Education, 
Memory, Woman in Music, Harmony, Imagination, Expression, Maxims. 
■ s 
In this work music is reflected by one of its worthiest teachers and is presented in the fall development 
of the practical utility which is it® preeminent characteristic. ' 
The feeling of proud satisfaction with which the American profession sees this, a thoroughly practical 
work, issued to the musical world, is fully justified by the character of the work. It is a book indispensable 
alike-to the-teacher and the pupil ; -to both-it-oflers invaluable advice^and-encouragement_- - - 
It is at once musical, philosophical, metaphysicalI, and practical in character, and cannot hut hold the 
undivided attention of the reader. It cannot fail to arouse and sustain a greater respect for the musical 
art and musical profession. 
The work as a whole is stamped with the individuality of the author. The reader is made to feel that 
the experience upon which the work is based is real, that the statements of the author are fonnded on firm 
convictions, and that/the conclusions are sound. . 
This work is perhaps the most valuable and practical ever published on musical topics. ; It is suitable 
alike to the profession and amateur. 
It contains nearly 300 pages. An excellent likeness of "the author is included in the work. 
* * * “ If yon are an artist, they will help you to get a stronger 
intellectual grasp of your art. If you are an editor, they will enable 
you to write intelligently upon art matters. If you are an amateur, 
they will enable you to converse intelligently upon art matters, land 
to cast your influence in favor of true art. It should be in every 
library.” . JOHANNES WQLFROM, 
Cleveland School of Music. 
“ The essays of Karl More, published under the title * Music and 
Culture,’ fully sustain'the great, reputation of the author as a 
reviewer and critic. Her was a man of big brain, warn, heart, and 
.large, soul. His gentle,..sympathetic nature was stirred by every 
touch of nature and every strain of music. He was in love-with his 
ohosen profession. Every student; of music will be nourished and 
stimulated by these gracefully written essays. The soul pf Karl Mere 
is aglow in every sentence.” REV. FAYE WALKER, p. D., 
PreMdmt(hford'{Q.)~L<mMhUolieg<3. 
* * ;* “Everything that emanated from his pen was-far above 
criticism. * * * All that he thought and.said and wrote bore 
the itnjwfess of'his 'singular genius.; * * * .It is a rare pleasure 
now to renew association with this great mind by means of the 
printed page. It should g<? into the hands of every amateur.”— 
Wooster (O.) Voice. 
“ Of the many books that come to our table, not one can surpass in 
interest and value ‘Music and Culture, by the late Karl Mere, 
Mus. Doc. The work is edited by Dr. Charles H. Mere, son of the 
author, and in arranglngTt he has followed closely the writer’s senti¬ 
ment. It Is the product of an unspoiled mind and a ripe career. It 
impresses the reader that it was written by an able and honest musi¬ 
cian, one in love-wrtth his art and profession, and that it was written 
solely for the good of the profession. No teacher, no pupil, no 
professional man can afford to be without a copy of it. It is ftul of 
practical hints for the beginner as well as the advanced student. 
“ We would advise all 'our students to procure a copy, knowing that 
the possession of it cannot help bat bring happiness and comfort;”— 
American Musical Times. I 
* * * “A book marvelously full of good sense and good sugges¬ 
tions. * * * It would be difficult to find such a practical combi¬ 
nation of good common sense, purity of style, counsel, add strength 
of utterance. * * * It is not a book for the teacher alone, nor yet 
the Student. It may be read by all classes._/ It is based upon actual 
experience and a most thorough knowledge of human nature.” * * 
—Echo, Lafayette, Ind.. 
“ Professor Karl Mere ’possessed a marvelously attractive person¬ 
ality. All Ms best qualities appear in his maturer lectures, which are 
included in this volume, ‘ Music and Culture.’ Here are warmth 
of feeling and. breadth of view combined with accuracy of informa¬ 
tion. Thera is speculation here and there on higher themes, but 
nothing that was not meant to be practically-useful. It. is full of 
noble impulses and cannot hut make all who read it somewhat nobler 
and better—somewhat more like Kart Mere.” ' 1 
’REV. SYLVESTER F. SCOVEL, D. D.. 
President Wooster University. 
***** The book is one that no professional man, no scholar, 
no preacher, can afford to be . without. With every page wo meet 
encouragement, help, and counsel. * * * This may be said to bo an 
indispensable book,—one that is replete with common sense and 
advice. * * * We htfveonly to echo theeuloglum pronounced upon 
it. To every admirer of the good, the true, and tho beautiful this 
work will come *a8 a revelation from a mastermind. * * * We 
add onr testimdnial to hundreds of others pronouncing it as a work 
truly indispensable to the men in the various callings of life.”—San¬ 
dusky (O.) Journal. 
“ No one at all musical can open the book at any page without 
-being Interested immediately. The terse, pointed manner in which 
the ideas are stated, making the fallacy or folly at which many of 
these ‘ hints’ -are aimed-mand out distinctly, at once chains the 
Interest and points , the way to a remedy. The manner in which . 
every hint is given prominence is ingenious, the whole book being 
divided into paragraphs and numbered in plain figures.”—Church's 
Musical Visitor. 
United States of America latent Mo. 41021,- 
8§0 for Sale. 
'and Wrist Hs@f.n 
A practical invention to assist teachers and students of piano or 
organ to the formation of a flexible wrist action in the execution of 
scales, broken chords, arpeggios, etc. Also to assist to a smooth legato 
touch. References to its usefulness sent ou application; also price of 
patent right. Address ■ . 
Canada. 
FREDERICK W4 ROOT, 
IN EUROPE 
DURING SEASON 1893-94. 
Stxa.tfc»3., ©xxtaslo. 
MADAE3E A. PUPIN 
"WILL ACCEPT KNGAGKMEMTS FOB BBCCTAX3 ON THB 
NEW JANKO KEYBOARD. 
PsmoNSMt Address, 84 Broad StreetMlizabeth, N. tT. 
Madame Pupin gives her Recitals with a brief Lecture on the Ad¬ 
vantages and PosSibUlties of the New Keyboard. Special terms to 
Behoofs and conservatories in Pennsylvania and Ohio the next two 
months. 
PIANO CONVERSATIONS. 
Miss Amy Fay desires to announce that she is ready to receive en¬ 
gagements for Piano Conversations next season. Miss Fay promises 
fine programmes, selected from the best works of both classic and 
modern composers, and embracing a wide field of musical literature. 
She is in the habit of prefacing each piece with short comments, 
biographical of the composer or descriptive of the composition, 
which render it clear to everybody when played. These “ conversa¬ 
tions ” are heartily enjoyed by audiences, and serve to bring them 
into a pleasant personal relation with Doth the pianiate and the 
music, and are a great stimulus to musical students. Address, 
MR. W. B. MATHEWS 
(240 WABA8H AVE., CHIOAQO) 
rospooiftilly gives notice that ho will dovoto a llmltod time to studonts 
in Mason’s Technics, or in the higher art of pianoforte playing gonorally. 
Address as above. Terms $4 per hour, or $2.60 per half hour. 
Engagements must be made in advance. 
MISS AMY FAY, 
S3. West 31st Street, New Torh. 
oonB. 
Observations Musician. 
By LOUIS LOMBARD. 
Price 80 Cents, bound, in Cloth. 
A neat and valuable book of special value to musical students, but 
anybody can peruse it with entertainment and profit. Though a 
first-class artist, Louis Lombard Is that rarity among artists, a prac¬ 
tical man, and his advice and every-day philosophy are full of sug¬ 
gestion and merit. ’-He has been an extensive traveler, and some 
chapters communicate the results of his observations abroad. Mr. 
Lombard is thoroughly imbued with American ideas, which he 
happily applies in Ins efforts to cultivate his art among the growing 
generation. ~Hih little volume is a gem.—Rochester (N. 7.) Herald. 
THE WELL-KNOWN NEW YORK VOOAL TEAOHER, . 
WILL HAVE CHARGE OF THE VOCAL DEPABTMEKT 
ISIJifi USER 
NORTHWESTERN MUSIO Summer*Catalogue. 
CONSERVATORY of MUSIC, Commencing Q |J| 
Minneapolis, minn. June 26th. O W n w V ut>• 
HUGH A. CLARKE, Min. Doc., 
823 Souitlbi 3©tJbL Ssilfcroe't, 
PHILADELPHIA 
TrQQnMs! UV MA1T fin Harmony, Counterpoint, 
If Mo fill y Jjl IS ML l and Composition. 
ORGAN OPENINGS, Etc. 
MR. ALBERT W. BORST 
Teacher of the 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 
DE PAUW UNIVERSITY, QREENCASTLE, IND. 
Instruction given in all Departments of Music. 
Pupil, Classical, Artist, Choral and Orchestral Concerts, 
8olo, Duet, ,Trio, Quartette, Ensemble and 
Oratorio Work. 
FIVE OOUR8E8 OF 8TUDY. 
Room, Board, Practice and Shoot Music at reasonable rates. 
For Circulars, apply to 
JAMXB H. HOWE, DOAN, GHEBNOA8TLR1, IND. 
For Ciroul&rB of other University Departments, apply to 
President, John P. D. John, A.M., d.d., College of Liberal Arts. 
Rev. Hillary A. Gobin, a.m., d.d., Dean of School of Theology. 
Augustus Lyach Mason, A.K., Dean of School of Law. 
Henry A. Mills, Dean or School of Art. 
1617 Spruce Street, Philadelphia. 
6073 Main Street, dermantown. 
TWENTY-FIFTH SEASON. 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1708 CHESTNUT STREET, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Ii M 
3602 Hamilton St., Philadelphia; Pa. 
No Charge for Organ practice. Full arrangements made for 
students studying for the profession. 
EDWARD BAXTER PERRY 
Concert Pianist and Leoturer, 
Address, 178 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
Mr. Perry makes an Annual Western and Southern Tour, from Sept. 
10th to the holidays. Special Terms to parties on hfa direct 
route desiring recitals at that time. 
PRICE 50 CENTS. 
Instructors.—R. Zec&wer, R. Hennig, Mauritz Leefson, Martians 
van Gelder, Gustav Hille, M. Mohr, D. D. Wood, F. Cresson, L. 
Howe, Carl Samans, Pasquale Rondinella, Peter Marzen, Misses S. 
Sower, A Sutor, L. Tiers, B. Davis, V. Henderson, A. Hall, Mrs. 
Kunkel-Zimmerman, Mra.W. and J. Tiers, Mrs. Boice-Hunsicker. 
FREE ADVANTAGES. 
Gasses in Harmony, Symphony; Vocal Ensemble and Instru¬ 
mental Ensemble Gasses; String Quartette and Orchestra Classes. 
Concerts given by the professors and pupils of the Academy in our 
own Hall. Lectures on Acoustics ana other musical topics. 
The Concert Hall contains a very effective Church Organ, built by 
Hook & Hastings, of Boston. 
Janko keyboard taught. 
For illustrated catalogues, apply to 
R9CHARD ZECKWER, Director. 
This new book is a great advance on anything hereto¬ 
fore published in this line. It gives a practical and 
easily understood presentation of every writable thing 
in the notation of music. The book abounds in new 
and ingenious features to interest the pnpil. Every im¬ 
portant subject is treated from so many sides that even 
the dullest pnpil can easily understand the subject under 
consideration. It is thorongh, clear in explanations 
and helps, and particularly practical in the directness 
with which it exhausts each fact presented. Any pupil- 
who faithfully works out its exercises will be a correct 
and rapid reader of mnsic, instrumental or vocal. 
THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
EASY METHOD 
F©05 THE PD^®F®KTE 
In Voice Culture and Artistic -Singing, according to Italian 
____’ ........ Methods. __ - :_^_ 
Studio, 8 Euclid Ave., ' - CLEVELAND, OHIO. " 
Mr. Brooks is a pnpil of Sig. Antonio SangioTiurai, Milan, Italy. 
LEIP8IO AND WEIMAR, 1859-82 
Pi AH 1ST, TEACH Eft, AH© WHITER. 
--TERMS;- 
$60.00 for twenty one-hour lessons. $30.00 for twenty half-hour lessons. 
address; 
37 Fort Avenue, or Chlckerlng’s, 162 Tremont St., BOSTON. 
MR. PERLEE V. JERVIS, 
u u of-TM : i :h d u kvCCO UlO 
MASON’S “TOUCJffl AND TECHNIC.” 
Studio 8, Carnegie Music Hall, 1 Tuesday 
New xorU, } and Friday. 
141 Montague St., Brooklyn,} ^'^^fflirday. 
A New and Original Publication. 
EIGHT FUGUES, 
By JOHANN SEBASTIAN BAOH, 
ROMMEL. 
FMICJE $1.0®. 
This Beginners’ Instruction Book is a thor¬ 
oughly practical work. Every exercise has been 
tested for years in actual practice. It contains 
everything a progressive teacher might desire. 
There is nothing antiquated, nothing difficult, 
nothing dull. 
Witli Analytical Expositions In COLORS and Al>- 
I 1t L* vWt? 1 
By BERNAJRDUS BOBKE1LMAN. 
\ . 
A highly approved edition and endorsed by the following promi¬ 
nent artiste;— 
G. W. Chadwick, E. A McDowell, A. M. Duvernoy, Arthur Foote, 
Niela W. Gade, Fr. Gerneheim. Alex. Guilmast, August Horn, Walter 
McFarren, A. C. Mackenzie, William Mason, H. W. Nicholl, Carl 
Reicecke^Dr. Hugo Rlemann, Moritz Rosenthal, Samuel P. Warren, 
Arthur Friedhelm, Fanny Bloomfield-Zelsler, etc. 
’ Copies for sale by* 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1*708 Chestnut Street, - Philadelphia. 
QBEf^Lirh HfeisiG 
With a Large Faulty of Superior Instructors, and 
a splendid building for'its exclusive use, the Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
Music. 699 students last year. Total expense for one 
year’s study (86 weeks) need not exceed $800. 
Terms begin Sept. 19, Jan. 8, and April 4. 
If you are intending to study Music in any of its 
branches, send for catalogue to 
F. B. BlOl, Director, 
OBERLIN OHIO. 
HAMA’Q MUSICAL INSTITUTE AND 
IIAIM « CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, 
WARREN, OHIO, gives instruction in all departments 
of Mnsic, with a thorough, systematic oouroe of study, 
and a faculty of the highest excellence and efficiency. 
Established twenty-two years. Catalogues free. 
JUNIUS DANA, Secretary. 
STANDARD WORKS. 
Siu’a Psicnou HnotoHT,....@2 
Dm’s '*''»< ■ Bass......L l 
Tjus Awr or ’ 
Hahobax. School for Cornm.. oao©ooooODoaeoooo£>Ciotj>(ioe-c;-ooo,0!50oooo» ^ 
Pboobssrxvk Stcdifs fob Vioura........Booh l 
Address tha Publisher, 










“ Instructive, Interesting, Entertaining*” 
THIRD SBASOir, 
189S-4. BRAJf 
“History of Music/’ “Famous'Symphonies,” “Stabat Mater,” 
“ Oratorios and Their Writers," 41 Beemoveaiana,” “ Biohard Waguer’s 
Heroines,” “ American Music, Past, Present, and Future,” etc., etc. 
For terms and dates address 
FREDERIC DEAR, A« L*.., 
Wo. 9 East 17th Street, Blew Torb. 
a. pufih 
WILL ACCEPT KKOt.SSI£BHTS FOB BBOXTAIS ON THE 
NEW JANKO KEYBOARD. 
Permanent Address, 84 Broad Street, JEUzsibeth, W. «T. 
Madame Pnpin gives her Beoitala with a brief Lecture on the Ad¬ 
vantages and Possibilities of the Hew Keyboard. Special terms to 
schools and conservatories in Pennsylvania and Ohio the next two 
months. 1 
a Musician. 
By LOUIS LOMBARD. 
Price 80 Cents, bound in Cloth. 
A neat and valuable book of special value to musical students, but 
anybody can peruse it with entertainment and profit. Though a 
first-class artist, Louis Lombard is that rarity among artists, a prac¬ 
tical man, and nils advice and every-day philosophy are full at sug¬ 
gestion and merit. He has been an extensive traveler, and some 
chapter® communicate the results: of hia obserratioas abroad. Mr. 
Lombard is thoroughly imbued with American ideas, which he 
happily applies in Ms efforts to cultivate his art among the growing 
generation. His little volume is a gem.—Sochmier {N. 7.) Meraid. 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1708 CHESTNUT STREET, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
FOR MUSIC PUPILS. 
PRICE 50 CENTS. 
This new book is a great advance on anything hereto¬ 
fore published in this line. It gives a practical and 
easily understood presentation of every writable thing 
in the notation of music. The book abounds in new 
and ingenious features to interest the pupil. Every im¬ 
portant subject is treated from so many sides that even 
the dullest pupil can easily understand the subject nnder 
consideration. It is thorough, clear in explanations 
and helps, and particularly practical in the directness 
with which it exhausts each fact presented. Any pnpil 
who faithfully works ont its exerciseB will be a correct 
and rapid reader of music, instrumental or vocal. 





This Beginners’ Instruction Book is a thor¬ 
oughly practical work. Every exercise has been 
tested for years in actual practice. It contains 
everything a progressive teacher might desire. 
There is nothing antiquated, nothing difficult, 
nothing dull. 
FREDERICK W. ROOT, 
IN EUROPE 
DDimG SEASON 1893-94. 
PIANO. CONVERSATIONS. 
modern composers, and embracing a wide field of musical literature. 
8he is in the habit of prefacing each piece with short comments, 
v. l-1—1 x-- descriptive of the composition, 
. when played. These “ conversa- 
. audiences, and serve to bring them 
into a pleasant personal relation with Doth the planlste and the 
music, and are a great stimnlos to musical students. . Address, 
KISS AMY PAY, 
S3 Went list Street, • ■ Sew York. 
oowio.wiBg-iEi'S',, 
THE WELL-KNOWN NEW YORK VOOAL TEAOHER, 
WILL HAVE CHARGE OF THE VOCAL DEPARTMENT1 
EMINENT ARTISTS 
IN ALL BRANCHES. 
OF TUB 
NORTHWESTERN 
CONSERVATORY of MUSIC, Commencing 




8S3 Sonth 3©thi ©fcareet, 
PHILADELPHIA. 
LESSONS BY 
ORGAN OPENINGS, Etc. 
MR. ALBERT W. BOSST 
-Teacher 'of the " 
ORGAN — AND — PIANOFORTE 
3602 Hamilton St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
No Charge for Organ practice. Full arrangements made0 for 
students studying for the profession. 
EDWARD BAXTER PERRY 
CONOERT PIANI8T AND LEOTURER 
Lecture leeitals at Collages and Conservatories a Specialty. 
Address, 178 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
Mr. Perry makes an Annual Western and Southern Tour, from Sept. 
10th to the holidays. Special Terms to parties on his direct 
route desiring recitals at that time. 
HARRY CLYDE BROOKS, 
TENOR AND INSTRUCTOR 
In Voice Culture and Artistic Singing, according to- Italian 
Methods. 
Studio, 8 Euclid Ave., - CLEVELAND, OHIO. 
Mr. Brooks is a pupil of Sig. Antonio Sangiovanpi^Milan, Italy. 
JAMES M. THACY, 
LE1P8IO AND WEIMAR, 1869-82 
PIANIST,TEACHER, ANP WRITER 
-TERMS:- 
860.00 for twenty one-hour lessons. $30.00 for twenty half-hour lessons. 
addbbss: 
37 Fort Avenue, or Chlckering's, 162 Tremont St., BOSTON. 
MR. PERLEE V. JERVIS, 
TELA-CJSEEJEgi OST* PIANOFOBTE 
MASON’S “TOUCH AMD TB5CMWEC.” 
Studio 8, Carnegie Musie Ball, 1 Tuesday 
If etc xorh, } and Friday. 
i4i Mont*,™ at., 
NEW YORK VOCAL INSTITUTE, 
97 Fifth Avenue, New York. 
FRANK HERBERT TUBBS, Mueloal Directors. 
n 
This School for. Singers haB original Ideas. All teachers use the 
same voice-method. Voice Culture and Binging are taught only in Srivate lessons, educational subjects In classes. The voice-method 
i that arranged by Mr. Tubbs. He was a student of Manuel Garcia, 
Emil BehnEe, ana Wm. Shakespeare, of London, and Antonio San- 
giovaani, of Milan. Slnoe the Institute began, no pupil has foiled 
to make good progress. Ton, If a student, would do the same. So 
would your friend. 
At present, students prefer New York as a oentre for study. One 
becomes educated by association in a large city. Our students are 
found comfortable boarding-places. Can yon have one or two terms 
In New York this year! Perhaps, when prepared, yon would teach 
or sing professionally,—thus paying a return. If Interested, send 
t rt dreabtrs, [hay ell e J1 u/." 
etc. Address as abovex^ 
, Classes, Teachers, Location, 
TEACHERS 
for every department ’’of instruction by the Southern -Educational 
Memphis, Tenn. Large number of .vacancies reported from 
■' .' ' ‘ .Wth- thebest school ho South and Southwest. 
-_34=7 
MlEfc. W. @. 33. MATHEWS. 
(240 Wabash Ave., Chioaqo) 
respectfully gives notloe that he will devote a limited time to students 
in Mason’s Technics, or in the higher art of pianoforte playing generally. 
Address as above. Terms $4 per hour, or $2.60 per half. hour. 
Engagements must be made in advance. 
--------- 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 
DE PAUW UNIVERSITY, 8REENCASTLE, IND. 
Instruction given in all Departments of Music. 
Pnpil, Classical, Artist, Choral and Orchestral Concerts, 
Solo, Duet, Trio* Quartette, Ensemble and 
' Oratorio Work. 
-FIVE OOUR8E8 OF 8TUDY. 
Room, Board, Practice and Sheet Music at reasonable rates. 
For Circulars, apply to 
JAMES H. EOW1, DRAFT; GBHHBTCASTLE, IKTD. 
For Circulars of other University Departments, apply to 
President, John P. D. John, A.M., d.d., College of Liberal Arts. 
Rev. Hillary A. Gobln, A.M., d.d., Dean of School of Theology. 
Augustus Lynch Mason: A.M., Dean of School of Law. 
Henry A. Mills, Dean of School of Art. 
Wilih l Large Faculty of Superior instructors, and 
a Bplendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
Music, 699 students last year. Total expense for one 
year’s study (86 weeks) need not exceed $800, 
Terms begin Sept. 19, Jan. 8, and April 4. 
If you are intending to study Music in any of its 
branches, send for catalogue to 
F. B. RIOE, Director, ■ 
OBERLIN OHIO. 
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 
ABUT ARBOR, MICHIGAN. 
A Flnt-ClaM Musical Education Furnished. 
A Faculty of Experienced TEACHERS. 
Exceptional Advantages for Hearing? Music. 
School Conducted according to University 
Standards. . ■ 
Address for Catalogue, 
A. JL.ML/ 
DIRECTOR. 
34=8 THE ETUDE 
TO PRESERVE ^ 
YOUR COPIES OF THE ETUOE. 
Arthur p Schmidt -csa®#*®#©*: 
154 TREIOMT ST., BOSTOI, BISS., ..*• MUSIC TEACHERS 
MU8QC PUBLISHER, , byg.m.sefton. \ 
SOLE ASEKT IH IHB DBIX8D RAXES JOB _ -JPWdlfc".. ° . “ ■ ^ w/v;'- - ■' v\'. \ ^ "V' ’ Q" . . • _ .. ...... ^ - i ... ' . K-;i v •' ;> ' V 
Henry Lttollf, Brunswiok, Germany; Edition Ohanot _ . . A . 7T . , . „ 
(Violin Music), and the Vienna Conservatory «o»^ ejerytlunr for keeping Aeeom 
Edition of th of Muaio Teachers; Index5* Daily Programme, a pa 
PIANOFORTE CLASSICS. ^ ‘‘0-’ * 
---- . TMJSO. PBE1S8EB, 
FAVORITE S©rilC ALBUMS BY OUR no« Chsstnat «u p&iwafefeia, fsL 
BEST COMPOSERS. mm**" - 
BEACH (HRS.) H. H.A Sonf Album. 15 Selected 4 TBS 
Songs.$1 26 ~ 
These songs are characterized by good melody and mnsicianly accom- *n _ V. 
paniments. aC?
BECKER, «EHrnohl). Op. 76. A Poet’s tove. A I   . 
Cycles of 4 Songs. High and Low Yoice   .each 76 
Four artistic and mnsicianly songs, which will appeal to all lovers of . _ _ ■ ■ __ _____ 
rrr;..,™, o„.„. ,s.w^ „ TO; Ef UDE BpDEI 
Singable and musical, which, with medium compass, can be thor- _ 
onghly recommended. 
chadwick, G. w. Songs of Brittany. 75 It is simple bnt complete, cheap bat durab 
-Album of Sengs for Soprano or Tenor..1 26 ' , . __• 
These songs are written in the usual musical, effective style of this ant* USauXliul in appearance. 
favorite composer. it ha8 & WOOd.en baok, which always keepi 
FOOTE, ARTWUB. Op. 26. 11 Favorlts Songs.1 25 
A set of mnsicianly songs, which will be snre to find a place in the in shape, and it d06S not mutilate the Contents, 
repertoire of all singers. 
HOOO, HELEN. Op. 7. Song Etchings. A group of coPies are instantly out securely bound by 
sixbut alate which ran the of the Periodical, and 
equally attractive to old as well as young. can be removed at pleasure. 
Line, MARGARET RFTHVEBr. Album of lO tj. , t>. ..... . „ 
Soags...... .........i oo bach Binder holds twelve copies, or a full year’s s 
— Op. 16 5 SOUKS for Soprano or Tenor.......... .... . 75 8Cription, of the Etude. 
The melodies are many of them quaint and interesting; the accom- “ ’ 
paniments appropriate and clearly written. Teachers and singers should 
examine them. 
I/FUfFS, FRANK. A Cyelus of 15 Songs...1 25 
-Op. 19. 9 Hongs. High and Low Voice.each 75 
Mr. Dynes’ well-known reputation as a song composer will be fully 
sustained by every one of the above songs. v 
LYRIC FANCIES. Album of Songs for Soprano or 
Tenor, by American Composers. 2 vols.each 1 00 
. Two chinning anthologies of soma 6? the very worthiest songs that 
-have yet appeared Sum American composers. 
x.Aga »00K EMPIRE COLLECTION OF PIANO MUSIC. ■ ■ von ' 
 . i Choice instrumental piooes for the piano or organ, by favorite foreign 
■ ' BV I I. IEFTON. American composers. 
This work is a gem, and contains 40 original piecses. among which 
Jpfajfi$gt. . -will be found ■ * 
. mm ii. h , DIXIE LAND............., Grobo 
The hook contains everything for keeping Accounts falling leaves.  ..Muller 
s c rs? j< ge JiSSjoZZ“Z"ZZZ"IZ...^Su”" 
t__-i._:i. ru-v s__.oauey 
SHEPHERD'S MORNING SONG.......Blake 
And many others equally as popular. 
Price, Paper, Illustrated Title Page, 50 cents. 
O LOAN 
A MONTHLY JOURNAL 
Devoted to “THE KING OP INSTRUMENTS.” 
Contains articles and illustrations of vital interest to every organist 
u le, 
d bea tif  . 
It has a solid wooden back, hich al ays keeps it 
d m  i pm
and organ builder, the organ news of tfieday, department of<quea- 
tloii?- and answers for students and .and eight pages of 
organ musto. Yearly Subscription 12.00 (in advance): Sample copies 
26 cents. 
EVERETT E, TRUETTE, 
Editor and Publisher, 
148 A TREMONT 8T., BOSTON, MA88. 
The copies are instantly but securely hound by the 
thin slats which run the length of the periodical, and yet 
can he re oved at pleasure. 
E oi ub- 
MACDOWELL, E. A. Op. 40. 6 Leve Songs. 75 Q< 
MAR8TON, G. W. Album for Soprano. 14 Favo- CO 
riteSongs....1 25 O 
- Album for Alto. 15 Favorite Songs..1 25 
The enviable reputation of G. W. Marston as a song writer is excep- *. 
tionally well illustrated in the above series, any one of which would © 
prove effective as well as singable. ■ _.. _ _^O.__• 
PITMAN, ATjICE E. Album orSSongs. 75 q“ 
Singable, tuneful, and enjoyable. Should bo popular songs for stn- “ 
dents, or Boirde and parlor nasi 
ROGERS, CLARA S. Album of 14 Songs...1 25 
-6 Browning: Songs...  75 
Six artistic settings of Browning poems. Tunefulness and well-writ- ADDRE88 PUBLISHER, 
ten accompaniments are prominent restores of each song. 
SCHLES1NGEB, NEB. B. 25 Favorite Bongs.1 60 mvTTi r> THEO. PRESSEB, 
SMITH. GEKBITT. Op. 13. 5 Bongs. (InPreBs). a. 
Five Uttfe gems from the pen of a well-known American writer. CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
New Studies by Well-Known Authors. n 4 ® F . , 
ro rails 01 mat Musicians. 
Etudes. (3 A)....125 . 
Just the thing for the practice of the trill. The studies are melodi- LIFE SIZE, 22 X 28 INCHES, 
ous and unusually useful, because of the fact that the trills are divided _ . _ 
between the different fingers in each study, thus equalizing the devel- rriOe $1.00. P staae SM ’fe«. lOCl A ; 
opment of trill-playing and finger action. ° ’ 
GCRLITT, CORN Op 198. Sixteen Melodious Etudes for ** $5.00, With Frame, Antique Oak. 
E«eeSn^ya melodimi^'and' tochnicaiiy useful combinin'g d'i'fferent ***** *° »° ** Expr088 8‘ Purch*“r’8 ' 
forma of finger practice with, rhythmic and artistic points of great value The following are nOW ready:— M 
to yonng pupils. . • J ;f? 
PianoforteComposition! 
PRICE S1.00 EACH. 
A glance at the table of contents of these two Albums 
will show their superiority over most collections of piano 
music. They are foil sheet-music size, well printed on 
good paper, durably hound, and attractively gotten up. 
The music is such as yon hear at concerts and musicals. 
Contents—Concert Album, VoL I. Clsasie,' 
Chopln,.Op. 9, No. 2,-Nocturne.. 
TBCnaikowsky, P_ The Skylark. 
Moeakowski,ML, Op. 15, No. 1, Serenade. 
Hummel, J.N., Op. 62, Bondo in O. 
Mitcheson, Mary F., Petite Berceuse. 
Ksvsjisga, I., Cfo. % Polonaise Antique. 
Von Wllin^N^ Op., 14, No. 2, Cansonetta. 
Houseley, Henry, Dane® Antique, Bye-Gone Days. 
Bendel, Pr., Op. 92, Nocturne. 
Be KwaafeJ, A., Op. 870, Menuet, Louis XV. 
Chopin, F., Op. 40, No. i, Polonaise. 
Schumaxa, BL, Op. 28, Nocturne in F. 
Bubinckun. Anton, Op; 8, No. 1, Melody in F. 
Heller, St, Op. 45, No. JW. Village'Fete. 
Sohamasn. It., Op. 124, Slumber Song. 
Delloux, Ch., Op. 14, Msrche Hongroise. 
Bach, J. S.,LourelnG. 
Buhinstein, A., Marche a la Torque. 
x .
“ .6 , wifi rtfyi , ti ' . 
Fr.cfe.aJ to go by Expr«i«e at purdiawr’s charge. A 
e f ll i  r  ow r ; $ 
~25 BEETHOYEN. MENDELSSOHN, MOZART, 
Every teacher will welcome this addition to the limited list of easy m jlTLT .l ^ _ 1 
of the ^e11^111688 ttnd mertt are the 8tron8 WAQMEE; HAM DEL, CHOPIN, LISZT, and beneficial studies. Tunefulness and pedagogic mertt are the strong ¥ characteristics of .the entire set. ‘ 
VIOLIN. 
DANCLA, GHAS. Op. >194, Twelve Easy and Melodious 
^tndee for Violin, with Accompaniiaent of a Second Violin.....1 26 rpi 
Of great value to the teacher who -wishes melody and practical techni- 
cal utility combined. The set contain* excellent examples in easy ti®n 
form of all different styles of bowing and difficulties. waB 
VOCAL. eleg 
STURM, WlLH. Twelve Vocalises (easy and progressive) for 
Soprano pr Tenor. (In Press)......;.160 
Vocal teachers should see and use these studies. Progressive, melo¬ 
dic, with good accompaniments, they should interest every pupil, while - 
imparting useful and necessary ideas of vocalization. . __ 
SOHUBERT, AND EAYDN. _ J\ 
OTHJSBS TO T02.X.0W. 
The elegant pnrtmita have given the greatest satisfae- ! 
tie  wherever introduced. . The former price for these | 
wee 94.50 each, without frame. Suitable for the most 
ant Studio, Mumc Boom or Parlor. 
Address THEO. PRESSEB, PHILADELPHIA. 
vuvpiu, fa, vpa AO, AWa AW) A X GtUUU, . 
Mendelssohn, >p. 82, No. 6, Spring Seng. 
Schubert, F., Op. 78, Menuetfo inJ8 Minor. 
Bubinsteln, A-, Op. 10, Kammennol-Ostrow. 
Schumann, B., Op. 12 No. 2, Soaring. 
Oontenti—Concert Album, VoL C. Popular. 
Doppler, J. H,, Op. 181; I Think of Thee, 
Moetlir?, Theo, Elfin Dance. 
Nowoosek, Pn On the Hills. 
Muller, W. A., Op 112, No. 2, Polonaise. 
Foerster, Ad., Op. 68, Peace of Evening. 
Goerdeler, It, Angels1 Voices. 
Gelhel, A, Bohemian Melody. 
Biehl, A., Op. Ill, Chiming Bells. 
Meyer, L . Alice, Valse de Salon. 
Dorn, E., Break of Mom. 
Mscferrsn, W_ Golden Slumbers. 
Goerdeler, B.Jttallan Peasants’ Dance, 
Wadsilssgton, E , Or. 19, No. 2, In the Grove. 
Gold beck St., Op. 12, -1/Absmob® Masurkau . 
Goldner, W., Op. 86, Air, Moldave Mazurka, 
©a.ns, W., Op. 11, Words of Inve. 
De Kontski, A., Op. 869, Persian March. 
Wienlawski, M, Knyawiak, Polish Dance. Cuya l
Graded NoveHy List and other Catalog-ties 
sent upon application. 
Mall Orders solicited and promptly filled 
to sl11_ parts of the Country. 
TU E yiAl | gy A Monthly Journal published In the interests 
■ BaC TW^#fEPLBiFs 0f staring Instruments and their Players. Sub- 
scription $1.00 i>er year ; sample copies lO cents eaeh. Address Publishers 
teciej "vxooiiiisr world, 
13 EAST SIXTEENTH STREET, - - - NEW YORK. 
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